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There’s a wideness in God’s merey,
Like the wideness of the sea;
There’s a kindness in his justice,
Which is more-than liberty.
There’s no place where earth’s sorrows,
Are more felt than up in heaven;
There’s no place where earth’s failings
Have such kindly judgment given.

For-the love of God is broader
Than the measure of man’s mind;
And the heart of the Eternal
Is most wonderfully kind.
But we make His love too narrow
By false limits of our own;
And we magnify His strictness
With a zeal he will not own.

name of this child, renounce the devil and
all his works, the vain pomp and glory of
same,

— Faber.

Missionary Correspondence.

80 that
them?”

them all;” stillhe cared little for these
things. I would as soon havé Satan for
my child's god-father as such a man. Now
all the popery apart, there is something
very truly good and beautiful in this having god-parents for children, and where
the arrangement has been entered into with
Christian sincerity and devotion, it has
many times been blessed of God to the salvation of souls. But the case above was
cited to show how far one may fail in the
first place to correctly understand his obligations, and, as a necessary consequence,
fail to discharge his important trust. We
would have our brethren and sisters fully
prepared to assume the responsibility, not

merely signified but unquestivnably involved in the adoption of a child? Are you
willing to work for the child's salvation ?
Do n't fancy that, because the boy whom
you select is far away, where, it may be,
you can never see him, and under the im~

| mediate care of a missionary, you can do
nothing for his soul. God hears many
| prayers in Amegica and England for India,
and he can hear yours for the child you
adopt. In the history of our own mission,
how often has the fervent, effectual prayer
of our brethren across the sea been heard

in our behalf!

Each of these adopted boys

and girls should be prayed for daily and
earnestly by the friends in America.
Let

to the end,let them pray for their usefulness
among their pagan countrymen. I believe
that,

were

there

a

truer heart-interest on

the part of Christians at home in these
children, more of them would turn out
well and become a blessing to their native
land.

Still, it is always best to look the facts in

—

to feed, clothe and book a boy at this station. Once it conld be done for half this
money, but of late
. years,— particularly
since the great famine,—prices have gone

up? full one hundred per cent.

I speak of

these boys to-day for two reasons. One is
this. It has been said that some of our
good friends are rot so mindful as they

be of their obligations in this mat.

ter. If I am not mistaken, the Cor. Sec.
and Treas. at home has written us to this
effect. So I would just stir up your pure
minds by way of remembrance, my brethren; for, as you have adopted a child in
our (§chool, and that child has been named
for . you or some friend of yours, it seems
-most natural and right that you should
keep your promise and centribute to his
support. ' For certuinly, unless you do thus
contribute, and preserve your interest in
the child,it can neither be fair nor friendly to
call the child by your name. For what
Brown,
Messrs.

a taunt could it be to call a boy
or Jones, or Smith, long after
Brown, Jones and Smith withdrew

from Mis support?
Then again, what an
awkward thing it would be to changea
boy’s name every time his patron fails up
at home,—to call the little protege Bob the
first year, Dick the next, Tom the next,
and so on. I freely confess my dislike to
this plan of giving Bengali, Oriya, Mussulman or Santal children our English names.
They

never set well, are rarely pronounced

so that the givers could recognize them,
and serve sometimes to create invidious
distinctions among our school boys and
girls.

Besides,

tage to
clature.
among
always
sort of

be derived from this foreign nomenAmong the natives, particularly
the Santals, a boy's English name
seemed to me to be regardedas a
a sobriquet,—a nom de guerre,—as-

I see no particular advan-

sumed in Christian gompany, but quickly
enough dropped when back in the jungles.
Still I am not writing to-day out of my

dislike to this naming system, but rather

out of my deep desire that those dear friends
at home who go so far as to adopt and
name a child in our Mission schools, should
be true to their trust and contioue to cher-

igh
the child, notin their pockets only, but
1
much

more in their hearts.

First,

let our

friends give the subject

their careful and serious thought before
taking

steps

demption.

a

»

Special Correspondence.
a

LA FLEGERR TO GENEVA.
The Flégére is a mountain some seven
thousand feet in hight; the highest point
being some
that, This is

towards adopting children in

near to help, and he gives the worker heart

totry

again,

times.

And

over

how

and

sweet

over

a thousand

is success amidst

such scenes of severe trial!

Thank God

for the precious ones saved at last from
Satan's snares!
When we behold them
doing the Master’s work and striving most
heartily te save others, we forget the
trials of the past amid the present triumph.
Only another word remains to be said
about this matter.
Welsccept the charge
of these twenty-seven boys as a sacred
trust, and by God’s help shall do the best
we can for their welfare. But ik would be
a peculiar pleasure,—I speak for myself,
—to hear occasionally from those friends
who have adopted these children.
We
shall always be glad to tell them kow their
boy. or” girl (for there are several adopted
girls in our Home) is getting on. It is not
to be expected that all of these boys will
become * ministers,

nor

is

it

desirable.

Some of them the Lord may call (we
should hate to if he did not)into the work of
the ministry. I am happy to mark certain
pleasing indications in this direction on the
part of some. Others will become teachers,
printers, farmers, and so on, filling, we

hope,

some rioble and useful sphere in life.

We shall try to be faithful to you, my
friends, and let you know the truth about
these children. Should the boy turnout
badly, die, or run away, we shall tell you
of it, provided always that you keep us in
communication with yourselves. At present, I do not know the names of half the
parties who have boys in this school, and
the address of buf very few.
‘Let us hear
from you, then, dear brethren and sisters,

and may the Lord help you and us to work
hard for these children.
We are just now right in the hight of
Durga puja, the great social festival of the
Hindus. Thousands from all the country
villages round about are here # look at the
gay goddess and listen to the
merry musio.

The town is overflowing with people,

My

heart turns away from the noisy crowd,
and prays for the speedy coming of that
day when even in this pagan city of Midnapore there shall be a holy convocation
unte the Lord. Oh, I long to see the multitudes coming in from every side to crown
our Jesus King. How long, ob, how long,

before that glad day greets our eyes and

go up daily, and we judge/lyom

ter at the little inn near t
is quite a favorite resort.
er is by a mule-path

followed;

the regis-

mmit, that it
The route thith-

which

may be easily

so, dismissing

our guide, we

attempt the ascent alone. Taking a voiture
to the little town of Les Pres at the
base of the mountain,

ing the path

up

we are

soon foliow-

the mountain side.

The

ascent is so abrupt that a zigzag path is the
only feasible one. For three quarters of
an hour we follow the course of a former
avalanche, which has entirely devastated
the tract over which it passed. The sun
pours down its rays intensely upon us, and
we are
gained;

heartily glad when the forest is
an hour or two after which we
mmit.
The view before us

ly glorious. The entire Mont
is in full view from the famous Col de Balme on the extreme left, to
the Glacier des Bossons extending into the
valley miles away to our right. Nearly in
front of us rise the jagged needle points of
the Aguilles Verte, to a hight of some 13,500 feet, and near them the similar peaks
of the Aguilles Rouges, which, as the name
indicates, resemble immense needles, the
former of a greenish, the latter of a reddish
color, while farther to the right is Mont
Blanc himself, with his eternal snow-fields,

rising more than
fifteen thousand. feet
above the level of the sea; and standing in
front of this little inn we can count distinctly eighteen

ranging

in

different mountain

hight

from

seven

peaks,

to its right the Glacier q’ Argentiere; directly in front of us across the valley we
have a fine view of tha Mer de Glace, miles
in ektent, with the Glacier des Bois at its
feet; and far to the right the Glacier des
Bossons, noted for its great size; while directly at our feet, and separating us from
beautiful

Chamounix val-

ley with its numerous little towns. From
this point may be distinctly seen among
others the little town of Argentiere. This
we are anxious to reach to-night; it looks
only a little distance, just there at the foot
of the mountain, though we afterwards
find it to be miles

mountain base.

away,

even

from

the

If only. the descent might

be made on this side, what a saving of time

would be effected!
the attempt.

We

determine to make

Upon inquiry we learn of the

existence of an old

path, which if follow-

ed will lead us down to Within easy distance. The same time that would bring
us back to the carriage by the regular route
would, if this path

were

followed, take us

nearly to Argentiere, besides affording a
pleasant variety.——We will not attempt
to describe the experiences of that afternoon. We found quite as much variety as
we had desired, though

As we
more
night
those

of a

different sort.

descended, the path grew more and
indistinct until it was lost entirely;
came on, accompanied by one of
sudden storms of wind and rain so

frequent in these Alpine regions;

we cross-.

ed the path of frequent ‘land-slides, where,
even as we attempted it, a large mass of
débris, started by our own weight, moved
some feet down the steep mountain side;
we clambered down. cliffs so steep that the
only possible way to preserve one’s equi-

librium was

to let one’s

branches of trees ‘and

self down

by

surrounding shrubs;

at length, gaining the foot-of the mountain,
we found ourself unableto cross the river;
and after wandering still farthér in search
of a bridge, we at length arrived,
weariness, at Argentiere.
This

full of
would

seem to have been enough, and doubtless
would be, for a more experienced pedestrian; but we remember the inevitable
lameness and stiffness which must result

to-morrow from thé unusual

mile by a wooden

occmpy

one end of

fatigue and

exposure of to-day, and determine to at
tempt reaching one of the other little villages which looked so near when we were
at the top of the mountain, but which disappeared as soon as we started on gar
downward journey. Soon we go, defermined to reach the farthest possible point
to-night. We soon find that the day’s labors have told upon our strength even
more than we had thought, and as the
weary miles drag by we long inexpressi-

bly for a resting place, and at length find
hospitable welcome in a; peasant’s cot~
tage.
ve
It is late next morning before we bring
ourself to the task of rising, and descending from the lodging loft to the family
apartments. But at length we do so, and

This may be ascended for half a
suspended

over

overhanging ledge above, it being merely
a cleft in the solid rock, which rises on

either side to the hight of four hundred and
twenty feet.

for chairs.

ries at the

And this, I learn, is a fairsams

walk,

the foaming torrent by iron rods from the

constructed of rough boards with benches

The width of this chasm vabottom

while overhead

from

five

the opening

to fifty feet,

is so narrow

that into these depths the sunlight never

however. This house had mo balconies, comes. At the upper end of the walk is a
which very rarely happens in a Swiss house ; picturesque fall of thirty feet, below which
the homes of even the poorest peasants the water is said to be fifty feet deep; and
usually having at least one balcony for from here to its mouth the depth ranges

:

Although lame and weary, we

are anx-

ious to be on our way ; accordingly, after a

breakfast worthy a more extended notice,
and paying our landlord a little more than
hotel prices in

this

country,

we

set out

again with guide and mule for Martigny by
way of the famons Téte Noire Pass. The
rain has been pouring all the morning, but
we can not wait longer for fair weather,

and so, providing ourself with an umbrella,
off we go. Our guide iséthoroughly acquainted with the whole region, so, instead
of following the prescribed route, he takes
a shorter one by a goat-path across the
mountain spur. After a circuitous course
through the valley, the base of the mountain is reached, and we

see just before us a

most abrupt ascent for some distance, after
which the path winds along the mountain
side. After re-tightening the saddle-girth
and examining the various straps upon
which strain may

come,

the

guide

takes

the long strap, by which the mule is led
where the footing is dangerous, and by
which he is sometimes almost dragged up

difficult

plades,

and

farther,

and we

come

path

where

up wego.
to a

A little

portion of the

we have literally

to ascend

stone steps for a short distance, at the head

of which

an

abrupt

turn

is made in the

path, and we pass between a high rock and

the steep bank. Just here the passage is
80 narrow that we must draw our feet up
under us to prevent their being bruised.
Half an hour more, and we have gained
the main road from Chamounix to Martigny, which, though in reality only a mule
path, is still sufficiently wide to insure
safety. A little farther, and we reach the
highest point in this valley, which is itself
nearly five thousand feet above sea-level.
This point is marked by a huge wooden
cross erected at the road side. The rain
has been diminishing by degrees since we

to fifteen. set out, and now, just as we draw near this

thousand feet. Beneath us may be seen,
to the left,the Glacier de Tour, and a little

all these, is the

Trient.

together

each story.

————

easily attainable, however,
eight hundred feet Jess than

sage, we find them to consist of two large

ple of the home of Swiss peasants. A sin.
gle exception mi
here. be: mentioned,

Come,Lord Jesus,come quickly.
J.L.P

hotel is the'rocky entrance of the Gorge du

rooms which

serves ‘as drawing-room, sleeping apartment and dining-room; the table being

hastens to our relief and the land re-

commonly known as the Croix de la Flegere, and is resorted to solely for the magthou wilt not follow nor be led by nificent view it affords of the Mont Blanc
Numbers
and had answered, “I renounce ‘range and adjacent mountaips.

the face. Let our brethren bear in mind
that these children are born of pagan paMIDNAPORE, INDIA, Sept. 28, 1870.
There are now twenty-seven boys in rents, and from their earliest moments are
our school here who are named for peo- beset by the worst possible influences.
ple in America, and the understanding is. It is a task of no ordinary kind to teach
that the money for the support of these and “train these children in our mission
boys is provided by the parties naming schools. How many times the most zealous
them.
Two rupees a month, or twelve missionary feels discouraged and thinks it
silver dollars a year, is the sum required is of no use to try again. But the Lord is
—

else but

who

gloomy pag-

the ground floor of the building. One of
these is used as a kitchen, while the other

for his coming

and the carnal desires of the flesh,

them not rest until they know the children
are safe in Christ’s fold, and then on, even

If our love were but more simple,
‘We should take Him at his word ;
And our lives would be all sunshine
In the sweetness of our Lord.

might

and our ‘eyes are looking

the world, with all - covetous desires of the

1. Any person who takes a paper regularly from the
post-ofice—whether directed to his name or another’s
or whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible
for the payment,
9, If a person orders his paper discontinued, he
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may contin.
ue to send it until payment is made, and collect the
whele amount, whether the paper is taken from the
office or not.
8. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or
Tamo¥ing apd leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie
xce of intentional fraud.
on moneys
on,

We catch the

in the work,our hearts are on the promises,

must be made in money orders

n, aad to forward what is due for the ensuing year,
or without further reminder from this office.

br

"to the Lord by hundreds.

passing through a dark and

Are you prepared to assume the responsi- swell of their jubilee chorus across the
bility of adopting a child in India? I mean plains, and we listen for the rumbling of
the moral and not the pecuniary responsi- his chariot wheels who comes to save the
bility; for I fancy there are few who can poor Bengalis and Santals: . Our hands are

N. H.

LUTHER B. BURLINGAME, Publisher,
3

done
have

But it is coming;
reader; yes, it is surely coming. Down in
southern India the Tellgus are turning un-

cross, the

clouds

break

over-head and the

from ten to thirty feet.

der to seek again the light of day. Not far
from the Gorge du Trient is the Pissevache,
a cascade of rare beauty, where the mountain stream which drains the glaciers of the

Dent du Midi falls from a hight of two
hundred feet.
;
The remaining distance to the shore of
Lake Geneva is accomplished by rail. A
short distance from Vernayaz brings us to
the site of the

its somewhat

noted

cascade,

we

pass on,

down this stony gorge, wild and desolate,
on, past numerous chalets, following the
course of this mountain stream, which soon
becomes a roaring torrent. Now we pass a
quaint old church protected from avalanches by an immerse stone wall some twenty feet in

thickness.

As we

advance, the

valley becomes narrower and
grander, and in a few

the

scenery

moments we

cross

the stream which forms the boundary betweeh French and Swiss territory.
A little farther on we arrive at the Hotel
de Téte Noire, a pleasant looking little
house, in a wild and most romantic spot.
Within a few rods of this place we pass one
of the wildest portions of the whole route.
The path, which for some distance has
wound along the mountain side, here passes through a tunnel in a jutting ledge,
emerging from which it passes along the
side of a perpendicular cliff by a mere
shelf, while hundreds of feet below may be

heard the roar of a wild mountain stream.
At this hotel we may stop for dinner and
rest, and dismiss the mule.
After

an

hour's

walk

from

this

the Chapelle de Verolliaz,

valley, the

summit

ofthe Col

is reached,

shortly

de

Forclaz

after which we come upon a prospect.such
as one rarely beholds. Directly at our feet,
far below, lies the village of Martigny, and
beyond it, a view of the beautiful Rhone

valley for twenty miles or more;

little to

the left

are

the

whilea

Bernese

Alps

stretching far away in the distance. A
walk of two hours more by a steep zigzag
path, brings us to what was once the Civitas Vallensium of the Romans, but which is

now the busy little town of Martigny.
From this point the ascent of the Great St.
Bernard is made.
Leaving on our left the ancient castle
of La Batiaz; erected by Peter of Savoy in
1260, and dismantled

in

1519, we

pass di-

rectly to the depot, whence a ride of a few
minutes brings us to Vernayaz, where we
are to pass the night. This place, though
now boasting but a

few

houses,

and only

peasants for inhabitants, is destined to be-.
come prominent as a place of resort. Situated as it is in this beautiful Rhone valley,
amid the grandeur of lofty ana snow-crowned mountains, it must become a place of
summer resort as soon as its attractions
come into notice. Krom this point small
glaciers may be visited with comparatively
little difficulty, so that travelers who have

not time or inclination to attempt the fatiguing tour of the hamounix valley, may
here find the attractions of that renowned
locality on a smaller scale,

ble by rail.
f

and all accessi-

Just atthe rear of the new
\

which tradition

martyrdom.

A little

farther, and we pass

an old abbey which enjoys the reputation
of being the oldest ecclesiastical establishment on this side of the Alps, and is said to

have been founded in the fourth century.
A ride of about an hour more brings us to
the renowned castle made famous by Byron’s ¢‘ Prisoner of Chillon,” after visiting

which a ride

of

four

hours on beautiful

‘“ Lac Léman,” with its clear

blue depths,

thickly dotted with little barks bearing the
graceful and picturesque lateen sail; passing in rapid succession lovely spots whose
names have become familiar to us through
the poets; gliding swiftly by groups:of
magnolias growing in great luxuriance,
with here and there a grove of Cedars of
Lebanon ; past vineyards in endless succession, with ruinous old castles of historic
interest, too numerous to mention; while

snow-capped mountains
all,—we arrive again,

tower

far above

somewhat the worse

for wear, though by no means regretting
the adventures of ovr journey, at Geneva.
AMATEUR.
Geneva, Oct., 1870.

in‘ormed

things in Europe.
justify

“of

the

condition

of

But enough is known to

confidence

in

the

statement

that

Russia’s reported disregard of the treaty of
1856 will not lead to serious

complications

or a general war. A conference of the
‘European powers is agreed to, and it will
probably be held at'once in London and be
pacific in tone and “results. The Prussian
army

tightens

its

grip

upon

Paris;

Tro-

chu's sortie has proved wholly a failure,
as his forces were repulsed at all points
with heavy losses; the army of the Loire

has been defeated and

driven southward,

while rumor makes Paladines, its commander, a wounded prisoner; Tours, the
present seat of the French - Government, is
in serious danger of capture, and everything indicates that the great struggle
draws to a close. France is discouraged
except when

she

gets

into

a spasm, and

Germany is paying dearly for her-great.
victories.
How the end will come and

what it will be, we can not yet exactly de~

termine.

‘Washington Correspondence.’

town of Epaunum,

says stands on the spot where the six thousand soldiers of.the Theban legion suffered

WASHINGTON, D. C., Nov. 30, ’70.

The

OUR CAPITAL CITY.
winter, which is almost here, will find

Washington more active and expectant than it
usually is, even at that season of the year. Dur
ing the past few months, the enterprise and energy displayed by our business men and capitalists have been wonderful.
In every part of the
city, handsome blocks of stores and dwelling.
houses are going up, the streets are being paved,
the sidewalks repaired, and, in short, everything
improved and rejuvenated.
Never, in any one .
year of the history of Washington, has so much
beeli done towards enlarging and beautifying the
city, as in the year of our Lord, 1870, now drawing to its close.
That grand thoroughfare, Pennsylvania Avenue, reaching in a straight line from the Treasury to the Capitol,a distance of more than a mile,
with a uniform width four times as great as that
of the principal streets of Boston, is rapidly undergoing the process of paving with the best and
most approved kinds of wooden pavements.
Up
this broad road, in May, 1865, I saw the gallant
armies of the nation, one hundred and fifty thou-

sand strong; with Meade and

Sherman

and the

rest, march to the Executive Mansion,where sat,
reviewing them,the President,Secretary Stanton,
Gen. Grant and other high dignitaries of the
land.. They walked over cobble-stones, round,
slippery and uncomfortable; by New Year’s,
those who are so fortunate as to be here, may
walk on a pavement as level as a floor. Attempts to move the Capital to St. Louis, or
some other western town, cause not the slightest
anxiety to the citizens of Washington.” We eat,
drink, sleep, marry and are given in marriage,
just the same as before the name of Reavis was
known to anybody but the personal friends of
its possessor.
;

CONGRESS.

of the Week.

Events

—

THE

—

WEATHER.

The mild and dry weather is something
remarkable.
The very open winter of a
year ago, the unusual heat of the summer,
and the marked absence of heavy rains
during the early autumn,had led the weather prophets to
sharp freezing

predict
during

severe storms and
the later autumn

months.
But the facts are all at war with
the theories. It is very rare that the first
of December reaches us in such a mild
mood as during

the present year.

November has suggested

the

Most of

Indian Sum-

mer; the roads are dry and mellowas in

Next Monday, Dec. 5th, Congress will: meet.
A few Senators and Representatives are here
already. Several lobbyists, for schemes good and
bad, have also arrived and secured comfortable
quarters at the Arlington or at Willard’s.. They
.are chiefly interested in obtaining grants of land
for railroad and other companies.
When Congress adjourned, last July, forty-six bills granting lands to railroads were left lying on the desk
of the Speaker of the House, which could not be
reached, and nearly as many in the Senate. They
called for one hundred and forty-eight millions of
acres of our public domain.
The rapacity
of
these lobbyists is fearful,
If they could have
their way, not an acre of our public linds and
not a dollar of the public money would be left.
Of course, most of these schemes for getting rich
atthe public expense will not be successful; unfortunately, some of them will.
Some grants
have been productive of benefits; indeed, the

September ;. the grass is green and suceulent; frosts appear rarely; the streams Pacific Railroad would not have been built otherflow as freely as in July; iceis wanting wise; but one can not help
gsking,—Has not the
is not
even on the quiet ponds; skates are a drug practice continued long pout
in the shop windows; it seems simply ri-: thought that-any important €hanges will be made
diculous for the carriage merchants to offer
sleighs in the market; and overcoats and

flannels lie uncalled for on the shelves.
The streams and springs are very low;
many wells have wholly failed ; and a thorough freezing without heavy rains seems
prophetic of disaster. But the wood and
coal are saved ; the poor feel less than usual the pinching of cold and want, and
Providence

may

still be

trusted

to

take

good care of the world and its inhabitants.
NEW

point,

through a most. lovely

ancient

which was destroyed in the year 563 by
one of the frequent mud-streams which
flow down from the mountains in wet seasons ; and in a few moments nore we pass

other
Arve.

How much depends upon beginnings in
life !
Leaving at our left the Eau Noire, with

effect

weird enough; and we turn with a shud-

sun shines outin all his brightness.
From this point two streams flow, one to
the North, falling into the Rhone, the
to the South, emptying into the

The whole

of the angry torrent below, - as its roar reverberates through this lonely place, is

partially

PUBLIC DOCUMENTS,

&o.

in the rates of internal taxation during the coming session.
Congress is disposed to await the
action of the laws passed last summer, before
making further reductions.
The same course
will be adopted in regard to duties on imports.

The present tariff will be retained, with the exception of duties on railroad iron, and a few

oth-

er articles of limited use, in which the people

at

large feel no interest. There is one article, however, over which a struggle will be h&d possessing an interest for us all. A strong effort will be
made to put sugar on the free list, and the indications are that it will be successful. The project
for the formation of a new party, althongh favored by such names as William Cullen Bryant
and David A. Wells, is not considered formidabe.
The prominent Republicans here affect to
view it with great indifference, although they do

The reports from several of the Heads of
Departments are already given to the pub
lic. “They are unusually interesting, valaable and suggestive. Gen. Sherman’s re- not disguise their opinion, that it may compel
port on the army, the report from the Bureau of Education, that on Indian Affairs,
and the statements and suggestions from

the Post-Office Department deserve special
mention.

We

have

no

space

fair abstract of documents

and figures.
study, and
encourage
wholesome
fairs which

for evena

so full of facts

But they deserve reading and

will amply reward both, and
the reader with the generally
and hopeful view of public afthey present. There is a strong

plea for the abolition of the franking privilege, which ought to take effect; and
the reason suggested for some such scheme
of Civil Service Reform as Mr. Jenckes has
been urging for three years past, are many
and unanswerable. The President seems
determined that

the

public

shall not have

his message till it has been actually read to
Congress.
He appears not to have wholly
forgotten how to be reticent and willful in
smaller

matters ;—we

trust it may appear

that he can yet be wise and independent in
those that are greater. Congress will be
in session before this. issue reaches our
readers, and the initial letter from our new
Washington

correspondent

appears

in the

proper column.
THE

their party to abandon, as its chief basis, the issues growing out of the war, and apply itself
more earnestly to the great questions of free trade
or protection, internal improvements, and * revenue-reform.”
But the main fight will be be~
tween Democrats and Republicans for some time
longer.

EUROPEAN

FOREIGN
A

plain.

general

feeling

of

WARS,
distrust

of

Prussia

is

People are beginning®o think that Prus-

sia expected and desired this war long before it
broke out, and now wishes to see France so
weakened, as not to be able, for many years, to
interfere with her own ambitious plans. The
recent action of Russia has strengthéned this
feeling, and confi med, also, the opinion of those
who have been thinking that the interests of
Prussia and Russia are identical.
The feeling, §

against Russia is very strong,although those best
able to give dn intelligent opinion do not think
that there will. be war between that Empire an
England,
THE

NEW

DEMOCRATIC

ORGAN.

The Patriot, (daily and weekly) just started as
the central organ of the Democratic party, and’
edited by Mr. Harvey, recent Minister to Portu~
gal, is a journal of great ability, and is conduct~
ed in a fair and gentlemanlike manner,
It is
possessed of ample means, and bids fairto have a

large circulation and influence, especially in the
south. It does not take kindly to the new party

but thinks that the principles which it advocates,

SITUATIQN.

The interruption of telegraphic dispatch.
es, owing to injuries suffered by the cable,
leave us at the time of our writing only

and which are those of Democrats generally, are
soon to become ascendant. It will not go to the

new

party, but is willing that the new party

should come to it, and be received among the
faithful of the Democratic fold.
PRESCOTT.

\

MORNING

THE

886

Communications.

reading this, was led to the Saviour.

Doc-

dridge wrote the Rise and Progress of Religion in the Soul ; this gave Wilberforce his

Bringing Men to Jesus.
The simple narrative which John gives

us,of Andrew's efforts to bring his brother
to the Saviour, is most instructive and impressive. A convert of 3 day, rejoicing in

earliest religious impressions. Wilberforce
wrote the Practical View of Christianity,
which was made by the blessing of God,
effectual in Legh Richmond’s conversion.
Among other good books, Legh Richmond
wrote the Dairyman’s Daughter,—a book

the new expétiences which that day's com-

munion with his Saviour had given him,
seeks his brother, communicates the joy!

the plan your intellect has marked out, but and ** body ”
it will be according to the measure of your, flatter myself
faith, apd in harmony with the infinite you will not
wisdom. The essential good will be given, ‘agree with
—the spirit of the pure prayer will be
wrought into human history without failure.
M. C. B.

now printed in a hundred tongues.

life and

The influence of a holy

example will lead others to Jesus.

godly

This is

ful intelligence to him, and brings him to’ really the most effective way of doing good.
Thus Simon Peter became a ChrisJesus.
This brief, simple narrative of the
tian.

Evangelist affords an illustrious and encouraging example of the result of personal effort for the-salvation of souls. It is

I

us.

i.

iu

worthy of notice, that the first disciple Je-

sus won, tha first follower he had, at once
goes forth a missionary to bring others to’ a
knowledge of the truth. He inaugurates
his Christian life by bringing his brother to
the Saviour. Thus we have in the very
beginning of the history of the Christian

Nothing speaks so loudly as the silent eloquence of a holy, consistent and lowly life.
Its persuasive language all may utter; and
it is an argument which can not be gainsayed or resisted. All can not be learned,
rich or eloquent; but all may be exempla-

ry; and a godly life is a constant invitation
to come to Jesus.

-

An infidel came to a pastorto converse

anxiously concerning his soul. ‘I could
always hear sermons,” said he; ‘1 was
ball-proof to argument} but I could never
a worthy example of Christian endure the Christian life of my wife.”
church,
Now in the ways indicated, by the blesseffort, attended with the most encouraging
ing
of God, we may lead men,—our neighresults.
The work which Andrew voluntarily took bors, our friends and relatives,—to Jesus.
to Christ, who
himself,—the natural result of his And when a soul is brought
upon
the work that
of
greatness
the
estimate
can
every
which
to
that
s
new life in Christ,—i
men

. Christian is now called ; viz., to bring
a

a —_—,

A Christian profession contemlife of active service. Every

to Jesus.
plates a

much as in them is, to do all the good they

Christian man

and

woman

bound,

is

can ; to labor by prayer, by personal

so

effort,

by the property over which God has placed
them stewards, to advance the kingdom of

Christ in the earth.

The most

weighty

Baptism and the Church.

has been wrought,
results?

Andrew

or foretell the blessed

but little of the

knew

results that would follow,

when

out his brother and led him

he

sought

to Jesus.

He

only thought of his becoming a disciple;

but he not only became a disciple of Jesus,
but alsoa preacher of the gospel and an
apostle. From the occupation in which he
was engaged,hg became, by divine commis-

day of
and serious questions which any Christian sion, a fisher of men; and on the
souls
thousand
three
gathered
Pentecost
way
what
In
are:
himself,
can propose to
God
while
Thus,
net.
gospel
the
can I labor most efficiently in the cause of into
Saviour,
the
to
brought
are
who
those
saves
to
the Master ? What is the particular work
and dignify them,
which I am called? How can I manage he may also employ
minister to
Christian
the
forth
sending
my business, employ my time and talent,
woman
Christian
the
or
word,
his
preach
cause
the
so as most effeetually to promote
way of life. All
the
ignorant
the
teach
to
his
into
idlers
no
calls
of Christ? God
The weakest
in this work.
church. He wants no drones there. He may engage
Jesus. And
to
friends
our
point
can
us
of
in
,
would have every one do something
invitation
faithful
living,
simple,
the
some way, to advance his kingdom and often
serhundred
a
than
more
is
convert
the
of
glorify his name. He commissions every
mons.
:
preach
and
world
- disciple to go into all the
No tongue of eloquence is needed; no
the gospel to every creature.
no powerful argument; but, with a
logic,
' And this commission is higher than that

7, 1870.
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STAR:

sembled at the church, and Elder R. Parks but a companion of fools shall be destroyed.
preached on the occasion by request of the
PresENT Joys. Backslidden professors
deceased. Six other ministers took part} ‘have nothing to say about present joys. If
in the funeral solemnities.
they have occasion to speak ot their reliAlgo died in'West Parishville, St. Law- ous feelings, they refer back to the time
rence Co., N.Y., Oot. 27, Sister Betsey when they professed religion. Then they
Bundy, widow of Rev. B. Bundy, aged 76 have no more to say about religious enjoyyears. At the time of her husbands death ment. Their religion must have been of

I

represent the same thing.

that from these reasonings
dissent, and hence you will
me in the identity of ‘the

church ” and *¢ the body of Christ.”
2. We are brought into the body by bap-

tism, Says Paul: * We are all baptized
into one body,”—1 Cor. 12: 13; into *‘ the
same body,”—Eph.3: 6; ** whether we be
‘Jews or Gentiles, bond or free.” Paul al80 says: ‘ We are baptized into Christ.”

she was quite feeble, and, continued to de-

EDITOR OF THE MORNING STAR:
Gal. 3: 27; Rom. 6:3. But to be * baptized
When in your office a short time since, I into Christ ” is evidently the same as to be
received two copies of the Morning Star, ¢¢ baptized into his body.” These expresfor which
me to call
paragraph
dition,” in

I am greatly obliged. Permit
your attention to the following
found under the head of * Trayour issue of Oct. 12th.

¢« It is assumed by nearly all sects as in:
disputable that baptisni is the door into the
church; but ne such thingis taught in the

Scriptures, Baptism is never mentioned in
connection with church membership, nor
as related to the church in any sense whatever. No one is ever said to be baptized
into the church, nor to be in the church because baptized, nor out of the church be-

sions represent
ordinance *¢ into

baptism

as the initiating

Christ,” into

which is the church,”

** his body,

But this is just what

we mean when we speak of baptism under
the figure of a * door.” It sustains the
relation of an entrance; it is the initiatory
ordinance..

We

conclude,

therefore,

that

«* baptism is the door into the church; or

asit is

well stated by Dr. @rjffin:

tism is the

« Bap-

ordindnce which in-

initiating

troduces us into the visible church.”
II. My second argument is based on the
identity of *‘ the church” and ‘‘ the kiagdom of God.”

cause not baptized. Why, then, do preachers believe and teach it? Itis tradition.
1. The church of God, or of Christ, is the
They are servants of the same authority kingdom of God. Our Lord says to Peter:
which binds the Papist.”
:
« On this rock I will build my church; and
I desire to be frank with you, and say | I will give unto thee the keys of the kingplainly that I have been accustomed to be- dom of heaven.” The coherence of our
believe that ¢¢ baptism is the door into the Lord’s words here depends upon the words
church;” and that if in this I have been “ church ” and ¢ kingdom of heaven”
wrong,I trust you will have the charity to being used in reference to the same thing;
believe that the error has been honestly hence their identity. Therefore, whatever
held. You account for the error by saying, brings us into the kingdom brings us into
«It is tradition.” The word * Tradition” the church.
¥!
means something that has been delivered
2. We are brought into the kingdom by,
to us.”

*“ Now

I praise you, brethren, that

something,

analogous

to a

birth.

ed by the Apostles, who

testimony, under God, that he owed

the very first beginnings of light in- his}
soul. And this fact is most’ striking and i
instructive. Out of the three first members |

of the Christian church,

broughtto Jesus
of a relative. It
mighty miracles
convinced him.
telling him that

one, atleast, was

by the private, quiet word
was fot public preaching,
or powerful reasoning that
He only heard his brother
he had found a Saviour

Prayer.
“Prayer is the soul’s sincere desire,
Unuttered or expressed.”

There is prayer without words. There
are well-rounded periods of supplication
without prayer. There is danger of sliding
into formal prayer,—prayer from habit.

were the divinely

authorized builders of the church. It seems
to me, therefore, that baptism must be in
some sense related to the church. I can
not Wat think that your languge expresses
more than you intended.
You also say: ¢ Baptism is not mentioned in connection with church-membership.”

dinance into the kingdom,

«the door
into
the
church is the kingdom.

Funeral services by

the writer,

assisted

Text,-

concefbing the ¢¢ Discif

ples,” in the

of Sept, 21, I find this

Star

them

dent

of the

many

town

ber

able

armor

on,

ready

that

to meet

In the
lately it is
what real
always be

Never

prayers,

and the warm cla<p of his hand.

Funeral services were performed by Rev.

sentence: ‘* They refute the old, unscriptural tradition, that baptism is the ¢ door
into the church,’ a mere organizing act,
rather than an act of personal consecration
to Christ.” My understanding of their po-

Liberal Christian, (Unitarian,)
stated that, “It is still a question
Christianity is, and perhaps will
a question.” ‘‘Art thou a mas-

The writer has the title Rev. prefixedto
his name, yet does not profess to know
what Christianity is. 1f he does not know
what Christianity is,he does know not as he
himself is a Christian. And pray what is
the paper in which the above is published?
It 'is called

Liberal

Christian,

but if it is

not settled what Christianity is, it is not
settled what it is to be a Christian,
A babe might tell what Christianity is,
as Bunyan

J. Hambleton,in a very solemn and impres-

says

power of Christ's
by miracles; the

AK. M-

Palermo, Nov., 1870.

Tag
. 8. H. B.

ter in Israel, and knowest not these things?”

tic in his habits,ever ready and always faith-

sive manner.

hope is ‘‘as an anchor of the soul,

Not Knowing Christianity.

fal to warn the youth, to iustruct the middle
aged and counsel the oldin wisdom’s ways.
Long will his memory be enshrined in the

his

his

both sure and steadfast.”

abroad, in the church,

shall we forget his advice,

:

of heaven, until he can say with confidence,

till his

and every where. He was a generous
member of the Foreign Mission Society,
for many years a subscriber to the Morning
Star, though very often giving it to some
needy family.
He gained the title of a perfectly upright,
honest man ; social in his disposition,domes-

hearts of thousands of his associates.

When friends meet, their aim

Hore.
This is a consoling word. It
buoys up the broken heart, and dries up:
up the flowing tear. To man the hope of
better days imparts new energy. The hope
of heaven calms his fears and soothes his
distresses. But it is well to examine the
foundation ‘of our hopes. If they are not
substantially
fixed, disappointment will
sweep away the fondest hopes of life and
immortality. No one should rest assured

that glorious reward offered the ‘‘pure in
heart.”
We shall miss our dearly loved brother,
—miss him at home,

But such is

ed, and the pious encouraged.

death, going down through the dark valley
whole

How profit-

might be, if it were con-

should be to build each other up in the most
holy faith. The impenitent should be warn-

church in Morrell at the age of eighteen
|y ears.
In 1854 he was licensed by the Montville
Q. M. to preach the gospel, which office

his

conversation

be pursued.

when but a very small boy, of about ten
years, and united with the Freewill Baptist

with

they are closely watched by scoff;

not always the case. Friends meet and
part. They converse; but what is it about ?
Worldly affairs. Nothing is said that ministers grace, Now a different course should

Nichols.

performed

that

ducted in a proper manner.

of Morrell, where he for

faithfully

pr

undér the most solemn obligations to

This is an important passage.

settlers of Palermo, with whom he lived
very pleasantly the remainder of his life.
He experienced the religion of Jesus Christ

and

Sh

Little do they seem to

been done, vaim is their religion, vain are :
their hopes of heaven.
:
CONVERSATION. ‘Let no corrupt communication proceed out of your mouth, but
that which is good to the use of edifying, that
it may minister grace unto the hearers.”—

years lived a most respected citizen.

truly

;

ers; consequently, they should set good
examples before the world. If this be not

He marricd in June, 1859, the daughter of
Deacon John Marden, one of the earliest

he

3

live exemplary lives. They should remem-

Rev. Ebenezer Nichols died in Palermo,
Maine, Oct. 6, of consumption, aged 67
years. The deceased was formerly a resi-

the
:

> In your editorial

Ebenezer

:

consider that the religion they profess binds

——
> E—

Hence

since

cient on this point.

Phil. 1:21, * To die is gain,”
Bi
Wx. WHITFIELD.
Pierpont, N. Y.

Rev.

Fa

Br EXEMPLARY.
Be exemplary in your
conduct. Many professors are quite defi-

who will
:

by Revs. T. Jefferson and R. King.

and therefore

church,”
vi

ing grace ?

to enter the rest that awaits the weary traveler here in the paradise of God. They leave
two children with their companions, and a
grandson, with numerous friends,
cherish their memory.

But what will be the end

of such persons, if they do not seek renew-

satisfied to close her eyes upon earthly things

you keep the ordinances (traditions) asIde- Jesus says: ‘Except a man be born
livered them to you.” If it began to be de- again, he can not see the kingdom of God.”
livered and handed down by Christ and the This he explains by saying: ‘ Except a
Apostles,
the simple fact that it is tradition man be born of water and of the Spirit, he’
is no argument against it. But we more can not enter into the kingdom of God.”
generally apply the word to certain cus- This is the new birth. While the Saviour
“toms or usages which have been observed says a man * can not enter into the kingdom
by the church from time immemorial, with- of God ” without. this new birth, he implies
out scriptural authority. I suppose this is that a man does enter the kingdom by
the sense you intended, since you attribute being born again.
To be ¢ born again ” is
the ¢¢ tradition” to the * same authority to be * born of water and of the Spirit.”
which binds the Papist.” Bat this to me is There are not two processes nor two births
a very unsatisfactory foundation for a re- here expressed, but two parts of one proligious doctrine or "practice.
cess, of one birth, and both parts are repYou say: ¢ Baptism is never mentioned resented as equally essential. What then
story
simple
the
love,
with
glowing
heart
a
is
It
Bishop.
or
y
of church, Presbyter
and the invitation to as related to the church in any sense wh at- is the allusion in the words, ‘ born of wadivine imposition of hands, which sets of a Saviour found,
Time is passing. Soon our day ever.” Do you mean by this that baptism ter?” I understand it to be baptism, beapart every believer to the work of God. come.
What we do we must do is mot ¢¢ related to the chureh in any sense cause it is the only institution in the kingThere is no one to whom the word of life will be ended.
whom we bring to Jesus whatever,” because not so *‘ mentioned?’
Those
,
dom of heaven in which there is anything
quickly.
has come, and to whom that word has been
If .s0, to what is it related?
It is nota to do with water.
we
must
bring
speedily.
Iknow not what other
upon
salvation,
the power of God unto
Says
Timothy
Let this be our motto, in all our Chris- Jewish ordinance, nor a heathen custom; answer can be given.
whom the obligation of bringing his fellows
Christ ¢onstrain- it is not a political institution, nor a Free Dwight: ¢“ To be born of water here means
of
love
The
‘*
:
work
tian
to Jesus does not rest.
we thus judge, that if one Mason ceremony. It is neither authorized baptism.” Hence baptism is a part of the
There are many ways in which this work eth us ; because
were all dead; and. that nor practiced by any body of people except new birth, without which we ‘‘ can not
then
all,
for
died
ean be done. Personal conversation is an
they which live should the ghurch. Is it merely an unauthorized enter the kingdom of God.” This leads to
that
all,
for
died
he
effective means. And there is no more
Certainly not, the same conclusion as in the former argu
unto themselves, but tradition in the church?
live
henceforth
manly way .of doing good than this. It not
since it was commanded by Jesus Christ, ment, that baptism sustains the re ation o
rose
and
them
for
died
which
him
unfo
was by this means that Simoh Peter was
who is the head of the church, and practic- an entrance, a door; i. is the initiating or-P.
So
brought to Christ... It was to Andrew’s out- again.”
spoken

short’ duration.

cline till the lamp of life went out. Sister
Bundy gave her heart to God in her youth,
and through her long life maintained her
Christian course, always in sympathy with
her husband in his labors to bring sinners
to Christ. She was a helpmeet indeed ; she
loved the house, of God, and found her
chief joy in the profpgrity of the church.
Her last days were peaceful, and she was

of another

matter.

The

grace has been attested
doctrine he taught has

withstood the fiercest opposition;

has

been

the means of what reform has taken place
among men; has made great multitudes
happy; bas given support in trial, persecution and death; and yet some professedly religions teachers do not know what

Gleanings.

Tue GREAT OBJECT. The great object
of
life should be to do good and to prepare
sion
of
sins,
nor
the
Holy
Spirit,
nor
a
holy
Nof' because we have any particular desire,
Christianity is. Can they tell what
sin is?
is this:They hold | for eternity. There—is no time to be lost. What unbelief is? What infidelity is?
on this tion
ques
but because it is our custom. It is our life,in those words. Shall we therefore con- | sition
himself ; and the work began in his heart.
With us, the scenes of mortality will soon
duty,—the fulfillment of an obligation. clude that a person may become a church to the old, scriptural tradition, or doctrine, close. Death will soon come. Then, if
Go and learn what Christianity is, if you
Well would it be if all men and women
member
without
any
of
these
things?
upon
that
*¢
baptism
is
the
door
into
the
church,”
have
may
prayer
such
effect
What
s,
themselve
d
"converte
Sit at the feet of the great
who have been
we have neglected duty, sad will be the do not know.
will not attempt to Surely this wogld be sufficiently liberal for not merely an. organizing act, but also an
n. Become his disinstructio
for
would speak to their friends and relatives on God and Christ, we
Teacher
prospect before us. To secure the blessetfect upon the world the wicked andthe most skeptical. What act of personal consecration to Chit.
do his will he shall
will
man
any
“If
spiritual subjects, and tell them what they determine. But its
ings
of
the
gospel,
now
is
the
time
to
act.
ciples.
do the Scriptures‘ mention ” as conditions
Permit me to say in conclusion, that I
pbod might be and ourselves is a field of legitimate inThen one can
doctrine.”
have found. How much
the
of
know.
TREASURE—HEART.
A
man's
treasure
of church-membership?
We
shall be submit these views and reasonings to your
:
;
.
felt.
and
seen
done! There are many who will listen quiry.
has
he
what
and heart always go together. If his trea- testify
The same words, used a thousand times, thankful for a little light, even a little Star- calm consideration, and if in any respect sure be in heaven, his heart will be there;
F.
word from a friend, who will not lisfrom light on this question.
they are incorrect or obscure, I hope the
tento a sermon. Every believer ought to be are effective, provided only they come
but
if
his
treasure
be
on
earth,
his
heart
You ask: *“ Why then do preachers be- serener light of the Morning Star will
with the earnest
a home missionary to his family, to his the depths of being, laden
Begin and Close with Prayer.
lieve and teach it?” I regard it proper for dawn upon the darkness, dispel the gloom, will also be there. Thus itis unwise to lay
only
come
they
if
But
soul.
the
of
longing
nuch
How
neighbors and his friends.
up
treasures
on
earth.
But
on
the
other
a matter-of-course, you to ask this question, and you ought not and usher us into the brightness of an efIn the morning the mind is calm; the
good might be done if Christians”were from a pious intellect, in
hand, Christ explicitly exhorts us to lay up
to ask in vain. Those who thus believe fulgent day.
is
.
W.
W.
HAYDEN.
listener
the
upon
effect
the
way,
formal
temptations of the day have not beset you;
always ready with a word for the Master,
for ourselves treasures in heaven.
and teach should furnish the answer. Notas
far
As
West
Powlet,
Vt.,
Nov.,
1870.
sense.
moral
his
to
paralyzing
s!
tendernes
the duties of the day have not begun to,
and had his gentleness and
RELIGION AND WORLDLY WispoM, The
the lis ten- withstanding you have said, ¢* It is tradiupon
prayer
of
effect
‘present
the
bring
to
effort
in
vex you. Before you go to the duties. of
essential
most
is
This
religion of Christ
and the wisdem of this
tion,”
I
feel
constrained
to
give
my
own
what
little
but
matters
it
concerned,
is
er
the day, to its cares and anxieties and
men to Christ. It will not do to be harsh,
world should never’ be blended. There is
the response to your question, and shall be
from
fresh
Rev.
Benjamin
Bundy
are
they,
if
are,
words
the
winand
temptations, begin the day with prayer.
gentle
repulsive, scolding; but
glad to have you present it to your readno more affinity between them than between
meet;
fountain of feeling.
—
W—
you certainly will
flesh,
the
of
Temptations
ss
earnestne
the
not
ning. Itis
oh
?
light and darkness. The difference is so
ers.
will
publican
the
of
prayer
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Jesus, Saviour, come at last,

infusing

:

Prostiae in Thy path we lie,
- Pass not By!
Lest our very faith should die,~
, we perish, pass not by!

To Thy garments we will cling,
Al our need before Thee bring ;
n of David, hear our cry—

to time and place.

Pass not by!

Pass not by!

In our midst Thy presence show ;
Till Thou bless us we will cry;
Breathe, Oh breathe on us, we pray!
Tarry not, Lord, come to-day,
;
While we wait, and watch, and cry,

It is a quiet series of pictures we have
before us, but all having one gracd moral, |

—*‘‘Have faith in God.”

Universalist Faith.
to a

care-

fully ‘prepared statement of the theological
views of the Universalists, found in the
Christian Leader, a paper issued by that
denomination in New York. We condense
it for our columns, as an

item

of informa-

tion having some significance. As will be
seen, it claims both more and less than the
generally accepted creed of the body as presented twenty-five or fifty years ago. The
writer admits that there may be some protestants ngainst a portion of the statements
below, but says that, in most particulars it
will command the assent of the great body
of Universalists
everywhere.
We
are
glad to find so much in it to approve,
while from the distinctive tenet of the body
in question,

we

are

forced

to express

“emphatic dissent. Here is the
;
sion :
1. Universalists, leaving others
nounce upon their characters,

are

an

confesto protheoreti:

cally Christians. They have no sympathy
with any
philosophy or sect which . does
not squarely; ard without so much as the.
shadow. of ambiguity, plant
foundation of. the Apostles,

itself on the
Christ Jesus

being the chief Corner-stone. No person
at all hesitant in accepting thus much could
get ordained by any Universalist Council ;
no person becoming thus hesitant alter -ordination, could find any Universalist church
willing to hear him.
11. Universalists believe

:
is a

God

that

Person. We are incdpable of conceiving
intelligence, goodness, justice, mercy, as
any other than attributes of personality.
As law presupposes a Lawgiver, so

in

our

belief, do wisdom, goodness, justice and
mercy, presuppose a Person wise; good,
just, and merciful. Any theory which
limits the government of the world to blind,
impersonal Force, is tothe Universalist of
the nature of atheism.

III. Universalists believe that the Governmentof God over mankind is essentially,
fundamentally Paternal. In this regard
our belief is peculiar to an ext nt perhaps

=

.

The first shows us .a sad woman, what
we should now call a minister's widow.
Her husband’s pittance had never been
enough to feed the family. He had been
obliged to borrow in a vague hope that
some day he might pay. But death had

Pass not by!

Our attention hag been called

py.’

. kl

Rei

come,

and now the widow, crushed by the

bereavement, is aroused irom her griet
to receive a new blow.
The creditor
avails himself of a new-fungled law of
idolatrous Israel, (utterly at war with
the law of God as given in Lev. XXV:
39,) to seize the widow’s two boys as
slaves. In the terror of her agony she
rushes to Elisha.
“What shall I do for thee?” asked the
sympathizing prophet,
The Spirit of
God answers, not she. The prophet is
full of relief. Heaven has heard her cry,
and Elisha shall act for heaven.
A

pot

of oil

\

the Lord.

I think if he can keep this

she recognizes Elisha as God's agent.

His

word now
is God's word, Aud borrow she will.
But
she is to borrow not money, but

pots, pots from this neighbor, pots from that
that ueighbor ,all the pots she can find.
The

neighbors must think her mad. It is a won

der they loan her the pots.

sane.

one

Trusting in God

began

can do.

The

is the sanest thing

prodigal

to trust his

come

But she is very
son,

father,

when he

is said to have

to himself.

Now she 1s in the house—a one room
house, probably—with her lots of pots and
her ‘two ‘sons. What next? The prophet
has told her. She takes the original pot
of oil, and begins to pour into one of the
borrowed ones.
It is full; and the second ;

and the third. The sons
and she fills them. Now
Her faith has triumphed.
white heat, she sends for
the neighborhood can yield
enough.
God has supplied
she

may

want

on

the

bring tie pots,
they are full.
In its flowing
more pots, but
no more,
It is
her wants,
If

morrow,

God will

God will by no means
plicit declaration,
clear the guilty,” and that which avers that
‘“ he that doeth wrong shall receive for the
should

receive

VI. Universalists believe that Christ is
Mediator between God and Man. But they
believe this in a sense the very oppo-ite of
that which the Orthodox divines attribute

Gd

sin

threw

for

us.

him

ia too.

He

Is not that ruin?

was

made

Noj it is

salvation.

Eli-ha and his disciples fonnd that

ocynths, when
nut itivus and
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and

co]-

God” served them, were
eatis'yi og.
It is not only

to spare that

God" will give

his own, who trust him, but he wil turn
the noxious to be wholesome,
It is nut
Our belief is that nat God
to these words.
only an abundant glory that is in store
but man is the alienated party; hence that for us; but the very holiness of heaven,
it is the Mediator's office not to reconcile "that would bave ruined us ay unpardonGod to man, but, on the contrary, man to «d sidners, is now our crown of rejoic-

God
VII. Universalists

!
believe

in regenera-

tion, the quickening of the human heart

God’s

Holy

Spirit.

They.

therefore

by

dis-

tinguish between morality and religion,—
morality the love of man, and religion ‘the

love of God. But though complete morality can not exist apart from religion, nor
religion apart from morality, the two
things are different. More than reforma-

tion or the life of morality. more than phiianthropy or humanity, is the spiritual life;
and this ensues when the Holy Spirit vital

izes the heart. In our older and

ing.
This

acter and attributes of God are a pledee of
the final redemption of all souls. Evil for
a day, a year, a century, a series of centuand

God

and his love

the poor laborer, the lone wid ww, the child
of adversity, not to sigh tho much.
The

dear Lord, all full of 1.ve, is close by to
provide.
He that feeds the sparrows,
will mot forget or meglect any trusting

heart. On! trust in Gd is a greater lux.
ury than any in kings’ p sluces,—dmerican
Messenger,

firmiy

of sermon and exhortation, as well as of
prayer and praise,
VILL. Universalists believe that the char-

onciled with the goodness

brings

80 very near among the pts and kettles
of daily life.
It tells the hurd worker,

established churches regeneration, or ihe
quickening of the Holy Spirit, is the burden

ries, that is, temporal evil, ~may

chapter

what

makes

be rec.

wisdom

God; for that which is temporal may

of

be

—

“There

tage,

once

lived, In an old brown cot=

from

vill ge

She was known
to village by the

name of Happy Nancy.” Sie hud no monev. no family, no ro laflves, and was half
blind, quue lime and very crooked, Thee
was no comelingss in her, und yet there in

the

homely

deformed

hody the great God.

Love must desite the
fifial good of all; what love desires, infiuire ‘who loves to hring str ngih oul of wenks
ness.
had wet his royal seal
Wisdom must plan to éffect; what wisdom
“Well, Nincy, singing agan? would
Plans, infinite power must bring about.
the chance visitor say as he stopped at het.
- Universalists believe that the final door
;
:
:
holinessof all mankind is sprcitically re
‘Oh, ves, T am f
river at iv?
vealed. Oi many passages which might

overruled for good,

be cited, we appeal with great, confidence

is feelings,

of his seasons

you people unhappy ;

they come.

We

or hail

them

not love those

“ 1 wish you wonld tell m+ your georet,
Nancy. You ate ul ney, you work hard,

retirement,

while an ob-

to console,

prayers,

merely

who loved him.

to comfort,

could he do

to bind up

otherwise,

Why

broken

with a heart like

Goethe,

TE

gives

a fanciful but an

agreeable reason for the fact that Jewish
women are s0 tmuch more handsome than

It may seem strange to some to find
these two names placed together; and yet
there is a profound reason forit. I do not

es have escaped the curses which alight
upon their fathers, husbands and sons.

by

Not a Jewess

the men of their nation.

that Goethe was a

was

to

He says Jewess-

be seen

strong, Pauline points in it, and his life was
purer than the average of his associates.
He was practically very much like Dr. Benjamin Franklin, and he never allowed himself sensual indulgences that would impair

iour, and assisted and soothed him under
affliction.
A woman of Bethany poured on
bis head precious ointment, which she kept

in a vase of alabaster. The sinner anointed
his feet with perfumed oil, and wiped them
with her hair, Christ on his part, extended merey to the Jewesses. He raised from
the dead the son of the widow of Nain and
Martha's brother Lazarus. He cured Si-

bis health, or dull his relish for enjoymeant.
He was worldly minded, and not at all self-

denying

in the Christian sense ; but he had

a truly Pauline conception of the depravity
and misery of mankind, and the utter worthlessness of human life, if this is the whole

mon’s mother-in-law,

was

He

fellow-stadeiif and table-companion of

the mystical
school

at

Strasbourg;

Stilling,

and

and

he

wonderful

him balm and spices, and

answers

him in the sepulcher.
Woman, why weep- |
est thou?
His first appearance after the

to

prayer which he received. He was a lover
of the

Moravians,

and

once

joined

their

community, and was an intimate friend of
the energetic Lavater. He tells of traveling in a stage-coach with Lavater and the

S: me

men—lJike

who

can

not! attract an audience

except by sensational“* clap trap” or by
Biunum-ish adveriiseménts, was eertainly
never called of God to the sacred ministry.
He m y draw audit)rs, bu: he commonly
diaws them away from places where they
would

resurrection was to Mary Magdalene.
He
said to her, ‘“ Mary.” At the sound of his
voice, Mary Magdalene’s

Whit our churches most need (next to
the baptism of the Holy Ghost) is the development of all the members. So much
is turown upon the ministry that some of us
can hardly catch a spate fiour for our own
family and fireside, The Spurgeons and
Jotn Hails and Guibries are belog ground

by overwork.

flection of

A city pastor is

ray

must have

Is Written.”

to

whit more

wink

exceedingly; but

thun Ilgve to see my

ent his dinner tor bim.

He needs

work

us much #8 I need mine.

t'me«

the

whole

where

aud

charch

his

In revival

is alive and busy.

when did the Master ever

tion of this PAIN

Betty,

what

is.'wrong

with you

to-day?”

““ Ah!” replied the good old woman, ** he's
been at me.” ¢ And what has he he been
saying to you?” inquired the minister.
¢“ He's been saying to me,” replied Betty,
‘“ that it's a’ a delusion—that the Bible’s a
lie—that there’s nae heaven—nae hell—nae
Saviour; that I’m not saved—that it’s a delusion,” -¢¢ And what did you say to him ?”

asked the minister. ¢¢ Say to him!” quéth
Betty, “I kent better than that; I kent
there was nae use arguin’ wi’ him; I jist
referred him to the Lord.”
“What's wrang wi’ ye noo?

I thought

ye were a’ right,” said a ragged boy, himself rejoicing in the Saviour, to another
who a few nights before professed to. be
‘able to trust Jesus, but who had again begun to doubt. ‘‘What's wrang wi’ ye
noo?”

“Man,

I’m

po

richt yet,” replied

the other. “Foc Satan’s aye teropting me. ”
“And what dae ye then? ” asked his friend.
«T try,” said he, ‘‘to sing a hymn,” ¢And

does that no send himawa’?”
¢ No; I am
as bad as ever.”
-‘Weel,” said the other,

“when he tempts you again, try him wi’ a
text; he canna staun’ that.,”—@S.S. Workman.
:
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still supplies Musical Instruments greatly to the ad

vantage of purchasers.

Among the best terms offered is

TAVE PORTABLE
$65 ; same rents for
Address REV, L.

Residence

a NEW

SIX

OC-

MELODEON of grand tone for
pet quarierand rents pay for it.
MON, Portsmouth, N. H,

i4 School Street.

1yé

Try HYGEIA. “i500, *

BIBLES

on

6m23
50

AGENTS

wanted

to

Photograph

sell

the

Marriage

beautifn

Are everywhere celebrated for

& BRO,
3m35

BEAUTY
OF
TYPOGRAPHY,
QUALITY OF PAPER,
EXCELLENCE
OF BINDING,
And Extent of Varieiy both of Sizes

Certifhi

cates.
For terms, send stamp to CRIDER
Publishers, York, Pa.

[TROY BELLS.

and

Academy,Fire Alarm,
Metal (Copper and Tin.)

Made

Hung

of genuine

Meunt-

ever used.

WAR-

Large Illustrated Catalogue sent free

JONES

Bell

with Rotary

ings, the best and most durable
RANTED SATISFACTORY.
eation to,

T NELSON & Sons, 42 Bleecker, 8t., N. Y.

and other bells, constntly

on hand and made to order.

upon

12,000

appli-

wherein the Lamb Machine is
and cheaper than any other.

$500 REWARD. -

LAMB

Ameri

E
:

AR

for

circular

ERE

and

rE

-1y33

:

CORN & FEED MILL
MANUFACTURED

BY

| chaser

superior

MACHINE

313 Washington

in all points,

MFG

CO.,

street, Bsoton, Mass,

GRAHAM,

to the

&

(0,

BLOCK,
Streets,

BY

PERMISSION.

Chicago; Nash, Spaulding & Co., Boston; Harding,
Grey & Dewey, Boston; 1st National Bank ot Geneseo I11.; A Corbin & Co; bankers, New York city; B,
S. Woleott, President Hanover Insurance Co., N. Y.;
1st National Bank, Richmond, Ind.; Perry & Co.,
Albany, N.Y.; D S. Heffron, Utica, N. Y.; Keystone

National Bank, Erie, Pa ; James Calder, Harrisburg,
Pa.; C. O. Libby, Dover, N. H,
tf16

|.

Clergymen,

Superintendents

and all Buyers of

SUNDAY SCHOOL BOOKS
will find it for the advantage of their Schools to send

NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1869.
SANDUSKY & Co.:—The (Empire)
Mill 1

all orders direct to

Messrs.

bought of'you gives perfect satisfaction.
I grind 7
or 8 bushels
per hour; in fact, it is just the thing for
farmers and feeders.
Nove should
be wirhqut one.
18AAC BARKLEY.”
A Send for Cirenlar.
J ID WEST, General Agent,
27
40 Cortlandt St, New York.

( PLEASANT,

8, MAJOR

REFER

fasters 1 am perfectly
R. M. PALMER.” .

HONORABLE,
wrofitable,

+

< Hon. J. Y. Scammon, Chicago; 2d National Bank,

Union Grist
horses at 160
15 bushels of
oats mixed,

“MONROE, N.Y., May 10, 1869.
“J.D. WEST—Sir: 1 have used my No, 3 Empire
Mill tomy entire satisfaction.
I run it about 100
revolutions, and ground handsomely 5to 6 bushels
of corn
perhour.
Yours, &¢.,
THOs. H. BATE.”
“The
Union Grist and Feed (now Empire) Mill is
all that you represent it. It will’ grind with ease 6 to
8 bushels of corn per hour.
It also makes excellent
Graham flour. I consider it a boon to farmers. and
it will be indispensable when once tested, There is
but one opinion—it is a success.
JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.

D.

LOTHROP

& CO., Boston,

whose Stock is one othe LARGEST
lected in the United States.

and

BEST Se41tf

">

N
|

AN: IN GENESIS AND INGEOLOGY:

or, the Biblical arcount of Man's Creation.
tested by Scientitic Tneories of his O:ig'n and Aati.
quity.
By Josepn P
THOMPSON,
PD. D.. LLD,

Erce, $1. Will by sen. prepaid
To occupy
your whole or spare time?
If so, Ad- | Oue vol, i200.
post, on receipe of price, by
.
dress, stating what paper you saw this in, J. N.
LR.
BURLINGAME,
RICHARDSON & C0., BOSTON, Mass.
8t42
86

\

i i

HOUSEHOLD

containsin every

.

DOVER,

by

N. H,

_

MACAZINE

number one complete

prize story valued at $100, Forty pages |
matter. Yearly, $1. Sold by News-dealers at |

10 ¢ts. per copy.
Splendid
Premiums,
$50 cash to be |
awarded for prize clubs.
Specimen copy
free,
Address
18 8, WOOD, Newburgh, N. Y,
1y42

&

-

Chicago, Illinois.

Kentucky—the only ones at which it has been exhibited,
“BROCKPORT, N. Y., April 10, 1869,

At and Near Home,

of money

Corner LaSalle and Madison

injury.
It works with less power than any other,and
less expense,
It
taken the First Premium at the
State AgriculturaFFairs of New York, Virginia and

Business ?

amount

PERRY

ROOM

This mill is WROUGHT IRON—nof CAST IRON—
and is case-hardened so as to run for years without

and it ground that somewhat
satisfied with it. Yours &c.,

prefers that

sponsibility for half the profits.

s
of New York,
And Sold by Agents everywhere.

J.D. WEST—Sir: I worked my Ne. 4
Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with two
revolutions, and I think I ground about
corn per hour.
I them ground corn and

then

property he has purchased, we, of course, taking
the
~ | property upon payiog the money. The time an
rate
per cent. agreed upon at the time of sale in each case.
We place Money upon loan on.two and three fold
Real Estate securitier, at 9 and 10 per cent. per annum, the interest payable semi-annually.
We invest on joint account, that is, in purchasing
property for others, we take half the pecuniary re~

The Empire Corn and Feed Mill Company:

H. C.

in

‘We guarantee to purchasers of our prope
from
12 to 15 per cent. per annum ; that is,at the expiration
How made from Cider, Wine, Mo
of one, two or three years, we pay back the principal
vr lasses or Sorgham, in 10 hours with
8. For circular address F. I. Sage | and 1: or 15 per cent. interest per annum, if the pur-

Vinégar Makey, Cromwell, Ct.

THE

MACHINES

FIFTEEN PER- CENT.
GUARANTEED.

& DEMERITT,
Send

KNITTING

6m30

can, Catarrh Remedy cannot cure.
Price per pack
age $1.25, (two bottles.)
For sale by all Druggists.

CARRUTHERS

KNITTING

Send for SAMPLE STOCKING and circular showing

39 t 26

120 Hanover Street, Boston.
home testimonials.
-6m39 |

LAMB

use, sold on their merits, with little ad-+
vertising.
The only machine
that knits circular, flat and
seamed work, narrowing and widening on each. Evyery Family should have one.
iS

& CO., TroY. NX. Y.

For a case of Catarrh that Demeritt’s North

Styles.

All the respectable Book Stores keep them.
Sole Agents for the United States,

OLD ESTABLISHED TROY BELL FOUNDRY.
ROY, N. Y.—A large assortment of Church,

FURNITURE

$2000 A YEAR

AND EXPSENES

ToAgents to sell the celebrated ‘WILSON SEWING Ps
MACHINES. The best machinein the world. Stitch,
alikeon both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY.
For further particulars addr ées THE WILSON SKEW.

ING MACHINE
Boston, Mase,

CO.,

No.

656

Washington

street,
3 ly48

—OF

ALI.
KINDS,
ELASTIC SPONGE MATTRESSES,

PILLOWS

CHUROH,
ud
CAR,
iE
CARRIAGE
AND

SPECIAL

ATTENTION

CHURCHES

gpecimens and Prize Circular. Address,
JAMES R. ELLIOT,/BOSON, MASS.

USE

L.

the outside wrapper. All others are base imitations,
Sold by Druggists throughout the world,

GIVEN

1

CHAIR

FROM

TO

=»
A

GENTS

This is a First-classM chine, has the Underferd,

makes the Lock Stich, and for family use is warauted equal to any $60 Machine, AGENTS WANTED.
Address,

J. W. Bristol, 131 Pearl at, Boston Mass,
ot

MONTE

“The Bible in the Public Schools.”

The Open Bible,
REV. JOSEH BRRG, MN. D..AUTHOR OF T0E JESUITS,
CHURCH

$25,00.

A

Machine
Ceo
MO,
6m28

~ Wanted, Book Agents.

FOWLE,

BRISTUL SHUTTLE SEWING MACHINE. |

($225

i"

MOTHS.

BOSTON

WANTED

ny the American Knits
,or 8ST. LOUIS,

0 STON. MASS

121 Summer Street,
46 Washington Street,
Bwil

ANTED—=AGENTS, ($20per day) to sell
the celebrated HOME SHUT'LK
SEWING
MACHINe.
Haw the under-fa d, makes the
* lock stiteh” («like on both sides )and 18 'uliy
The best and cheapest fumily Sew.
licened.
in: ma hine wo the market.
Address JOHN.
~ON CLARK & CO., 89ston,
Mus,
Picts.
burgh, Pa., Chicago, IlL, or St. Louis, Mo,

1y21

HALLS, &C.,
L.

A liberal

Send

in

.

CHARLES

is allowed,

these

worms

Boston, and all druggists..

“Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup,”

wriber,

From $1.00 to $10,00 can be easi-

for

of

Be sure to call for

FREE

1n ao evening.

remedy

gerous

REMEMBER

tle.

WARRANTED
Send for Circular to

y made

IN-

Nev-

On the contrary, all are delizhted

snbseribers to the WESTERN
WORLD.
\ MAGNIFIOENT $2,00 PREMIUM STEEL
AUNGRAVING i8 sent gratis to every subcommission

A SINGLE

and

4. 0.800DWIN & CO.,

Upholstering

Wanted.
to canvass

IN

troublecome

juown

DR. GOULD’S PIN-WORM SYRUP.

found in fifteen or twenty minutes after the syrup is
administered.
. Faull directions for using will accompanyeach bot.

Aa

[ want a Local Agent it every Town and
Cowhtry,

FAILED

CUSHIONS.

Swal

the

IT

CHILDREN.

guly

Purely vegetable, safe and certain. A valuable cathartic, and beneficial to health.
Warranted: to cure

DECLARE.
In almost every instance where the infant
is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief will be

13w43

in

most

The

children or adults is

speak in this matter *“ WHAT WE DO) KNOW,” after
years of experience, AND PLEDGE OUR
REPU:
TATION FOR THE FULFILLMENT OF WHAT WE HERE

made.
Address SECOMB & CO., Boston,
Mass.;
Pittsburgh, Pa ;8t. Louis, Mo,, or Onloago, Til

village

HAS

FFECT A CURE, when timely used.

THE

Multitudes of them suffer, linger, and die, because

@fd we know an instance of dissatisfaction by any’

man-

tic seam than ours. Itmakes the * Elastic Lock
stitch.” Every second stitch ean be cut, and still the
cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearing it, We
pay Agents from $75 to $200 per month and expenses,
or a commission from which twice that amount can be

Local

SAVE
of Pin-Worms.

it, mothers, it will give rest to your.

R

STAN

er

;

Warranted to suit all tastes:

Swiad

We have put up and sold this article nearly thirty
vears, and CAN SAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it
what we have n
nm able to say of any other
medicine—N

in

GREEN TEA FLAVOR!

RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.

a
of other

IMPROVE Df.

and appreciated, and as a

BLACK
TEA!
—~WITH THE—

SYRUP,

CHILDREN

Depend upon
selves an

|

26129

yet at

its fame is limited to no country, seet

\!

& CO.,

87 Park Row, N. Y., or 148 Lake street, Chicago.

to the public, and

norrace, has never teen equaled by any medicine
Europe or America. Sold by all druggists.
1md5
os
Fi
:

! Do You Want

A grand theme, and the grandest book of modern
times.
All History analyzed from-a new stand point.
God rules among the nations.
An OPEN BIBLE in

KILLER

the present time it is more popular and commands a
larger sale than eyer before. Its popularity is mo
confined to this country alone; all over the world its:
beneficial effects in curing the * ills that flesh is heir '

Messrs. D. LOTHROP & CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.
aie

| © JEN |

1 lwe

THIRTY YEARS have elapsed since the introdue-

will be filled promptly at the advertised rates, by

out u

an aged Christiantooking downcast. ** Well.

The church becomes

congregation. work.” And nd man in my
flook bas any more right to turn his spirit:
unl work over upon me than be has a right
to send me to market for him. or to cook or

But

beautiful

The re-

Our Saviour, when tempted, chose as his
defense some word of God.
In this he is
an example tous,
A Scotch pastor found

Dr. Tyne’schurch, or Mr. Bcecher’s church,

Nw

some

“It

or Dr Croshy’s ghurch, or some other
's
church—=jnstend of beng the people's
church. with some g fted man as its oversger |

not ome

Freewill Baptist Publications,

Vi

mittees, ang 0 make two or three speeches,

pastor,

were open-

rested on the brow of the Jewesses.

the dead, and to act on a dozen com-

ull yn a single week!

and

eyes

ed, and she answered, ‘‘ Master.”

be 1aore profited,

to death

weeping sought

Spurgeon and Newman

Hall and Bishop Simpson—were created
for the pulpit. God gave them clear heads,
warm heacts, strong lungs and eloquent
tongues, and a hunger for saving souls.
To possess such gilts is a clear call to the
winistry.
And thousands of humbler
preachers who.can not attract Spurgecn’s
crowds. are yet as clearly called to the ministry of the Word as the London Boanerges was himself, Bug the vain-glorious
creature.

who

bears most

to the piety and faith of

the

the woman

rusalem wept over him, and the holy women accompanied him to Calviry, brought

Jung-Stilling, in the medical

hearty testimony

and

touched the hem of his garment. To the
Samaritan woman he was a spring of living
water, and a compassionate judge to the
woman in adultery. The daughters of Je-

of it. No one more than he saw the necessity of gospel hopes, and no one more than

he regretted that hé had them not.

EDITION of the

AND FOR ALL

among the

saint; would to-heaven he had been, for a crowd of priests and rabble who insulted
most magnificent one he would have made, the Son of God, scourge d him, crowned
a sort of Jerome and Fenelon rolled into ‘him with thorns, and subjected him to inone.
Neither his Theory nor his practice famy and the agony of the cross.
was unexceptional; yet'his theology had
The women of Judea believed in the Sav-

4w

CLARK,

with its operations, and speak in terms of commendation of its magical effects and medical virtues. We

Jewesses are Beautiful.

Chateaubriand

—

contend

LATHAM

Send stamp for full dstriptige vSrce.

ars.

SACRED MELODIES,

He

his? He would have done so, though no
man had believed in him on that account,
or returned to him a grateful word or look.
—W. G. Schauffler.

—

means

MARY

£ons to determine their own condition) mailed free on

what intercesz-

hearts, raising the dead, curing and cleansing and restoring men to the enjoyment of
health, sight, hearing and reason? How

when

and make the best of it. Depend upen
it, earth would seem an Eden if you would
follow happy Nancy’s rule, and pnever
give Place in your bosom to inferar
evils.”
2

any

and TREATMENT? of these Complaints, (enabling per-

Jeceint of $1;

and starving orphans from the beginning of
the world? Why not over the distress of greatly facilitates the process of teething, by soften
all the sick, the delirium of tne deranged, ing the gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay
the agonies of the dying? Do you now see J ALL PAIN and spasmodic action, and is
why he went about with restless assiduity i SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.

confide in his wisdom, and not in our own;
and, above all, wait till the suppose comes,

—

do

MRS.

Also, for the NEW

past, over all the broken hearts of widows

should be more child-like

and

BY

wept at the grave of Lazarus, and over the
distress of Martha and Mary; and why not
over the great congregation of the dead of
more than a
hundred and thirty generations

to our heavenly Father, believe in his love;

Paul

and

QUESTION BOOK,

VAlZABLE PATENT APPARATUS
for the cure of NERVOUS PROSTRATION, rots or
VITAL POWER, &¢. Highly recommended hd
ing physicians. who pronounce ithe
most simple
and effective remedy even discovered, ROBT. E.

WONDERFUL WORKS OF JESS,

sions, what tears, what tender and heavenly sympathies with the sorrows; gnd woes
of humanity, would come to light? His affections were not limited to Judea ; he did

We canker every
pleasure with gloomy
fear of coming ill. We seldom trust that
enter,

of

the deserts,—what

of care, distrust, of melancholy forebodings, of ingratitude, right into our heart.
will

as possible;

{

secure workman of Nazareth; of his forty
days’ fasting and prayer in the wilderness;
of his vigils on the mountain tops and in

ere, you are at it again,’ said Nancy, shaking her head, ‘always looking out
for some black cloud. Why, if I were you
I'd keep the devil at arms-length, instead
of taking him to my heart. He'll do you
a desperate sight of mischief.’
‘She was right. We do take the demon

blessings

as much

you think he never wept in secret? Could
we lift the sacred veil of his solitary hours;

you're all the time supposing. Now, why
can’t you wait till the supposings come,and
then make the best of it?
» Nancy, it i8 pretty certain you
et to heaven, while a great many of
all our worldly wisdom, will have

bury

v

a solitary woman.

everywheth

Jesus wept over the woes of a single
city; and do you'think that he never wept
over the woes of a world? He wept in
public, where he would certainly restrain

. ORDERS FOR THE

REVERE
& CO., 280 Washingtcn street, Boston,
Mags.
Our new book om the ‘“‘CAUSES, SYMPTOMS

Jesus’s Tear.

oftet expected to prepare three sermons or
lsctures, 10 virit the flock,to see the sick,to

Happy Nancy's Story.

NEW

great

wag all the widow's house

contained of marketable value.
It was
nothing to the debt. Ah! little she knew,
when that pot of eil first came into the
house, that God was going to use it as a
text for a great practical sermon of his own
on faith, not only to her, but to all the
world to all time. Mercies do nos come
in with parade.
They slip in at the
chinks.
The prophet sets her to borrowing.
What! had she not had enough of borrowing? The burnt child dreads the fire. Bu

to three-fourths of cur

people to quit the ranks just as soon as a

revival campaign is over.
A Christian who is keen for work will
body but
God,’ replied the old creature, soon find his place. If he is ‘‘apt to teach,”
looking upward.
‘You see, rich folks like he or she will soon gather the Sabbath
Jou depend upon their families and their school class, and will be there, Bible in
ouses; they’ve ‘got to be thinking about hand, every Sunday. even though the rain is
their business, or their wives and children, _spattering on the pavements,
Commend me
and they are always mighty afraid of tronb- tothe teacher who wears a ‘‘waterproof,”
les ahead. I aint got anything to trouble and always consults conscience snoner than
myself about, you see, 'cause I leave all to the barometer !— Christian at Work.
V

supply her again. She pays her debts first rough old Unitarian, Basedow, and how
The balance is her they ran npon the mystic with all manner
not apparent at the first reading; as an il- with her oil-property.
tof gibes; but, says he, ‘the good Lavater
lustration, often used, will here explain. capital for support.
There is another pot story near the end | wus very patient both with the old fool and
The so-called ‘* evangelical” theology habof this dear, comforting chapter.
The the young ome.” ‘‘Everywhere”—said he
itually compares God as Rul 'r to the mon- prophet Elisha is at Giigal. There isa once in conversation—‘‘we see human deand law-executioners of
archs, judges,
pravity and misery; it is the one vniversal
~ human governments. We never go to Ro- -great scarcity of food in the land, probably
tanit.
Compare the first five chapters of
on
account
of
the
war
with
Syria.
War
man Consuls, Persian Satraps, or British is the father of famine. At Gilgal is a the Epistle to the Romans.” He had a
Judges, when we would illustrate the charseminary, a school or college wonde fully prosperous life; to all appearacter of God as Governor and judge. theological
hilawhere
the
sons
of the prophets are train- ance he was uniformly cheerful and
Holding that God's administration—alike
He’ had a healthful and bright old
fer the ministry, some of whom the rious.
in the laws He endcts, and the spirit spd ed
Spiritof God will one day enter, and age, and finally died between eighty and
essentially,
aim of their enforcement—is
ninety without disease and without pain;
fundamentally Paternal,” we seek a com- some he will not; but it is a godly institu- he ouly just dropped off like a fully ripened
tion.
'Elisha
and
the
young
men
are
in the Parable of the Prodigul
parison
going to eat their frugal dinner. They apple. And yet, what does he say for himNot a civil government, but a model
Son.
had collected material whence they could: selt? “In all my life,” said he, in his old
best syinbolizes God's One; green youth, had, while on his forhome,
Christian
age, ‘I donot believe I hive had the amount
- sway over mankind.
of three weeks of happiness.” Why?
Beage,
carried
off
some
coloeynths,
(wild
IV. Universalists believe that punishment gourds) from their vines, They huve a cause he felt within kimself' that infinite
Jor sin is salutary. To say that punish- tempting look to a hungry man. The longing for something better than this life
ment is salutary, is not to say that sinners
colocynths go into the olla-podrida in the can give; and the great attraction of his
are saved by pugishment. The two ideas big pot.
Faust lies in the depth and power with
are quite dissimilar, God's love alone can
“0 man of God! death in the pot!” which he expressés this idea.— Prof. C.-K.
redeem from sin, and quicken into pure life, one of the tasters cries out.
Car
The whole Stowe, D, D.
a’ sinful, bruised soul; but this lve may dinner is spoiled, and where will they
see in retribution, wisely determined and get another for that day? Tae coluocynth }
_ mercifully applied, the splinters and drug is not only poison, but like a wicked
‘Whereisr Your Place ?
that shall make its vital power the more man, has poisoned all the rest. There is
——
prompt and" effectual. Punishment there- a little meal in the cupboard. They cap
fore has a salutary aim and result, but it eat that. But what does Eiisha do?
A
place
for
every
man, and every man
He
never usurps thé place of that Grace by
in his place! This motto is as good for
orders
the
meal,
too,
to
be
thrown
into
which alone we can be saved,
Christ's Church; as it was for the army
V. Universalists believe that God for- the pot. Thit was like telling the widow
during the war. Bat what is every Christo borrow.
Nay,
I doubt whether the
A few Uaigives sin, and not its penalty,
tian's
right place?
versalists feel that certain passages of the theological students had as much faith as
We answer that it is the one for which
the widow, for Elisha himself throws the
Bible warrant the doctrine,“thut punish: meal in. When man was wholly poison- God made him, and for which the Holy
ment as well as guilt is included in pardon. ed by sin, there was a pore man left Spirit converted him. To mistake itisa
Bat the great majority think that the ex- yet. It was the man Cbrist Jesus. But sad blunder; to desert it is a disgrace.

wrong that he hath done,”
a literal interpretation.

give a “furlough”

7. 1870.

“ ‘Perhaps i's because I have n't any-

That's

Scenes in Elisha’s Life,

Lord, we can not let Thee go,

The

you have nothing very pleasant surrounding you; what is the reason you "re so hap-

XI. Universalists believe in the final ho- world in such good order, the sun rolling
liness of all.. ‘The times and seasons, they day after day, and the stars shining night
pretend not to know. Many, we think after night, making my garden things come
most of the Universalists of to-day, espe- up season after season, he can take care of
cially in the Eastern States, see a connec- such a poor creature as Iam, and so, ygu
tion between the soul and its character, see, I leave it all to the Lord, and the Lord
i
which makes instant redemption - impossi- takes care of me.’
‘ ‘Well, but Nancy,supposea frost comes
ble. We all hold that so long as a soul is
a soul, it must have all the freedom it has after your fruit trees are in blossom, and
now. When death removes the tempta- your plants out; suppose—'
tions of the body, instead of making salva‘“ “But I don’t suppose. I never can
tion impossible, it only makes it less diffi- suppose. I do n’t want to suppose, except
cult.
God’s saving power is not limited as that the Lord will do everything right.

WooThyn
S 80be 1 passed;
y Sp! Songs Ive
:
Pass not by!

'

1

es commonly quoted to prove the doc“trine of endless punishment, seem to ns for
the most part misapprehended.
HE
X. Universalists believe that God should
be loved and obeyed, simply and exclusively because of his worthiness. Heaven
after death
as reward, or hell after death
as punishment, can not, by any psychologience ;—they only corrupt both by

‘We have heard Thy footsteps near—
0

and

The passag-

into them selfish ingredients. :

Pour Thy Spirit while we bow;

ause

19—21;

cal possibility, induce that love and obedi-

Lord, fulfill Th

Lh

viii.

entire chapter.
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stead of the budget of“ copy,” net because
it is appreciated too litle for publication,
but because it is appreciated too mueh.
To

ble as those of the humble and ‘experienced

know that the Star is helping its readers in

experiénce

the Christian life, is to find the. highest sat-

isfaction and the truest encouragement in

GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.

the work with Which we are busy.

-

pi

‘ Baptism

AF All communications designed for publication
should be addressedto the Editor, and all letters
»n business, remittances of money, &c., shouldbe

addressed to the Publisher.
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1. Subscribers
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to the divine
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the diving

power of Christ are found in the
of believers.

of

They have tried

We give these reports as they reach us,
Saturday.
We suppose there must be
something in them; for though the telegraph has been generally made to lie enor-

mously when the French have manipulated

in it. With mere scholars it is speculation
only ; with the Christian it' is knowledge.

it, and the reports of immense victories
bave usually heralded the worst disasters,
we would fain believe that there is a meas-

from him, and knows therefore that there
are light, life, love and power in him.

"

ar-

Facts Authoritatively Stated.
i

il S——l

ure of truth here.

His argument

understood. The published attitude of his
church has been questioned, and the fol-

But we must

wait

for

the smoke to clear away,
and hear the other
side, which may occur before we go to press.
The news of Monday morning will be found
on our last page. It may or.may mot con-

tions with

the same conditions; that the Christ may give liberally to this college
Bpiritnalists declare to be necessary ‘for with the certainty of doing great good.
spirits to manifest themselvesto mortals.
Spiritualists will be invited to form a circle
to produce a battery, when the manifestations will proceed. They are the chiming of
bells, loud concussions and rappings, the
a
The Morning Star, |
Indian spirit war-whoop, lights, ete., etc.
Spiritualists are earnestly invited to witness
A statement of facts seems to he called
their exposure.
i
How long will sensible people trust such for at this time, in order to a full and cordeceivers? When will they see that Spirit- rect understanding of the recent action of
ualism is a fraud and delusion?
Cu] the Printing Establishment, in its manage-

tradict all these xeports.

Ciirrent Topics,

The position of Rev. J. Hyatt Smith on
the two distinct | the Communion question is now pretty well

rests upon the idea of the church as a unit,
including all Christians, one body, one

7, 1870.

the gospel, and proved that there is virtue

like it, because he appeals
oracles. We dislike it, be-

cause hedoes ot regard
uses of the word *‘ church.”

shall,

before Dec. $1,pay their subscriptions to Jan.
1,1872,and express a desire for the premium,
shall receive, postpaid, a copy of ‘The
Church Member's Book,” or of *¢ Thoughts
upon Thought.” Or, by sending twelve

is

2

- The most conclusive’ proofs

gument on our second page, in support of
his belief that baptism is the door into the

——

the

——

Christig®,

‘He can say,—* I know him whom I have
believed ;” he has derived light and. love

and the Church.”

Rev, W. W. Hayden has a very good

:

Announcements.
;
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Denmiatonsl News and Nols.

ment of the Morning Siar, It may be sufficient to say that the obligations imposed

in,

——A PreAsaNT REPORT. Rev. Dr. Foster,
President of Drew Theological Seminary,
has just returned -from a European trip,
and at the New York Ministers’ Meeting,

——RESPONSES TO GEN. BUTLER. Gen.
Butler's speech on our relations with En-

made the following report of a communion
season in Mr. Spurgeon’s church:
Before sitting down, Dr. Foster gave also

lowing statement, from a responsible party, gland has had one good effect. It has callan account of his visit
to Mr. Spurgeon’s central paper proposed”. has not appeared,
will be read with interest and settle that
never used in the plural, and never means question. A Some handle has been made of ed out an almost universal protest from great church, and described a most delight- and therefore nothing has been due the
a local congregation, but signifies the one the fact that the vote was taken at.the con- both the religious and secular press against ful communion service at which that won- Central Board; the Printing Establishment
his proposal to grasp .Canada, and hasten derful preacher presided. A Scottish Pres- has been ‘removed from the control of
byterian divine was seated at the table of
eents to pay postage, they may receive a and entire family of God in heaven and in clusion of the formal meeting of business.
earth; To be in this church is the same This does not in the least affect the practi- pell mell into war with the nation whose the Lord onone side of Mr. Spurgeon, and Conference,” according to instruction, and
eopy of Kennedy's work on Communion,
ge to be ¢“ in Christ,”in- his service, being cal status of the church, though it may relations to us are of the closest and most Dr. Foster on the other side. Though in a the act of incorporation, as now amended,
fraternal sort. The South insists that it Baptist church, there was no respect of de- requires that ‘*all the profits of the said
or any unbound volume of the Freewill
nited with him, members of his body, in have some legal bearing in temporal afAbout six hundred partici- Printing Establishment, not neccessary for
wants no more war ; the North, in its best nominations.”
Baptist Quarterly, from the second to the his kingdom.
Any one who is * in Christ” | fairs. Here is the statement referred to:
in the service, which was one of
sentiment, is always averse to strife, and pated
publication purposes, shall be sacredly ap-fifteenth inclusive. .
is a child of God by faith, and ¢‘‘ member
At a regular business meeting of the does not covet Canada till she comes on very great simplicity, impressiveness, and propriated to benevolent purposes connect 2. New subscribers, sending the price of of his body,” whether a member of any lospirituality.
Dr.
“Foster
regards
Mr,
Spurchurch, a resolution
was
introduced,
a year's subscription,—$2,50,—shall receive cal church or not. The eunuch was a not as a law, but simply as a test of her own motion, as she is morally certain geon as one of the most sucessful ministers ed with the Freewill Baptist denomination ;
to do; the politicians in office see that the since the days of the apostles. Though and the membggs
of this corporation shall
member of this body ‘in Christ,” though the sentiment of the church as to the
the Star till Jan. 1, 1872.
‘needless
provocation of a war would speed- only thirty-seven years of age, with a min- always be members in good and regular
proper
mode
of
invitation
to
the
Lord's
Sup8. The next volume of the Star will be all alone, in his return to Ethiopia.”
per. This resolution was laid on the table ily cost them their places ;and the Christian istry extending through only fourteen years, standing in said religious denomination.”
Now there are three steps to this union
printed on new typeof the best quality, a
to be called up at the next meeting. At conscience and heart of the country protest he has built and paid for the most commoTo avoid what the Central Board regarddions church edifice in England ; has receivwith Christ; two are essential, one is for- | the succeeding monthly meeting, on the
Department for the special benefit of Sabagainst the whole spirit of national strife. ed into his church, chiefly on profession of ed as a necessity,—the establishment of a
mal ; two whieh must always be taken, and
suggestion of the pastor, Rev. J. Hyatt
The Irish would be glad to have the Feder- conversion, 13,000 persons, 160 of whom third paper,—the two Boards, (Eastern and
bath school workers will be added, fresh without which this union is impossible ; one
Smith, a motion was made and unanimously passed, giving the mover of the resolu- al Government take up their sentimental ave now preaching the gospel; bas built Central) cpnsidered various propositions,
and ample talent will be enlisted in addi- which is important, significant, declarative,
leave to withdraw the same. Mr. and headlong quarrel; but our chief na-. and paid for thirty-seven chapels, most of committees met and discussed them, and
tion to the corps of writers now employed, but not essential in the sense that the union tion
Smith gave as his reason for making the tional implement is not the shillaleh, but a which are under the supervision of pastors obtained the opinions of other members
and earnest efforts will be made to render can not exist without it. The two are request, the fact that the Master gave no temperate and dignified justice. It is a converted under his administration; now
employs 600 Bible readers; sustains an or- whenever practicable; and when the Board
the paper more varied and valuable than ev- | faith and repentance,and these two are one, form of invitation to the table, but a com- time now for the United States do what phanage containing one hundred beneficia- met for official action, a committee with
viz., renewal of heart. The one formal mand,—** Do this in remembrance of me.”
er before.
may be done to provide for adjusting na- ries, and supports sixty young men in col- discretionary power from the Central Board
step is baptism. All the scriptures which He declared that all forms of invitation
lege. - These figures are truly wonderful. being present, it was finally agreed (see
were only the devices of men, and that the tional difficulties by rational- methods,
We especially ask our pastors and other
Bro. Hayden quotes set forth baptism in its duty of the pastor was to announce the
and should profoundly impress us all with
rather than to lift up afresh the false the value of a single life consecrated to Star, Dec. 8, 1869,) to publish the Morning
interested friends to labor for the increase relation to this personal union with Christ,
supper, designating the seats appropriated code and
brutal
spirit
of
the
duelChristian labor, and energized by the Star in New York, and Dover, N. H., with
of its circulation.
the matter of becoming a Christian, and. to communicants.
ist. Such a bugle blast as this of Gen. Divine Spirit.
an’ editorial office in each city; the losses
.
At
the
close
of
the
meeting,
he
asked
the
not to church membership in alocal church
Butler, it is grateful to see, awakens a
to be equally borne by the two Boards. It
church
to
tarry,
saying
that,
as
the
church
at all.
Back to the Old Home.
was 80 largely represented, he should like deep murmur of discontent instead of ral- ——ExciepiseLY Ticut. The New York was also agreed that ‘‘this arrangement is
Now there is no salvation out of Christ, to know how many of the members stood lying men for a erusade or a charge. Ie
ae
made with the distinct understanding that
out
of his kingdom, out of his’ body.
Will with him touching the matter of the Lord’s has spoken to the nation’s passion, and is State Baptist Convention, just held at Ho- the ocorporators of the Printing EstablishAs will be seen by reference to the statemer, adopted a new constitution intensely
Supper, and requested all agreeing with
ment of the Committee on Finance, found Bro. H. assert that there is no salvation out him in his expressed views to rise. Of the answered with a growl; let him speak to close and intolerant.
The third article ment, and the corporators of the proposed
‘third
- paper? shall cordially, and in good
entire number, some ninety being present, its conscience and manliness, and he may reads as follows:
in another column, the office of the Star of the local church? The whole significance
faith,
labor to make this union of effort to
established in New York a year since, is of baptism rests upon its relation to this all arose but thirteen. When the negative hope for a better response.{,
Every regular Baptist church in the state!
personal union with Christ. That is what was called, of the thirteen, six stood up.
rn,
publish the Morning Star, as above specifiof
New
York
shall
be
entitled
to
elect
one
to be discontinued at the close gf the year,
This informal and unofficial vote clearly
Bro. H's argument proves, and what we
REINSTATEMENT OF NAPOLEON. "There delegate annually to this Convention ; in ed, a permanent plan and a practical sucat the request of the Central Board of Corasserted. But he leaps a gulf, and without declares the attitude of Lee Avenue Bapdefault of which lection the pastor of the cess.” Accordingly the Star has been pubwas areport current in Europe,last week,
porators, and the work will again center
tist
church.
church, if present, shall be regarded as the
logical excuse,
concludes that, because
setting forth, somewhat in detail, a project delegate; and every church of more than lished under this arrangement since the
at the old headquarters.
baptism is thus related to union with Christ
Blessed Sleep.
to put Napoleon back upon the throne "of fifiy members shall be entitled to an addi- commencement of the present volume.
There is no ‘need now of stopping to inthe one church, it bears the same relaAt the last meeting of the Board of cor—
—
France. The London 7%mes declaresit to tional delegate for every hundred additionspeak of the reasons for entering into that tion to the local organizations, the local
porators, the New York editor tendered his
al members.
expiring arrangement, of its actual work- churches. The fact is, that
be
not
improbable.
It
then
goes
on
to
There is so much
to be done, work
Christians
By the term regular Baptist church shall resigndtion, to take effect Jan. 1, 1871, and
ing during the year, or of the reasons that are in Christ and in the one thurch, but presses so hard, time is so short, life state that the terms of peace have already
understood a church which is congrega- recommended the discontinuance of that
have brought it to anend. Of its practical | they may or may not be members of local so uncertain, that we often grudge the been settled, if not signed, with Napoleon be
tional in its polity ; Calvinistic in substance office. The Board was unprepared for this
value to the Star itself, our readers are the
the immersion
churches. If baptism is ‘absolutely neces-- hours of sleep. But when nature is weary, at Wilbhelmshohe, whereby, upon the basis of doctrine ; which maintains
proper judges; of the more general objects sary to union with Christ, then it is absc- energies exhausted, the nerves rasped, the of a cession of the strongholds of Stras- of believers as the initiatory rite of a vis- unexpected proposition, and could only
ible church; and restricts the Lord's Syp- accept the resignation, and refer the queswhich it has served or failed to serve, the lutely necessary to salvation.
If it is pos- brain heated and reeling with’ overmuch bourg and Metz to Germany, Napoleon and per as aa ordinance of the church to those tion of continuing the office to the Commitfuture will probably tell more obviously
| sible $0 be ¢¢ in Christ” without baptism, it care, there is no medicine, no restorative his marshals, McMahon, Bazaine,- Lebwuf
who have been thus initiated into a body tee on Finance, with instructions. Said
than the present. We have sought to
lis possible to be “in his body,” the one like sleep. Yet many things rob us of this and Canrobert, at the head of the remnants .| of baptized believers, and become subject Committee has since been officially informmake it serviceable, and have prized every
| church, without it, and to be saved without boon when we need it most. Overwork, of the imperial guard, and three hnndred to their discipline.
ed that the Central Board of corporators
element of wholesome variety and. real
There you have it. The moment a church
|it. But that argues nothing concerning disease, remorse, fear, business troubles, thousand French prisoners now confined in.
approves n , resignation of the New York
strength which the maintentance of the New
Germany,
who
are
to
have
their
arms
repermits a Christiah not ‘‘of the same faith
| the door into local churches. When this and lack of faith when dark clouds fill our
editor,
‘and]’ desires to be relieved from all
York office and the work of the New York
stored, will march in pageant from the and order” to come to the Lord's table, it
| distinction is observed, which is always horizon, drive
further
vekponsibility in continuing that
editor have brought to the Star and the
Rhine and relieve the German guard now ceases to be a Baptist church. What a sin
\ done in the scriptures, the tradition of men,
k¢ Tired nature’s sweet restorer, balmy sleep,”
:
The editor has jbeen ai
denomination.
before Paris. They will then force a capit- it mast be for a pious Presbyterian to eat office.
| tbat baptism is the door into'local churches,
There
is
no
provision
in
the
agreement
contributor to our columns for many years,
away, and leave the victimto writhe, and lation of the capital. The German troops the Lord's Supper, it the act annihilates
and has put the vigor of his brain and | is clearly seen to be without foundation. tremble, and chafe without relief.
besieging Paris, being superseded by the a true Christian church, and converts it for discontinuing the arrangement in this
There are times when it is unlawful to French, will return home, except those into a disorderly assembly, unfit for fel- manner, yet, under these circumstances,
the fervor of his heart into his articles. | And we object to it most decidedly, "beIf hisretirement from his present position | cause it degrades baptism from its high sleep, Jesus spent a few whole nights in whose presence will be necessary to hold lowship, and incompetent to administer the Committee regards the Board of cor_shall hereafter render his contributions || and sacred relation to birth into the king- watchin g and prayer, when a mighty bur- the ceded provinces.—W hether this is sim- the ordinances of the gospel! How terri- porators a8 absolved from all obligations
fewer than they have lately been, he will [ dom, and personal union with Christ, to a den lay upon him,and his whole nature was ply an ingenious and audacious canard, or bly corrupting the presence of such a Chris- imposed by said agreement, and has no alnot be likely to permit his pen to be wholly | mere initiation into local, incidental and wrought up to. a tremendous earnestness. put forth in some senseto feel the publie tian must be,to destroy a regular Baptist: ternative but to declare it null ahd void,and
idle, nor keep his many friends waiting transient organizations, vastly less imporThat King Wil- church, and make it just no church at all ! close the office at New York.
But we need not appoint such periods. pulse, we do not know.
| tant,
permanent
and
glorious than the
In announcing this change, and thus
*" vainly for his words. Anxious to speak to
They will come with the occasion, when a lian and Bismarck are thorough monarch- How long shall these things be?
|
«
one
body,”
which
includes
all
saints
in
briefly
the reasons that have led to it, we
the denomination with which his strong |
purpese, a crisis is ists in their personal feelings is well un3 great sorrow, a mighty
wish to add a few words. The managers
sympathies, abundant pledges and earnest | heaven and on earth.
Moxre
ForeicN
CORRESPONDENCE.
We
derstood,
and
that
they
cherish
a
sort
of
aipon us, then our souls will not rest. Then
service have identified him, he is pretty |
let them wrestle as Jacob did, as Jesus contempt for whatis now known as the have received the first letter from a new of the Star do not forget that it was designlikely to utter his thoughts where they wre|
did, as his saints have done, when the French Republic is doubtless true ; but they correspondent who has crossed the ocean ed to be a denominational paper, and, in
Wise Folly.
surest to reach its ear and awaken its in- |
«¢ Spirit made intercessions with groanings would hardly enter upon an effort so fool- for a tour over a portion of Great Britain the judgment of the Committee, the pursf
G—
:
terest.
|
p
and Europe.
The letter, which is well pose to make it such was never stronger
which
can not be uttered.” But ordinarily ish and impracticable as this.
The Independent says: ¢‘ It is difficult to
@As to the future management of the Star, conceive how any scholar, even regarding. the Christian should sleep, and take his
written and not without interest, deals with than at the present time. A reference to its
it may be enough to say, at present, that ! Jesus of Nazareth as a mere man, can needful rest. Knowing that God overrules ——DISCIPLINE AND REFORM.
the
features and experience’ of an ocean columns will abundantly indicate that it
Among the
every plan looks to its growth in vigor, honestly belittle him into an ‘inferior all things, and cares for his cause and- his 2,000,000 of people who live in and im- voyage, which have been so often set forth has been, and still is, not a local paper,
variety and value. Its great motto is man ;’ "—and adds some pungent remarks. people, he can say as David did when hunt- mediately around New York, there are in these columns, that they have not now but one thoroughly broad and denominaKnowing the
¢¢ Christian Progress.” Arrangements are It is difficult to conceive of the exceeding ed by his enemy, * I will both lay me down swarms of wicked, degraded children,either much freshness and awaken little interest. tional in its utterances.
comprehensive
views
of
the
editor,
and his
If
we.
fail
to
find
room
for
it
in
our
crowded
making to give it added features of} fo)1v of sinners, whether scholarsor not; in peace and sleep, fot thou
born in sin and shapen in iriquity through
rd makest
interest. New pens \are already enlisted but the case is not one of scholarship at all. me dwellin safety.” Why should he” not parental influence, or corrupted by vile sur- columns, it will only leave the succeeding intense interest in every question that perfor its columns, while those that are old The greatest masters of sciénce are often say so? God never sleeps. He watches roundings.
But while the destroying forc- letters a larger opportunity to appeal to the tains to our denominational prosperity, we
and well tried will work as faithfully as exceedingly ignorant and blifd in regard
es,
the
angels
of moral death,are powerful interest of our readers, for they will be are sure that he would not consent to have
his slumbering children. Do we. need a
ever. Still other plans are in progress for to spiritual matters. They know only in better guard? *¢ He is our front and rear. and fearfully effective, Christian philan- fresher in both their source and their topics. the Star narrowed down to local interests,
rendering the next volume a little better part, at best, and their ignorance is always ward.” Why should we fear?
thropy is also active in the; work of rescue. We shall be glad to hear from our corres- in the scope of its editorials, its comimuniintelligence,
than any of ifs predecessors. Itis neither greater than their knowledge, and much
Physiologists speak of a peculiar sleep- The number of children gathered into and pondent freely, and be glad in proportion cations, or its dgnominational
—not
even
if
his
best
friends
should deneedful to speak of them in detail, nor to of it pertains to Pdints where common peoas
he
deals
with
new
themes,
or
with
old
fluid, latent while nature is strong and cared for by the various reformatory instisire it.
3
:
multiply. sounding words
of promise. | ple.are well instructed. Theré are thou- fresh, but when it calls for rest, thed this tutions, such as Howard Mission, Home
themes in a new way.
The patronage of the Star farnishes
Deeds are far better than pledges, and our sands of unlearned men who are wiser in fluid softly flows along the nerve tracks, of the Friendless, Randall’s Island, Ward's
WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
A correspondent,
readers will be likely to know whether we divine things than men of scholarly reIsland, Juvenile Asylum, &c., during the over the signature of ‘‘ Pedobaptist,” who grateful evidence that it is regarded as really
and gently soothes the brain, shuts down
denominational, for its readers are not very
send them a good paper or an. indifferent
(nown; just as they are wiser in every-day the gateof force and holds all quiet until the last year, reaches the large number of ought to know the facts, and who would
unequally distributed among our churches
one. To them the performance is far
is a formidable army, dnd it seem to be quite above bearing false wit{ affairs of practical life than men of science fountain fills, then the life-powers run fresh 19,500. This
in all localities. And we take pleasure in
more than the programme ; they set fruits
and free again. In an important sense, it is certainly a very pleasant feature of ness, writes to inquire whether Freewill
who have had no experience in them.
above blossoms; and they care much less |
assuring the readers of more than four thouMen are frequently misjudged. The mere is the hand - of our Father which holds metropolitan life, that Christians face the Baptists are leaving their old ground and
for plans than for results. We shall simply |
sand copies, sent every week to subscribers
terrific evils which roll in upon them like
try to work for them all and each, whether scientist is usually overestimated, and they us gently, his angels watch our pillows, he “a flood, by such earnest, costly and. per- giving a practical endorsement to sprink- west of New England,—and more than
too frequently overestimate their own abil- will not permit us to run widely to destrucling ; and adds that ‘* one of our prominent
their homes are nearer the sunrise or the|
| itiesto discuss and decide questions of a tion. Hence asthe Psalm has it,—* He sistent efforts to save the children. Thou- ministers” is reported to have recently twenty-two hundred of them go west of
sunset, faithfully and in atrue spirit; and|
sands of those gathered. into these in- sprinkled a person instead of immeréing. New York and Pennsylvania,—that their
religions nature. They are often conceited giveth his beloved sleep.”
we have faith enough in them to believe that |
interests, in common with the interests of
and dogmatic to the last degree, when they
And when feverish excitement, fear, or stitutions ‘are sent into the country, and The statement surprises
us, as we are sure others, will be carefully and constantly rethey are not likely to err very much in their |
find good homes among the farmers, and
estimate either of the work or the worker. | might learn much by sitting at the feet of trouble, or burning thought, repels- the grow up to be respectable men and wom- it will surprise our brethren generally, It garded. These many friends who, look
some
unpretentious
farmer, who
has gentle sleep-fluid, and we try, and fry in
would be natural perhaps to suppose that to the weekly visits of the Morning Siar
For the rest, we commit them, ourselves and |
worked hard and thought deeply on divine vain, to court its return, and sink to quiet en,
there
is some mistake or misinformation in for spiritual, moral, intellectual and literary
a
the great cause we are alike anxious to]
Pes
affairs. Their methods of thought, their rest, there is no relief so sure and good as
the case, as we can hardly understand the aid and enjoyment, for denominational
serve,to the favor and keeping and direction |
occupations, and, more than all, their spir- prayer and thoughts of God.
These in- ——Decerr Axp'FoLry. In 1865,0ne John grounds on which a genuine Baptist, such news and general intelligence, may confiof God, the entrance of whose words giveth |
of
Hillsdale, Mich.,, was a a3 we have always supposed every one of
itual position, the state of their hearts, have duce faith, content, assurance that all is McQueen,
light, who brings in the morning after the
dently -expect that the future visits of their
among the our ‘ prominent ministers” to be, could
unfitted them for appreciating the Chris- well, that all will work for good, since our prophet, seer and apostle
darkness,
and whoever guards his own. We
old friend will be no less acceptable than
tian system, and especially the character of Father rules and watches, and so soon as Spiritualistd. The Progressive Age and the sprinkle a candidate and call the act bapask our readers in return only for their be-|
have been those of the past.
Christ. The fact that they: do not know we can feel that all is safe with Him, chaf- Banner of Light, two leading Spiritualist tism. We wait for fuller information, or
lieving prayer, their wise counsel and their
I. D. STEWART,
Christ, and see him only as * a root out of ing repulsion ends, and sleep takes us in papers, endorsed him as undoubtedly hon- for the statement to be corrected, if it needs
Com. on Finance.
SiLAs CURTIS,
hearty co-operation.
‘
dry ground,” argues nothing against the. its arms and soothes our troubled nerves est, and a most remarkable medium, whose correction, If any of our ministers, ¢* promT. STEVENS,
In consequence of the change suggested,
gospel, but indicates their own spiritual until we are fresh and strong again. ' Thus performances put the question of supernal inent” or otherwise, are not Baptists, the
Dover, Nov. 29, 1870.
all communications, subscriptions, remit- |
communications beyond all dispute. W. F.
blindness. . They are just where they foel
tances of money, exchanges, &c., should | the full forceof objections and have ability faith is not only a condition of life, energy Jamieson was another of these modern first thing required by frankness is that they
Iome Missions.
and power; but also of sleep. Those who
avow their real position, and not comprobe sent, after Dec. 31, as formerly, to!
to
staté
them,
but
do
not
recognize
the
believe most firmly sleep most soundly, for seers, almost équal to McQueen in familiar mise the body%hey are supposed torepresent,
Dover, N.:.H., until otherwise ordered.
We have sent circulars to all our Minisintercourse with departed souls. But now
divinity which ‘dwells in the gospel; the
Correspondents Will be kind enough to much that they know of the world aggra- having done their duty well, they leave all we- see these gentlemen in a new role.
ters, asking thém totakeat least one colto God, breathing
grateful praise that he
observe this direction, and thus avoid necedHiurspALe CorLLEGE. This College is lection for our Home Mission cause. What
They first made money/ by deceiving the
vates and intensifies their ignorance of God,
worketh
all
things
well.
4
less embairassments and delay.
doing
a good work in the cause of education, will be'the response? The contents of the
because theydo not perceive their ignopeople, and now are making money by
Later NEWS ¥Rom EUROPE, Since com- demonstrating the fraud. Here is their and shows no loss of vigoror prosperity. The Mission Boxes for the quarter ending Dee.
rance, and take no measures to remove it.
catalogue presents an aggregate of thirty 1st, are now due. We are looking hopeful;
.
A Kmyp Worn. “A correspondent, writ- Hence they wax worse and worse, deceiv- pleting the statements on our first page, hand-bill :
for reports. There is such a pressing
fresh
French
dispatches
tell
us
that
Gen.
ing from Chicago, speaks at considerable ing and being deceived. If they could but
MoDERN SPIRITUALISM EXPOSED.~The graduates for the year closing June 1st, ly
for funds, that every liberal dona~
1870,
Eleven
were
in
the
regular
Classical
demand
Ducrot
has
made
a
sortie
from
Paris
with
mystery
explained.
.
F.
Jumieson,
who
see
their
defects,
recognize
their
ignorance
length of
interest which has been felt
tionis
welcomed
with. ‘peculiar delight.
course
;
twelve
in
the
Scientific
course,
and
has
been
for
five
years
a
Spiritualist
lecturglorious fields of spiritual from 100,000 to 150,000 troops, cutting his
in the Star during a period of twenty years, of the vast and
er
and
debater,
and
who
is
thorougely
aeThere
are
the
Mission
churches in cities
seven
in
the
Ladies’
course,
There
are
52
way
through
the
investing
German
line
. which has elapsed since it began to make plife, and as children seek ‘Instruction, their

church, one kingdom.

its weekly visits 10 the writer's home." The
very kind words sent, both those which

In this sense

it is

skepticisia would be changed to faith, and

their complacericy to regret, that they had

have a general and those which have a per- cherished such hasty and false views
:
al reference,
are greatly prized,bus they Christ and his religion.

me home a little too elosely to be given

to the public, and so' we must respectfully
decline to print the pleasant communication,

It is put into the private drawer

in

and escaping with

a view

of effecting a

junction with the army of the Loire; that
of Gen Paladines has resumed - the offensive,

No believer should be shiken by the
speculations
and assertions of unconverted scholars, Their opinions concerning
the Christian religion are not half as valua-.

philosophy

leave to announce

of Spiritualism, begs

to the citizens of this

now in the regular

College course;

the Scientific” course;

72

course ; 32 in the Theological
281
in
the . Preparatory

Charles before him ; that the. tide of success

These figures are a sufficient evidence

is wholly turningin favor of. the Frepgh
| arms; that Tours is chanting Te Deuins,
and that France generally

1s

in ecstasies.

wt

lace, that he has

secured the services of
celebrated musical
manifestation medium, and who was con‘sidered by the Spiritualists to be one.of the
most
powerful physical manifestation mediums itr the world for dark-circle manifestations; and will givethe same manifesta-

69

in

in the Ladies’

and is driving the army of Prince Frederic Sonn McQueen, the

v

RE

quainted with most phases of mediumship

and the

course; and
Department.
that

thoge who have put money into this instita-

and villages in all parts of the country,—
they must not be abandoned. There. are

evangelists, traveling from place to place,

holding meetings, strengthening the feeble

churches, opening new

be kept in the field.

fields,—they

must

There is the mighty

tion have done a wise and usefyl thing, work among the freedmen, 80 vast, so im-

and those who now have money to use for portant, so necessaryto the safety of our
’

-

upon the Establishment by the last General
Conference, have all been discharged, so.
far at least as other parties have complied
with the required conditions of Conference.
The $12,000 in full have been virtually paid
to the Western Board of corporators; ‘‘the

¢

}
\
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gig

\

\
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ge
pe
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Elmira,

N, X,

REGISTER.

a

:

At a meeting of several brethren in this city,
many, we trust, have. been called from na
28,it was.
,
;
=
new settlements, and in many oases,suffer- ture’s darkness into Christ's marvelous light., Nov.
Resolved, That immediate measures be taken
In
the
absence
of
the
theological
students,
ing great hardships. Two letters before
to free the Kimira interest from debt,and that’ we
and friends of the
~ usrun in this touching vein: ¢* The coun- those in Nichols Latin School will supply, hereby appeal to the churches
enterprise to render ResuRiary aid in the works,
Ary isnew, churches are poor and small; and we trust the work not lose its:power. by
receiving Bros, J. W. & O. C. Hills as regu
appointments far apart, no other minister To the ladies of @lneyville we return. our larly appointed ‘agents, approved by us and the
Trustees of the Freewill
Baptist church of Elmiwithin'the Q. M. who is able to preach; sincere thanks for their assistance, ra.
0. C. HiLLs, Sec’y.
8. ALDRICH, Chairman.
;
’
Lewiston, ME,
A, L. Mogey,
I preach to four churches; have a large
family; can not work much to support

- thin; wife and children very thinly clad.
‘What shall we do? Must I leave the ministry? If we could get a barrel of secondhand clothes even, it, would relieve us
very much. Do you think the Home Mis-

PreAsANT RIDGE, ME.—About the last of
June, the writer first visited this place; at

of the

sermon

two arose for

prayers, the great fountain of the deep was

broken up, and strong men were in tears.

sion Society ‘could help us a little P”
Such is the tone of letters received.

Since that time the ‘interest has been in-

creasing ; about twenty have been converted
and reclaimed. Oct. 9 was a day of rejoic-

There are ing. Seven happy converts followed- their
gospel, at the Lord in baptism, while many who had
gathered upon the banks of the old river
the loss of all
sang praises to God. There are those here
work
the
from
who have grown gray in the service of their
a few struggle
Master ; they have been praying for many
on in the midst of poverty, rather than see years that God would revive his work in
the cause disbanded and the feeble churchthis place. Yet they have not been discouros abandoned. As brethr®n and sisters enaged, believing they would reap in due seajoy the comforts of a good home,and warm
son if they fainted not, and that God would
and often elegant attire, will they not reanswer prayer.
While we rejoice with
member the poor Home Missionary who
them, we would not forget that salvation is
“toils to carry the gospel to the destitute ?

BNOSBURG

of the Lord.

G. H. Barr.
o>

with the Gibson

season of deep

The

Theological

FIRST TERM AT LEWISTON.

id condition.

Senior

class,

Brown of the Troy Q.

8;

class,

Junior

class, 14; total, 25.

¢

The third and ®

and chapel.

library room

from his

other
time.

my

Point.

former

and his accomplished

though short of what we hoped it would be,

.

Dedication.

County Q. M. Sermon either by Rev. 8. Aldrich, Elmira, N. Y., or Rey. 0. C. Hills, Canton,

we all ag6gpt the situation as it is, and pur-

in the

point, on

business

Broadway is a new

church.

Some

six years

ago,

Bro.

Zell

A

Shall there

of worship indispensable. As it was in Nehemiah’s day, * the people had a mind to work,” and

pro-

will

divine blessing, to say what shall be the
measure of our future success,

not be

a

of all With

co-operation

hearty

to work they went, each doing as the Lord had
prospered, till their means were exhausted ; then
they rested, begged and worked alternately with
perseverance for three years, till the work was
done. They are now rewarded with a neat, substantial house of worship, finished with taste.and
On footing up, the
comfort, at a cost of $2.075.
committee found a debt of near $400 on their
hands. But after listening to Bro. Bates’s sermon,
the congregation cheerfully raised, by subsecripThe
tion, more than enough to pay the debt, ,

those who perseveringly labored in the
past,and those who of late have so generously contributed to ‘our needs from means

they can so ill afford to spare, and ithe

friends of education among us generally, to

make this institution in the largest degree a
denomination and to manJ. J.B.

blessingto the
kind ?

f

¢

day was beautiful, the

A Student's Word.

the people evidently
with the result.

The Theological School has closed, and
its students have gone forth to teach, and by

prayers,

went

home

well

pleased
H.

Testimonial,

In view of our pastor’s removal from us, the
Church and Society of Gilford Village adopts
ed the following resolutions at the close of the

exhortations and faith, to bring

souls to Christ. From time to time, they
have gone forth on the Sabbath; to the sur

services of his last Sabbath with us:

rounding vitlages, to proclaim the gospel.

Whereas, Our beloved pastor and wife are
about leaving us for another field of labor, there.
ore
pasResolved, That we deeply regret that our Park,
tor and wite, Rey. G. M. Park and Isa A.

Success has attended their labors,and a dai-

ly prayer meeting was instituted to thank
God for present success and plead for future
aid in the work,

services interesting. and

féel it their duty to seek another field of labor,
ledving us without a settled pastor.

Some students, more fortu-

nate than others, had means enough to get

Resolved, That

we have found

in our pastor

tion, trusting that where they preach, both
the spirit of redemption and the spirit of

one who has not failed to ** declare the whole
one who
wohinselof God”? without. wavering;
duty and
his not been swerved from the path of
have sur
truth by any circumstances which may
exemplary
rounded him; and one who by his church, the
character has won the esteem of the

charity may prevail,

large.

home and visit with deatly loved friends ;
others must teach and preach during vaca-

r

uk

After supper, on the las} evening of the
term, Bro. Ricker arose, and in a well chosen speech, presented to the Steward of the

Club,in behalf of the Theological Students,
a fitting testimonial.
4

‘Lo the lady in charge
|

society, the Babbath School
eaolved, That our

Sabbath school feel their

they are greatly indebted to
for e,
Joss 18 irreparabl
them for their superior instruction in singing,
und interest in their behalf.
Sister
Resolved, That in leaving us, Bro. and
for
Park have our sincere and heartfelt thanks

their faithfulness and very successful labors dur|

“pt

and community at

No Sandwich, N H, per L H Quimby,

Mr. Geo.

Mr. Charles
both of Jay.

and

In

Lyndon,

Vt. Nov.

the price of this new staple is less by one-half than
that of any other article of the same class containing
a like amount of nutriment, Need we say that SEA
MoS FARINE is the article referred to. The wealthy
and enterprising New York Company engaged in its
manufacture are entitled to the thanks of every phi.
lanthropist for introducing this new source of excellent and agreeable food, at & price which places it
within the reach of all, One experiment will convince
the most skeptical that with SEA M088 FARINE they
can produce unequalled custards, puddings, jellies

A Favorable Notoriety.
Colds,

cost than be

is at 63

and

reps

The good

Brown's Broichial Tro.
Throat

Diseases

has

for
Ob.
caused the Troches to be extensively imitated.
Troches,’
tain only the genuine‘ Brown’s Bronchial
more
and do not be influenced by those who make
40
profit by selling worthless {mitations.

ches”

a peerGLU-BNE |—The family pet GLUE POT, and
usrD: Eve
S
ALWAY
USED,
ONOE
too,
T
CEMEN
less
Try ite
ery family should have it. Only 25 cents.
Send
GLU-KENE MAN'F'G Co, 24 Water street, Boston.

in your orders.

wis

Julia

A. Burgess,
.

8, by

new

law,

Address,

begins

A new Steam

W.

Gould,

Nov.

of Lyndon.

and

24, Jas.

Brown, of

Miss

Martha

gv

single,

1,20

,20

in New York, Boston,

the

kinds

13,02
,29
2,88
,17
1,72
1.20
12,00
,38
38,48
29
2,76
,29
2,66
120
1.36
y!

104
A

24
2.44

,T7
,76

+20
12

Kid
87

04
18
20
1,56
02,10

1,44
8,64
, d do
; dozen, 7,20
Minutes of General Confer15
+20
9
single,
ence,
A There is no discount on the Minutes by the

A. Chase, both of L.

Special Notices.
BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD,
A. M., 2.40, 5.45, 7.40 ©, M.
For Groat Falls, 10.10
b,45, 8.45 ». 2.
or Alton Bay, 1

Harbor, 10.10 A: Mi, 2.40 P.M
or Wolfboro and Centre
Boston at 5.50, 8, 10.65

THE NEW

QUESTION BOOK,

“The Wonderful Works of Jesus,”

Special Notice.
Brethren making application for admission to the
¥. B. Mutual Benefit Association, are requested to
send their admission money WIRH THEIR APPLIOA;
TIONS,
be

CHRISTIAN BAPTISM.
This little book has been revised by
the author, has been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents a very

comely appearance.
It should be in
every Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-member have a copy of _
this newly revised and

re.

promptly

turned. Those whe have sent applications hi 3 me
without the money, and have received no reply, have
been posepied fy condition of the payment of the ad
mission money
Any who have failed to receive a copy of our By-’
Laws, will be supplied on a phiication,
Gen. Agent,
D. ih WHITTEMORE,
Providence, R, Ii

LATHAM CLARK,
Is now complete and ready for custom
ers. Itis adapted to classes that have
just completed “The story of Jesus.”
This book received the prize offered
not long since by the Printing Estab-

lishment, and is recommended to pastors, superintendents and teachers as

being in every way
patronage.

Now Ready,
The Commentary on the Gospels by
Rev. John J. Butler, D. D., 1s now
4

useful book.—

Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in paper
covers, 15 cts. Postage extra ; on the
former, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.
i

A

Large

Premium,

To any person who will send us a
year’s subscription in advance for his

own paper, together with a year’s sub-

scription in advance from a new subMARY

day at 6 P.M.

will

Dover, N. H.

TR.

For Lawrence and

money

No. 39 Washington St.,

dozen.

August, 1870
summer Arrangement.
Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 2.40 and
ad ®.»., and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
J2 P.M.

the

and upon reasonable terms.
Orders are solicited from all parts of
the country.
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,

1,40

,20
2,00

dozen,
single,

including the

can be done in good style at short notice

1,20
11.88
1,26
12,52
,03
9,14
1,88
1862

1,72
19
1,72
2,24

0
Choralist,

of Job-printing,

printing of cuts and printing in colors,

same

28
,04
28
24

,J4
1,85
|

:

The Pressman has had an experience of twelve years, and that in some
of the best offices in the largest cities
of the country.
:
It is believed, therefore, that all

1,44
,15
1,44
2,00

single,
dozen,
single,

and Philadel-

phia.

12,40
" ,04
48
,08
28
,20
240
08
,60
,04
,36
,04
06
,20
ne
'

Appeal to Conscience,
04g
do
do
Communionist,

Press

of doing most excellent work. =
The Job type is entirely new, and
has been selected with great care from .
type made by first-class manufacturers

0
dozen, 11,62
25
Christian Baptism, Bound, single,
dozen, 240
do
0
do
,1§
do Paper Covers, single,
do
do
do
dozen, 144
gingle, 1,00
Life of Marks,
do
do
dozen,
9,60
,30
single,
Church Member’s Book,
do
do
do
dozen, 2,88
26
single,
Treatise,
do
dozen, 2,40
Thoughts upon Thought,
single,
25
do
do
do
dozen, 2,10
1,00
gingle,
The Book of Worship:
5 do 15 do (Qua
els
a
. Book.)single,
tory of Jesus,
dozed,
do
y 5
tingle,
Wonderful Works of Jesus,
do
0
ozen,
Butler's Commentary,
single,
Lessons tor every
sunday in
. Book) single,
the Year, (
de
do
do
dozen,

Printing

best in use, and is, of course, capable

Books,

single, 1,00
dozen,
960
2,28
single, ,10 - ,16
dozen, 10,56
1,9
single,
,86
,08
9%
dozen, 8,18
28
single, 1,60
dozen, 15,36 [8,26

Job

has just been put into operation in the
Morning Star Office. This Press is the

of de

with

L. R. BURLINGAME,
Dover, N. H.

THE MORNING STAR
JOB-PRINTING OFFIGE.

is 24

by the dosen ; also Postage on the

ole,

L. B. Tasker,

Rev.

Also, Willis L, Gaild

If not accepted,

ution and extended use ot
Coughs,

at less

Townsend,

yer J. Guild, of Corinth, and Miss Ada J.

Westmore.

volume

,in Sheep,
Psalmody, 1
do
do
‘do Embossed Moxoocco,
do
do
do
do
82me,
do
do
Butler's Theolegy,
do
do

John R. Moulton and Miss Mariette Brewster, both
Nov. 23.Jacob Kent, of Newbury, and
of Newark.

Mrs. Naney J. Mattocks,

Cheaper than Before the War!
Epicures,
are you aware that you can enjoy the luxuries of the
ago?
years
ten
than
rate
dessert at a much cheaper
Science has converted awild product of the Irish coast
into an element of immeasurable daintiés of the most
wholesome, nutritious and delicious character; and

of the Company

Mary R.

H. Bishop and Miss

Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices

a year.

Prices of Freewill Baptist

Mr. Howard i. (Gowen and Miss Nellie M, Thurston,
:
both of Strafford.
Aug. 21, by Rey. T. Keniston,Mr. William H, John.
Also,
gon and Mrs. Mary K. Chase, both- of Dover.
Mr. J. Freeman Hanson and Migs ‘Elsie M. WoodA
man, both of S.
In Dexter, Me., Sept. 27, by Rev.B. 8. Gerry, Mr.
George Brown, of. Dover, and Miss Mary A. Nason,
Also, by the same, in Dover, Oct. 30,
of Newport.
of
Mr, John 8S. Allen and Miss Alice L. Lane, both
Dover.

Jes-

The

Single and

of M,
P. Kitchie and Miss Adeline Faitbanks, both Jordan,
In Sanford, 24th ult, by Rév. Wm. V.

4

fore the war, The depot
Park Place, New York,

Miss

books of other publishers,and will be furnished to

firstnumber in April.
Orders are solicit
ed.
.
No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the, Myrtle
“Sample copies will be sent free on appli
cation.

In Monroe, Me, at the residence of the bride’s father, Nov. 22, by Rev. Geo. D. Garland, Mr. Albian

uits and of the nuns of Sacre Ceur, which have
large landed estates in Rome, and the complaint
is made that their gardens and. orchards occupy

Charlottes, creams; sauces, &0.,

livery.

Rev, B, Townsend,

’
both of N.
In North Ja¥, Me., Nov. 18, by Rev. G.

as has been the case throughout the rest of Italy.

too much room.

H, Willey

the

History,
by

Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with
our own publications, or will be filled with the

sent to one address, than on a single one

1]

Nov. 20,

under

90

* Any of which will be sent by mail, free of post.

cents a year; and no more on 10 copies
or any number between one and 10, when

.

It looks very much as if the ecclesiastical properties in Rome would very soon be confiscated,
of the

of the Myrtle,

Married
Me.,

30 cents

,b0
55
1,25
«490
« ,90

: age, on receipt of the price.

ents each,—payable in all cpses in ad

Dover, N. H.

A society has been formed in Moscow in behalf of missionarjes to the non-Christian populations of the Ruspian empire.
It is under the
patronage of Innocent, the Metropolitan, formerly known as the
Apostle of Kanwhatha,” and a
friend of Bible distribution.

There are convents, especially those

Terms.—Single copy,

. Hb

Claudigseeeseeeesss

Do-

R. BURLINGAME,
:

JID

++1,50
1,50
1,00
1,756
.1,60
1,26
.1,00

Willie Maitland.seeeees

Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20

94,02
Treas.

C. 0. LIBBY,

I

‘Who is my Neighbor ?.
When we were
Youn
Sybil’s Wayeeeeseeees
Triumph over Midian
‘Rescued from Egypt.

MYRTLE,” Dover, N. H.

should be sent to L.
ver, N. H.

9,
132,

The Lutheran Synod of Maryland, at its recent
session in Emmetsburg, resolved to receive no
Rev.J Malyern, Charles 8t, Dover, N. H,
student as a beneficiary who indulges in the use
QM, N. Y, per J Tyler,
Spafford
*
of tobacco.
4 Virgil & Drydench,

In Newfield,

Or

eowly49

The postage is payable at the office

A
Worthen,
Cornville, Me, per M Merrill,
H Stamchfield, Elgin, Minn,
Lake Pleasant, Pa, per D M Baldwin,
Newmarket,N H,with 20,02 previously received proceeds of Mission boxes, per J A Lowell,
Lisbon Falls, Me, per A F Hutchinson,
r B H Stevens,

a

Starlight Sepies.

JMiscellaneous.

All orders and remittancés for the paper

21,00
Treas y

Mrs E C Morgan, Mohawk, N'Y,
Yayue, ‘Wis,
per F. Pease,

In Minnesota last year 89 Baptist church buildings were erected. There are in that state now
150 churches and 5,000 members.
In the beginning the Baptist affairs were judiciously managed, and now the -denondination reaps the fruit
in the assurance of being second to no religious
denomination in the state.

9

Anecdotes’of Animals
Bloomfield.eeeeooes
Glencoe Parsonage
Early Choice...
Strawberry Hill...
Overcoming...
Perfect Man...

10,00
5,00
6,00

Elina, 1 M's, per P 8 Burbank,
Oscar Cole,
Cedar Falls, Iowa,
Hiram, Me, per E H Hart,

there are whole counties in Arkansas without a

useful

Price of SCIENCE OF LIFE, $1.00. PHYSIOLOGY
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, $2.00. In Tar

Foreign Mission.

church or ministry of any kind. Here is a field
- for Home Mission work, to which we would call
the especial attention of the brethren, Let us
give our Society the means and men to occupy it
for Christ and his gospel.

Bright Day Series.

vance.
PosTaae.—The postage on a single copy

Danville, N H, to con Emma S Collins and Nellie M.

+10

Heavenseeescosocesscscscsesssssnce

ven

45,29
Treasurer.

Cattaraugus Q M, N Y, per N A Jackson,
Rock &
Dane Q M, Wis, per L Hulse,

410

Boy’s

esses 5

to “Tae

CURTIS,

Making Something, eseecsccsascccassesess

Bright Days,ceeccioscacescssescscscscees1,25
Sunny Skiesyeeeesescscassscencssccsssessldf
Pompeii and Herculaneum,eeeecesesasees1,25
Archibald Hamilton,.eesseesesscesssescesl,25

“THE MYRTLE

27
2
5.

S10

Jamie and Jeannie,ceeees ceasceasacssecsse 410

This semi-monthly, published by the
"| Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, wae
enlarged and much improved about the
firstof April, 1869. Itis printed on paper ol
a very superior quality, and its mechanical
excellence is equal to that of anyother paper of its class.
All communications in,
tended for publication should be addressed
3,00

esesecssesesscssesaccee

| Good Little Mittie,ceeecscecscssscsscrece ,T0

‘arming-

-

Mrs B Chandler, Lewiston, Me, on note,
Mrs H Chase,
Rev. W L Noyes,St Johnsbury, Vt,"

writer in the Tennessee Baptist, states that

appendix, many

Child,

Series.

Brother and Sister..cse«.

Education Society.

strong, and can preach three times a day, if need
be, and enjoy it.
©

. The Christ

Child’s

Starlight Stories... df...

800

IL.
SILAS

JMrs.

order of

Address “THE PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE

MISSION,

Concord, N. H.

an

*Sn

Fireside Angel.cceee.
a]
Rainy Day at HOME ceeeereeercnssansess 70

These are truly scientific and popular works by Dr.
Hayes,one of the mostlearned and popular physicians
of Ihe day.— The Medical and Surgical Journal, July

Concord, N. H.

Rev. Dr. Z. §. Barstow, of" Keene, N. H., has
completed his 80th year, but he is still well and

care, and, as

210
510

New Yearieecese,s

Dr. HAYES, No. ¢ Bulfinch street, Boston.
N.B.—Dr, H. may be consulted in strictest confl
dence on all disease requiring skill and experience,

Col Concord ch,N, H,
Mrs Bonney, Rockford, Ill,
A friend, Woodstock, N H,

:

cheap

Series.

A Rainy Day at School
Birth Day Present.

books

key morocco, full gilt, $5.00. Postage paid.
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.

Otisfleld Q M, Me, per E D Marshall,

of the Protestant Episcopal church

shall have the first claim.

a school-house in the vicinity.
In men of menced laboring insprang up demanding a share

who

ministry

Rainy Day

ton Chronicle, Farmington, Me., Sept, 2, 1869.

f

:
SILAS CURTIS,

not the

he tells them just how and when to do

Mission

FREEDMEN’S

. Light from the Cros:
Pe ry
Contradictions, or, High Life in Edgerton1.50

* DR. HAYES is one of the most learned and popular
physicians of the day, and is entitled to the gratitude
of our race for these invaluable
productions. It seems
to be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the
cause of those diseasesto which they are subject, and

Gould, East Dixrield, Me.

Home

It is said that Nathan Matthews, Esq., has
given $60,000 to erect a new hall for students in
Cambridge, provided Harvard College will accept

the

G W

Luttrellyees

Master and Pup
May Bell cose.
Sabrina Hackett,

rescriptions for prevailing complaints are added.—
Joos Republican, Lancaster, N.
H., Sept. T, 1869.

West—D R Whit-

Henry Stanchfield, Elgin, Minn
Troy, Pa. per B H Stevens,
>

church for $200,000.

coli

nounce the Theological School a failure P
1t is for the ministry and churches, with the

present,

ability and

*
John Brick, Derby Line, Vt.
WT
Smith, Brunswick, Me.
**. W L Noyes, 8t. Johnsbury, Vt.
“ G H Ball, 30 Vesey St., N. Y.

has been sold to the vestry of St. Bartholomew’s

the A.

An interest soon
of the public ministrations of the church in the
place, and it became a branch of the church.—
Some three years ago the school-house became
too small for the congregation, rendering a house

the

Rev

Ritualism does not pay well in New York.
Christ Church,in Fifth avenue, Rev. Dr. Ewer’s,

& G. W. Railroad, three miles from the Newton

it has given to

the gospel ministry, will accomplish for the
and

and influence with

The new Pacific theological seminary of the
Congregationalists at San Francisco, has been
opened in a suite of rooms in that city, and has
two professors and eight students,
;

pose to make the best of it.
en
0. A. SMITH.
:
Pa.
On the whole, then, we are enabled to
Dedication, &c.
present an encouraging report. God has
in
The Freewill Baptist house of worship
feeble
our
even
blessed
has
been with us, he
Broadway, Union County, Ohio, was dedicated
beginnings, he has sustained us in times of
October 9. Rev. 8. D. Bates delivered the sertrial. In one sense the School has done but mon, from2 Timothy 8:16; and Rev.B. F. Zell
little; yet who can compute the amount (pastor,) offered the dedicatory prayer.

the past

weight

They are

Series.

Shining Hours,.«

nence, as a source of instruction on vital matters, con-

Sears—J Stevens—dJ K Sparks—A Spring—P 0

EXPRESS,
N Bard, Lisbon Falls, Me.
J W Hinckley, Athens, Me,
John Given, Lewiston, Me,

the rest.

with

has been most gratefully received. Without |, We dedicate ournew church edifice in Gaines,
indulging in reflections upon the past, or Pa., on Saturday,Dec. 17, at one o’clock, P, M.,in
comparison of real or prospective locations, connection with the next session of the Potter

welfare of Zion and the world?

the whole

weight of their influence and constant effort
toward promoting a Christian life and spirit
among the students.”
In calling for Gen. Howard on Sabbath evening, he “found him inthe
cadet prayer-meeting, which is now regularly
sustained twice each week, on Sunday and
‘Wednesday evenings. There were about fifty students present,” who: are no longer a despised

students are admitted free of charge to the by the council, previous'to the installation, was
scientific and all other public lectures of the highly satisfactory to all present. The Court
been
College. These and other advantages far- Street church and society seem to haveso soon,
by Providence, in filling
favored
specially
nished are highly appreciated by the stuand in a manner calculated to be so eminently
dents, who have applied themselves to satisfactory, the pulpit left vacant by the removal
The of Bro. Heath to Providence, R. I.
study with diligence and earnestness.
B. F. HaYES, Clerk of Council.
aid furnished by the Education Society,

thirty years of its existence

ister, throw

|

Bro. Fernald, while they were prosecuting col | the gift with the condition that half the net inlege and theological studies.
come of the hall be used for scholarships,to
The result of the examination of the candidate
which young men of ability who are fitting for

“It is understood also that the theological

that the three hundred brethren, whom

Several of the officers are earnest Chris-

minority, but hiye

associations

He says that “the religious

tians, and General Ubpton, the new commandant,

Convention held with

to

at West Point.

Andy

cerning which lamentable ignorance exists. The important subjects presented are treated with delicacy.

Rev Y White, Lee, Me.
* J B Higgins, Canterbury, N H (2).
¢ E Toothaker, Strong, Me.
“JM Allen, 8 Otselic, N Y,
“ R Carpenter, Fleetville, Luz Co, Pa.
3 3 Brewet, E Parsonshield, Me,
evens,
Plymouth,
Windsor C o, Vt,
¢ TE Purinton, Bowdoinham, Me, (2).
i
Geo A Siver, Harrisville, Lewis Co, N Y.
Joseph P Wight, Ea Otisfield, Me.
Hawood Byrd, Memphis, Tenn.
Wm Bodine, Durand, Winne Co, Ill,
M M Burlingame, Greenburg, Ohio.
S C Baker, Ashland, N H.
k
R 8 Preble, Canton, Mass,
A 8 Brooks, Huntingdon, Pa. (2).
A P Walcott, Nunda, Minn,
C R £mmaons, W Thornton, N H, (2).
Esther M Button, Norwich, N Y, (2)
S I Beede, Prarie du Rac, Wis.
Ezra Stevens, Jonesville; Vt,

influences are steadily growing stronger at West

Installation.
Fernald was installed

allusions

intelligent family.

BY MAIL.

Evangelist gives an

These

;
Prize

abominable trash, published by irresponsible parties
and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, but are writ.
ten by a responsible professional gentleman of emi:

Books Forwarded.
A correspondent of the

and delivery.

are of actual merit, and should find a place in every

Received.

M Atwood—N W Ayer & Son—A G Abbott—O Blake—R
C Brackett—D
Batchelder—T Brooks—J 8 Burke—M
Bruce—S D Baker—Mrs J Bagley— Wm Bates—Sarah'H
Brown—M T Colby—E Chambérlin—D
W Clark—T
B
Curtis—Lizzle D Carlton—Mrs N_Chandler—A D Corse—
J M Crandall—Mrs J H Coburn—E H Cross—S8 M Dunton*
—R Deering ~0 J Davis—E Dudley—M F Duna—A W
Ensign—J
Fletcher—N H Farr—C
C Foster 0
M
Freeman—D S Fowler—8 M Foss—A C Grant—
ould—
Mrs M C Gammon—H P Goff—B Geodrich—E_E Graves—
J W Hinkley—H N Herrick—M L Harvey—LL Harmon—
G H Hubbard—H Holt—W A Hamlin—D
W Judd—D
Jackson—G W Knapp—H 8 Kimball-8 C Kimball—M A
King—J G Lomis—E
D
Marshall-L
Moseley—A K
Moulton—Y McClanathan, Jr—D A Maddox—E A Nichols—T C Partridge—T E Peden—Lucy Preston—J W Perkins—A Read—D
F Randall-J N Rich—Mrs CF Bawyer
—A Sibley—I Stuart—L B Starr~T Sherman—D B San-

account of religious affairs in the military Acade-

published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estab-

ishment. These Books are now ready for. sale

is tully

such as probably never before fell to the lot of any
man—are given in full. No person should be without
these valuable books. They are utterly unlike any
others ever published.
VALUABLE BOOKS.—We have received the valuable

GENERAL.

fourth stories furnish neat and evavenient
E. N.
pastor of
rooms for the students. The building is Court Street ¥{ Baptist church, Auburn, Me.,
every way adapted to its purpose, and a on the 23d ult. The sermon was delivered by
Rev. A. H. Heath, the late pastor, and was listcredit to the institution.
Three professors are wholly devotedto ened to with great attention by a full house. Theas
to the Pastor by Rev. J. Fullonton,was
. the classes. In addition we have had a first charge
pithy and appropriate as it was unique. Rev. J.
class course of lectures from Dr. Manning, S. Burgess gave some excellent advice to the
of Boston. These were very opportune, church, and Rev. Mr. Harris, of the High Street
both with reference to the studies of the (Cong.) church, Auburn, gave a very happy adterm, and the present state of theological dress of welcome, which received added interest
, sentiment in the world.
We trust
courses of lectures will follow in due

Superintendents of 8. 8.

whose experienceis of an uninterrupted magnitude—

Spurling—Maggie Turner—Z White—F
temore—W W hitacre—A G Wilder.

AND TO
Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just

Rev J B Leighton, N Danville, Vt.*
O Pitts, Winnegance, Me,
“ OF Russell,
Ea Tilton, N H.
‘FE Tibbetts, Agency ity, Iowa,
“AM Freeman,No 321 Broadway,So

derson—1)

schools.

TO PASTORS OF CHURCHES

allusion even can be found in any other works in our
anguage. All the NEw DISCOVERIES of the author

Boston, Mass.

a

CHONDRIA, and all other diseases arising from the

medical works of Dr. Albert H. Hayes.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

Minjsters and Churches.
;
Rev.

A.J. DUTTON.

od

TION. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE IN
MAN, NERVOUS AND PHYSICAL DEBILITY, HYPO.

Addresses.

Letters

BOSTON Q, M.—Held its Oct. session with the

us the firstof this month was a real blessing.
:
T. KENISTON.

good board bas been furnished the present
term for $2,20 per week. The second
story has the recitation and lecture rooms, oF

Office

to Sunday

.

xplai ned, and many matters of the most important
and interesting character are introduced, to which no

Providence, R. I,

From these pri-

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT

RVA- |

EITHER SEX car require to know, but what

pastor of the church.

by Rev, J. Mariner, of

Post

church at Charlestown. Union and harmony charThe meetings of
its deliberations.
acterized
worship were in the Spirit and profitable. The
held with the church at
next session is to be
Lawrence, Jan, 11, 12. Ministers’ conference
Wednesday, at 9 o’clock,A. M., and Q. M, conferT. D. CLEMENTS, Clerk.
ence at2, P. M

Lord; several have recently found

The revival

Sermon

E. D, MARSHALL, Clerk.

field church,

united and working well, sinners’ are seekhim.

Introductory remarks by the

Collection,—six
each chureh, of this action.
dollars. ' Feb. session to be held with the Otis-

There is an encouraging revival interest
with us at Bow Lake Village. The church is

family of Bro. Blake, one of the students,

Waldron of the

ces we make

is nothing whatever that the MARRIED OR SINGLE OF

season at North Tunbridge, Vt., will be dedieated
Dec. 14. Services to commence at 1 o'clock, P. M.

Resolved, That the Clerk of the Q. M. inform

GEo. D. GARLAND.

ing the

Clerk.

built the past

Resolved, That each church in the Q. M. hold

of the blessed ‘Spirit. At the close of the
meeting seven came forward for prayers,for
:
which-the Lord be praised.

>

DANILL JONES,

The F', W. Baptist house of wership

a revival meeting the present winter, appoint
their own time and select their own help.

We witnesséd a most glorious out-pouring

lege graduates. Considering the disadvantages attending the change of location, and
delay in commencing, thig does very well
for the first term here.
We have an excellent four-story brick
building, 45 by 100 feet, about one-fourth
of a mile from the College. The first story
is occupied by the boarding department,
where, under the superintendence of the

M., and

to this meeting full of faith and

In another column, see

list, and retail prices.

ERRORS OF YOUTH,or the
ISORETIONS or EXCESS"
ES of mature years, This is;indeed a book for every
man, Price only One Dollar, 285 pages, bound in
cloth, DR. A. H. HAYES, Author.
A Book for Every Woman,
Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,AND
HER DISEASES; or WOMAN TREATED OF PHYSI10"
LOGICALLY AND PATHOLOGICALLY, from INFANCY
10 OLD AGE, with elegant ILLUSTRATIVE ENGRAV
INGS.
:
«
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extra
ordinary works on Physiology ever published. There

Ghost?
The friends who have subscribed
Lyndon Institute will please come prepared

be present.

of their class.

100,00 COPIES SOLD THE LAST YEAR.

to redeem their pledges, as the Agent is expected to

OTISFIELD Q. M.—Held its Nov. session with
the church in Bridgeton, Nov. 2, 3. The following resolutions were passed :

Mansur neighborhood, where it was said
that meetings had not been held for
seven years, with one or two exceptions.

Of these six are col-

and sisters come up

Street, Boston,

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-P

Union, P. Q., Q. M. will hold its next term with
the Compton church, Dec. 17, 18. Will the brethren
the Holy
for the

are not excelled by any other books

Or-

(Opposite Revere House,)

with the Byron church, Dec. 23-25. Conterence on
Friday, at 2 o’clock, P. M.
A. Z, MITCHELL, Clerk, .

A

Jon TYLER, Clerk.

Monday eyening following, I preached in an
as the
which will be adjoining neighborhood, known

Middle

5,6.

Next ses-

Fabius church.
The Lord’s supper was administered to a goodly number of brethren and sisters. Collection for Missions, $5,00. Next session will be held in; Virgil, Dea 24, 25. Conference Friday previous, at 6 o’clock, P, M,

By reference to the Cata-

3;

Nov.

SPAFFORD Q. M.~~Held its Sept. session with

It will be interesting to former students
privilege of
+ “of the School, and to many others who give Sabbath, Nov. 13, I had the
and
congregation,
crowded
a
to
preaching
it a warm place in their hearts, to receive
converts.
willing
eight
baptizing
of
then
some items occasionally with reference to
logue recently issued, and
furnished to any desiring it, it will be seen
that the classes are represented as follows:

church,

interest was enjoyed.

No. 4 Bulfinch

MONROE, N. Y., Q.M. will hold its next seseion

the Summer Hill
church,—Rev. A. Griffeth,
Moderator,—~Most of the churches were represented by letter and delegation, the meetings
were well attended, and there was much interest. On the Sabbath,
preaching by Elders W.

RH. O.B.:

on his work in this place. Meetings are
well attended. In the north part of the town,
in what is ealled Thurlow neighborhood, &
glorious revival has been enjoyed lately.

School.

Union

its November session

or more.

PUBLISHED BY THE
!
PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE,

DGECOMB Q. M, will hold its Dec. term wil
Edgecomb church, Dec. 24, 25,
3 By, the
;
0: Prxts,; Clerk.

sion with the Jackson church, the first Sunday
in MPebruary! Conference the Friday evening
previous, at the Savary school-house, commencing at seven o’clock.
A. D. CORsE, Clerk.

MéNroE,
Me. —The Lord is still carrying

:

its last session at

ers, we offer our own prize books which

Postage,

Special terms given

MANHOOD AND WOMANHOOD,

SEBEC Q. M. will hold its Jan. term with the Milo
church, commencing Friday before the third Saturday in the month,
"B.S. GERRY, Clerk.

R. J. RusseLy, Clerk,

GIBSON Q. M.—Held

These are not isolated cases.

many men preaching the
west, who literally suffer
things. Some turn aside
and labor for bread, but not

Q. M.—Held

Or-

Noes ane Appoinneas

Farnham, The next session is to be held
with
the church at Enosburg,
December 17-418.
Conference, Friday preceding, at1 o’clock.

Price $2,00.

to agents who sell 100
ders are solicited.

ders are solicited, and will be promptly filled.
Address
LR. BURLINGAME,
at this Office.

Quarterly Meetings.

Revivals, &c.

the close

ies, $2.00, which is to be paid by the purchasers.

our hands.

extra 24 cents.

88

them and do anything for the churches;
had good clothes when we came here ; they
are now worn out; have no overcoat,
no
°
underclothes ; goat and pants rusty and

sale this whole Edition will soon be off Ingddition to the publications of oth-

Though thus enlarged and improved, it has been decided to sell it on the same terms as heretofore, viz:
single copy, 10 cts.; one dozen copies, 96 ‘ctss; one
hundred copies, $7.00, Postage on a single copy;
cts. ; on a dozen copieg, 24 ots.; on one hundred cop:

{

| Sand

d

ool

228822

where, under the labors of several brethren,

ong

~-}

is felt, and sinners are coming to Christ.
Especially is this seen in the Thorn District,

the causeiis embarrassed and hindered.
-"YWe have some heart-saddening letters
‘from the west. - Ministers on the frontiers
are working hard to plant the cross in the

pong

g

fo all parts of the land, while of the two Who

need

If all remained in consequence of sickness, one
would give even a little, we should have has since passed beyond the river,
the Spirit's presence
it. Butthe majority do nothing, and hence In all our i

fe

Ot it 1 80 1 pe
a

We

ye

nt
a So 00 pt

the ‘other side.”

F1

or

on

fab

=888 S838

«pass by

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES

ready for delivery to our. customers.
Fifteen hundred copies of this the
At Wholesale Prices,
first volume, have already been sold.
Fk
HERMAN HUNTER, Clerk.
SRR | faisd
‘The Register for 1871 is out of press and ready for This number is nearly half of all that
4
JIT
£2
HOSHITH
3
This simple anRev. 8. N. Brooks: would express’ his thanks delivery. In accordance with .the; vote of ‘General have ‘been printed.
We will furnish Librariesto Sunday
‘to the people of his parish;and ether kind friends, Conference, is has been enlarged to: 8 12mo. in size, nouncement is * sufficient to show that
and Besides the matter heretofore furnished, it conschools
at as low rates as they ‘can be
for a pleasant. entertaibment at the residence of tains a large amount of information respecting the others think the work a good one and
Dr. Small, in Temple, on the Eve, of Thanksgiy- various demoninations of Christians in America,
bought
élsewheré in New England
that they appreciateit. At this rate of
ing, and for a present of $26 in cash,
i
Missionary Operations, Educational Statistics, &o,
Xn

money, more money, for this work.
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FREEWILL BAPTIST

Dp

have

suffered them to be degraded and wronged,

»-

who

%

MORNING STAR: DEC EMBER 7, 1870,

have béen with us; and the
of the Club the students also presented a ‘ing ‘the vets they
will follow: them ' to. their new
token of esteem. The morning's train bore Batol labor.
—we can not turn away ‘from them and the students, both college and theological, D. Y. Smith,D. H, Rowe,J. N. Dockham, Com.

country, so obligatory upon; us

1

-

THE

.

#

worthy

of their

Orders may be sent at any

scriber, we will send a copy of Mr.
Kennedy's volume,—¢Close Commun
ion, or oper Communion?
An experience atid an Argument,” —and will also
send a copy of the same work to the

new subscriber,” Or, if it is preferred,
we will send any unbound volume of
the Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from
the second to the fifteenth inclusive, om

The postage—whigh

time « nd they will be filled immediate-

the same terms.

ly. Price 15 cents; Postage, (extra)
4 cents.

who order the books.

\

is twelve cents,—must be paid by those

MORNING

STAR:

DECEMBER

7. 1870.
d=

.

movements.

“ Pee—pee—pee,” said the poor, rejected
| bird, trying to hide its little beak in the
boy's warm fingers.
So Wittie Wendell,—that was. the lad’s
name, —spread a handkerchief over his gift |

-Conso ation.
—

The leafless tree-tops sigh and moan,
The autumn winds are sad,
The flowers are gone, the birds are flown,

Earth is in mourning clad.

of Aunt Chloe, the black woman who kept
somiény different kinds of fowls; certainly,
she would know how to cure his turkey;

But o’er her sadness soon shall fall

A mantle from the sky,
Of snowy white, enrobing all
In sweetest purity.

so thither he directed his steps.

course, all the children loved her.

‘But bress my stars,” she cried,
is bringing to his old Aunt Chloe ?”

¢ Den you has come, dear

chile,”

the

Aunt

-.
>

dear, sick turkey, for I know that you

can

tell better than anybody else what it needs
to make it strong and well.”
*¢ Dear chile,”

said

the

black

woman.

* I would do all I could, but 'pears like dis
fowl are n’t much ’count no how, and if de
bref of life is in it, dat is ’bout all, as I may

Richer am I than he who owns
Great fleets and argosies;

says
,
* But you can .do something,” said
Wittie, discouraged to hear the case repre-

I have a share in every ship
‘Won by the inland breeze
To loiter on yon airy road
Above the apple-trees.
4
I freight them with my untold dreams,
Each bears my own picked crew ;
And nobler cargoes wait for them
Than ever India knew,—
My ships that sail into the East
Across that outlet blue.

sented in so hopeless a manner.

¢ Can it peck de dough ?” asked Aunt
Chloe.
=
¢ I do n’t know,” said Wittie; * but we
can try and see.”
So Aunt Chloe made a little fresh dough,
ifting in a bit of black pepper. The turkey was then placed on a board, and the

seem like living shapes,—
the sky,—
3
raiment coming down
which is close by:

food spread out belore it

as

enticingly

as

possible, while Wittie stood by entreating
it to eat and get well. But no. Turkey

I call them by familiar names,

looked indifferently at the
faintly :

As one by one draws nigh.
white, so light, so spirit-like,
From violet mists they bloom!
The aching wastes of the unknown
Are half reclaimed from gloom,
Since on life}s hospitable sea,
All souls find sailing-room.

dougb,

and said

‘: Pee—pee—pee.”

So

Aunt Chloe shook her head and said :
* When you sees a turkey dat draws in
its head and drags down its wings like dat
one does, it is apt to be’bout

over

wid

it.

Now ’tis best for you tr
et me put it away
as easy as I can, and I will give you a neat,

-The ocean grows a weariness
‘With nothing else insight;
. Its east and west, its north and south,
: Spread out from morn to night ;—
‘We miss the warm, caressing shore,
Its brooding shade and light.
A part is greater than the whole;
By hints are mysteries told.
The fringes of eternity,—
~
God’s sweeping garment-fold, ’
In that bright shred of glimmering sea,
I reach out for, and hold.

smart chick

dat

will

spring

round

right

| smart and grow to be a great hen, and
lay you heaps o’eggs de fust you'll know.”
‘But I want this turkey to’ live,”

persisted, in a pathetic

tone; * I

has the prettiest eyes I ever saw,

| prettiest el

The sails, like flakes of roseate pearl,
Float in upon the mist;
The waves are broken precious stones,—
Sapphire and amethyst,
|
‘Washed from celestial basement walls,
By suns unsetting kissed.
Out through the utmost gates of space,
Past where the gray stars drift,

and

ever heard;—and

| turkey comes to more
[2
““ Why,

Wittie

think it

yes,

than a

dey

the

then

hen,

a

don’t
:

bring

rather

more

’em,”

Aunt

Chloe

| money when you sells

| said ; * but you don’t care much

‘bout dat,

| I s’pose.”"
["

¢Oh, yes,

I

do,”

Wittie

.answereqd ;—

| “ now, just think, if my turkey should live
land lay a-great lot of speckled eggs, and
| have a grand flock of little ones, just as her

-To the widening Infinite, my soul

‘as when

they

week old.

immovably on her nest in the heart of the
old stump. He went to Aunt Ogloe, carrying the nine speckled eggs placed on cotton
in a basin.. She took thém and brought

inthe

meal.

were

little

downy

things

They were, at length,

barn and fed freely on corn

Aunt

Chloe

learned

a

shut up

and

which ones

Wittie - wished to .reserve, and tied blue
cords around their necks. He selected old
turkey and one other. There was not
put them under turkey’s soft feathers.
“Now you must never take her off of much said, but the little boy understood
her nest,” Aunt Chloe said, very impressive- that the time was drawing near when he
him eighteen.

Then the two

went and

must part with his pets.

ly; “but set food and water within her
reach every day or two. If she comes off "of

| done for his

The Family Carele,

[

Speckied
BY.

The

turkey

swallowed

| ing ¢* pee—pee” very loudly while in Aunt

Culoe’s hand.
|“

The

pet.

i

Ithink it is stronger

already,”

Wittie

| said, qnite encouraged ; ** xnd now I want
to leave my tarkey heretwo or three days

Turkey.

| till it is better—or.

L. M.

>

| - He could n’t add the rest, but Aunt Chloe
understood what he meant, and hastened to

is a driveling,

good-f r-nothing

creature,

to give her

a

surprise

\when

I

take

my

and I am sick of 1ts complainings.
It will
| present home, if:
you know the rest.”
never come to anything, and I may as
{ % Yes, chile,” said the black woman,
well make an end of it first as 1st.”
¢¢ Pee—pee,” eried the poor thing, faint- “and I will mind all you say. De turkey
everything done for it dat I
| shall have
iy, as if metkly acceptingtits fate.

|

“Oh, pleare dm’

kill: it,

ma'am,”

en-

treated the Jirtle boy, who had
a tender
heart.
** See bow roft and pretty its eyes

look.

I wish you

woull giveitto

should like 10 huve a turkey
Ih

so

we have n't any at lome.”
“ Take this agd welcome,”

woman.

thirg

Ie

placing ‘the

me;

much,

said

|
{ knows

|

how to do.”

¢ Thank you very much, Aunt Chloe,”
said Wittie;. ** then I am almost sure it

I | will get well.

Now I will just

take™one

for

peep and then go.”

the

80 Wutie p-eped and reported ‘“‘turkey
all warm, codd ed down to sleep with her
pretty eyes shut.”
Thils D-witt Wendell trotted home with

in. the

child’s extended hands. 4 ¢ Thougn I guess

you won't haveit long, fr itis an ailing new thoughts iw his little head ; though he
fowl that will never live
good.”

:

to

be

anything

:

did not weil them to bis mother; and’ he
tried hard not to form any plans for the future, or indulge in any bright hopes till

« Bat ean’t I doctor it in some way so as
to make it wet wel and gro~ ?” asked the

the ohjeet on wh ch they rested was farther

boy, looking with a pleased face ut his new

removed trom danger than at

pot. 4 0’) on

present;

short, 1i/] the speckled surkey was iv a

-#*Nos that I know of,” answered the far- way to get well.
He Hreamedof his new
mer's wif; it is wenk snd gets the worst of

in
fair

and well, as I sees.”
e
¢ Oh, I am so glad I” said Wittie, his eyes
dancing with delight; ‘“ and now I may
take her home, I suppose.”

*¢ I think it would be best to let her stay
here and run with my chicks till fall,”

home

for

company,”

Wittie said;

*‘ but I

‘She will die'if she

don’t come off and

tur.

thu king her for the gif, be tarpkey; 80
Fo

ing the kitchen, but all
poftly opened the door;
turkey
on he
board,

wito Aunt Chloe sitting

was still, so Wittie
and there stood
pecking
dough,

Dear to watch

»
|

I

its

pathetic and some

She tells us many

horrible ‘stories of the poor;

she inveighs most vehemently against the heart.

lessness and the oppressions of ‘wealth; but she
has no fresh or praetical suggestions respect-

knows best, I tells you.”

3

So Aunt Chloe took her leave.

Wittie

felt no little anxiety as the days passed
by and turkey stuck to her nest. She ate
her food, and sometimes he found her poWittie thought that he should, and yet,
sition changed, so he knew that she moved he had a pretty well-defined idea as to what
about some, though she did not come near ‘that ‘‘ treatment” would prove to be. So
the house at all, and he rather thought she he ran out into the barn-and said a last ood.

did not go out of the old stump where her- bye to his turkeys before he went away on
nest was.

He

told

the visit with his mother.

bis troubles to Aunt

Aunt Chloe;

usually were when they began to lay eggs,
and how many they were apt to lay in one
season.
So time passed on, though slowly enough

multitude as a natural

greater and

greater.

A

sleek,

trim

bird

that she could now go home and get domesticated with Wittie through the winter,
as she would begin to lay eggs early in the
spring, and that it would-be better for her
to sit on a nest as

she

and prepared it, than

herself had builded

to

have it removed

by some one te a new place.

When

spring

approached,

no

cat ever

four

mother,” he cried,

with

tears

in his eyes,

weeks

the

alarm

brooding;

Mrs. Wendell and Wittie returned.
‘‘How are my turkeys?” Wittie asked,
as soon as he was fairly within doors.
** Dey look good ’nuf to eat, dear

to heart,

haps;

hurry

out

and

did

came

out, and

I raised

lars. After deducting the cost of raising,
there were forty lett for the mission cause.
It was forwarded to theagent, and a state-

ment made of the manner in which it had
been raised.
:
}
How many little boys and girls, who
read this, will ‘‘go and do likewise P”’

possible.
;
_ The little boy was delighted. He ran
and brought her breakfast, which she de-

voured

voraciously.

Then he asked

her

manhood by getting drunk? How it rings
in the ear of a loving wife! How it makes
the heart of a fond mother bleed! How it
crushes out the hopes of ai doting father,

dough was

and brings reproach and shame

many questions.as to where she had been
walking so early; but all the answer tur-

iff her arms and cried :

upon

loy-

His friends,

at the

head

ef such

a family

ope

by

one,

are

reluctantly

leaving him to a miserable fate.

‘“ Bress yon, dear chile! T never spected to see dat poor little drop-winged creand nuffin

as dis,
He who has

but your faith has done fetched

never

den fed

himgelf,

for

the sake of giving, has but glanced at the
it, bout as. I believes.”
:
juys of charity. We owe our superfluity;
key would give was. * pee-pee—,qu-qu.” Turkey now went into the shed, and the and to be happy in the performanée of our
We!
‘If you have been off to make a nest, I crate was placed over her. Wittie with his duty, we mut exceed it.
ol

came to the stump of a tree which was hollow at-the bottom. Wittie knelt down and
looked in, There in the farthest cormer
he spied two speckled eggs, and shouted
out his discovery to Aunt Chloe.
KN" © You: may
‘take one of dem,” she
said; * but—now, mind what I say, dear
chile,—yon must not let turkey see you
passing back and forth. If you does, she
will

forsake her nest,

and de next one you

won't find so easy as you did dis yer one.
Itells ye, dey is such sly creturs, dear
chile.”
¢¢ I should think

they were,” said Witgie,

gazing at the egg in his hand.
run and show thisto mother.

What

“Now I'll
a beau-

tiful thing it is! don’ you think so, Aunt
Chloe? How many do you think she will
lay
* Twelve will be a good round number,

for dis young turkey,” was the answer.
© « Then I ean'have but

y

mother and Aunt Chloe stood and gazed
while the little pee-pees passed in, one after
another, and crept under theif mother's
downy wings. What pretty little sleepy
peepings they wade after they were all
nicely hovered !
‘‘ There are eighteen, Aunt Chloe,” said
Wittie, as the

shed

door was

closed,

and

they had returned to the house. ** I have
been to the nest, and every egg is gone,
How queer, I think,that they are all turkeys
now, isn'tit?

Do you

suppose

all live to grow up, Aunt Chloe?”
“I has
will,” was

they

will

most faith 'nuf to believe they
the answer, ‘‘for I think God

is pleased with what you is going to do
with ’em, so he makes you. prosper so wonderful.”
Wittie was now as bappy as the day was
long, tending on the young brood and
watching their ways. All his httle martes

came to see his turkeys,

and the f.me of

them went abroad. Grown-up people came
to visit the feathered missionaries, as they
styled the young flock.

Sometimes Wittie's heart almost failed
him when he thought of parting with them,

It was such a beautiful sight in his eyes to
behold them marching away to the fields in
the morning,
and
returning at night.
Such a ¢ pee-ing and qu-ing™ as they set
up when they got home!
Sometimes Wittie had to go quite a distance and search
long before be eould find them, for they
were like all their race, great rovers.

Wittie thoughtit very stfangs that they
| did not stay about the house all day as lng
{| a8 they were 80 tame. But this they would

some eggs and let her have all she can
cover. I wiil get yo some nice ones.”
This pleased Witiie very much, But
turkey laid only nine eggs before she appeared to think that she had done enough

to

sleep

knowing that they were
safely sheltered
t last the young turkeys were nearly
aslurge as their mother, yet they followed
her about and answered to her call the same

the method: of

work is resolutely undertaken by her,—that of
protest and attack; the second and more important purt, that of rebuilding, is. left to other, and

probably to wiser, hands. Yet the book is interesting and may do good. !
i!

PLANE AND PLANK; or, The Mishaps of a Mechanic. By OliverpOptic. With fourteen illustrations.

: Lee

&

Shepard.

16mo. pp. 315.
d by E. J. Lane,
DOUBLE PLAY: or, How Joe Hardy

1871.

J
chose his

Friends.
By
William
Everett.
Author
of
‘* Changing
Base,” ete. Illustrated.
Same
Publishers, ete. 1871. 16mo. pp. 244.
The second volumeof the “ Upward and Onward Series,” by that voluminous writer for the
young, Oliver Optic, appears here, and enables
us to follow
the fortunes of his chief hero,
Phil Farringford, still further, after he goes to
the west and plunges'into the midst of life, meet-

ing the usual

amount

of difficulty,

perplexity

and mishap, but who struggles on bravely, and,
as usual with this writer’s boys, gets out of all
his terrible emergencies and prospers.
The boys
generally like Oliver Optic,and he is sure of
readers,
;

_ We are glad to get this fresh contribution

from

Mr. Everett, who has proved himself a writer of
rare and excellent qualities, whose books are
crowded with quiet power,who avoids everything
merely sensational, who
seems in his unique
preface to be indulging inquiet but pungent satire

upon the thinness and exciting qualities of Oliver
Optic’s volumes, as though he believed the boys

pp. 192,

Another of the Flyaway Series comes
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ON THE USE OF WINES, in Health and

Disease.

nature of the various kinds of wine and

the pe-

By Francis E. Ainstie, M. D., F. R. C. P.
Editorof the London Practitioner.
New York:
J. 8. Redfield. 1870. Pamphlet. 12mo. pp. 84,
After making allowance for the opinion which
the great body of physicians in England accept
as though it were an axiom,—that alcohol, as
such, has its legitimate place in the sustentation
both of the healthy and of the diseased organism, .
—we may say that Dr. Ainstie has furnished a
good deal of valuable information respecting the
culiar influence exerted by them upon the physical organism,in health and disease. His acquaint
ance with both
chemistry
and physiology is
pretty large, and this pamphlet is,in many respects, really instructive.
But we believe his
primary assumption unsupported by facts, as we
know it is rejected by the most eminent physi.
ologists of two hemispheres.
But as this whole
question of the relation of alcohol to the physical organism is sure to undergo a crucial examination, we welcome every honest and intelligent
word on the subject, and commend this calm and
careful treatise to the attention of those who are
competent to deal with its poeftions.
—
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By Florence Gould.

D. Lothrop & Co.

Dover, N,

character painting,

SIVE

EXERCISES,

SELECTIONS
for

public

clear

In its

spiritual in-

pressing toward the victory which God has pro-

AND

RESPON-

and

private

sehools of wil grades, Sabbath, Mission and Re.
form Schools, and Family
Worship.
By Mrs,
8. B. Perry.
Boston:
Lee & Shepard. 1871.
16mo. pp. 260.
8.1d by E. J. Lane.

An example is often worth far more

Day

sight, artistic and incisive in its style, unmisthkably religious and mealthful in its tone, and exhibiting the workings of good and evil, as they
war upon each other ia actual life,~the good ever

threatened
MANUAL OF BIBLE

Boston :

H.: G. T.

& Co. 1871. 16mo. pp. 862.
Lute Falconer is one ofthe two volumes be~
tween which the prize of $500 was divided by the
Committee of award.
It is a thoroughly live,
fresh, earnest, stimulating
book,~vivid in its

vided for it, even when

A

to our

table, to tell, in this author's mimitable way, of
the queer, fresh, wise and brilliant sayings of the
little people, who have made themselves hosts ot
friends from Maine to California; and the publishers will need to keep the pressman and bind.
er thoroughly busy that they may not fail in
filling the multiplying orders. We need do no
is worthy of its taking predecessors.

Young man, did you ever stop to think
how that word sounds?
Did you ever
think what misery and woe you brought
upon your friends, when you degraded your

see

brought to feed the flock. They all seemed to “be vigorous, healthy turkeys, and
every one had a speckled back.
“Can you make out just how many
there are, mother ?” Wittie asked, gazing
in admiration on their movements.

tur

out

The first part of the reformer’s

more than announce the volume, and say that it

Drunk,

the sight; here comes turkey and all her
young ones; do count them, I can’t, for
I want to run and tell Aunt Chloe quickly.”
Mrs. Wendell

way

rather than that of pointing

removing them.

lieve he is right; and he is working out his the
Wittie got for his seventeen turkeys, chil- | ory in'a most admirable way. The volume is
one
dPen? Forty-five dollars and ninety cents. of the best of its class.
Many good people had. been observing the
little boy, and wereipleased at his conKEEPING HOUSE.
By Sophie May.
Il
duct, so they made up'the sum to fifty dol- PrUDY
lustrated, Same Publishers, &ec. 1871. 18mo.

for his mother, stum-

mother!

it

and it was for just this that

bling over the door-sill in his haste, and
crying in an exci ted voice :
* Mother!

lay

Her view is intense rather than clear, her style.
is impassioned rather than strong, her pictures.
are partial rather than satisfactory, and her mission seems to be that of calling attention to evils

ready for stronger diet and a -manlier regimen
them.”
And now, how much do you think that. and so sets himself to meet the want. ‘We be-

or disconcert her in

he ran

and look at ’em, nor don't

bring will send many a bressed Bible to de

ally toward Wittie, who was still leaning
over the fence trying to count his turkeys.
This was not an easy task, as they were
constantly on the move, each one apparently endeavoring to get ahead of the rest.
He got down and opened the gate, and
while turkey and her family were marchthrough,

dis

little haythen children that doesn’t know
the God you love and has so much faith in,
dear chile.”
Aunt Chloe opened the pantry
door.
Wittie gave one glance and turned away;
but he soon said to his mother :
‘1 shall have two flocks next year per-

the least.
She stepped in a slow, stately
manner along the path, calling her flock,
and turning her meditative eyes occasion-

ing

chile,”

said Aunt Chloe; ‘‘ now jes come

cause you know it is what you
has
been raisin ’em up for, and de dollars dey’ll

of her
nor

for during the time, she dress-

ed seventeen fat turkeys, and had them all
ranged in order on the pantry shelves when

speckled

consequence

of faithful

their numbers

watched a mouse more closely than Wittie
watched the movements of his speckled
turkey.
x
But she was too sly for him after all.
One morning she was missing when he
went to the shed with her breakfast.
’
‘“ Something has certainly caught her,

ab-

One morning he found a great crockery
crate in the shed. His mother had had it
sent up from the store for a coop for the
expected flock. Wittie was so nervous as
the time drew near for the little pee-pees

siveness.® She looked upon

she looked to be in her coat of thick, soft
feathers when fall came.
Aunt Chloe said

were

sent three days, and busy days they were to

Chloe had to answer, as to how old turkeys

the speckled turkey waxed

They

Chloe, but she treated them very lightly.

want to do what is best for her. When
she comes to lay eggs and have little ones,
I can pay you what her keeping costs, Aunt
Chloe.”
“Bress de chile!” exclaimed the old to come, that he could hardly contain himblack woman; *¢ as if dis sight of his dear self; but Aunt Chloe told him,: almost
face had n’t paid me already for all the tur- sternly, that he must not be running to the
key’s livin’ !”
: nest now, for turkey might take offense
So it was arranged for the present that and leave,to the great damage of the young
turkey should remain at Aunt Chloe’s. But brood. So Wittie restrained his impatience
Wittie’s mother was at once taken iato as well as he could, and one evening, as he
confidence, and all the plans and prospects hung on the garden fence, looking earnestspread out before her, Wittie had read ly in the direction of the old trée-stump,
of some children whose parents allowed what should he hear but such & *¢ pee-peethem to devote the proceeds of one hen to ing” and 9qu-quing” as.he had riever heard
the mission cause, annually, and this was before, and lo! turkey stepped into the clean
the disposition he wished to make of his broad garden Ybath with a flock, which
turkey. How many conferences were held Wittie thought no boy could number, at her
in regard to the matter! How many ques- heels. The little fellow was wild with
‘tions mother and, more particularly,
Aunt excitement, while turkey was calm to impas-

for Wittie, and

heartedness are generally married in actual life.

he asked.
¢ Aunt Chloe has agreed to come and do
the very best shé can for them,” the mother
answered ; ‘““and I am sure you will be
‘satisfied with her treatment.”

:

than

any

it suffers

with defeat,

disaster and is

The minister’s

family

is admirably pictured, Captain Lennox and his
daughter Sophia are characters such as brace up
one’s morusl nerves to meet; while Mr. Appleton
and his reckless son will be recognized as fair
portraits of men found in too many of our communities,
It is a book needing only to be read to
to be approved and appreciated. The binding

number of theories, and this collection of Secrip- and general make-up are positively superb.
ture exercises for reading in schools, &e., is a « RUTHIE SHAW ; or, The Good Girl, issued by
happy answer to the allegation that the use of the same House, is a 16mo. volume of 204 pages,
belonging to the Homespun Series, of which we
the Bible in our educational work partakes of the
have heretofore spoken.
Perhaps it makes its
pature of sectarian teaching,and is therefore to be
heroine a liitle too saintly for naturalness, but
discountenanced and dispensed with, Mrs. Perry
she is a pleasant little body, and well illustrates
has here arranged a series of readings, embraethe spirit-of the gespel.
The story is well writng selections from both the Old and New Testa.
ten, and the book in most respects an attractive
ments, some of which are for the teacher and
parent simply, while others
are meant for concert or responsive reading; and one who
really

believes in the fundamental points of Theismy
und 1n true and high morality, may well be chullenged to point out anything ohjectionable or
sectarian, while almost every intelligent Christian would be quite well satisfied with what is
here provided, us both vitul und adequate.
The
whole work’ of seleerion
and arrangement is,
most ekilltully wnd admirably done, and the compier is entitled to the heurty thanks of all who
love our old Bible, and would fain see its best
intluences at work wherever the youth of the
land wre guihered for instru tion, We hope this
mununl may flad its way
speedily
into the
spheres which it is intended to fill, It is henutifully printed, und
cheaply but substantially
bound.

NATURRK’S

Wounds
pressed.
Russell
1871. 12
It would

ARISTOCRACY;

-or, Battles

and

in tine of Peace. A plea for the opBy Miss Jennie Collins.
Edited by
H, Conwell,
Same ' publishers, &c.
1 0, pp. 822
be en&y th decide that this book was

written by a womun, from internal evidence,

It

lucky plan, Ionic, conseeutivenesy, self-poive
mene,

Jets

of rhetorienl

travagunees of suggestion

lodigostion,

snd

dnd
ex-

snd statement th at

fering; tnbor wenr wa renl nobility fn her eyes,
especinlly when it is spusmodionlly protesting
ugnlost the uctuul or fancied exactions and op-

7

ki

ing the method of keeping away poverty or ef
making the rich beneficent; and there is much.

ceedingly.
:
:
“But who will take care of the turkeys P”

wouldbe ludicro st they were not so thoroughly
sincere and earnest.
Jonoie Cotling has a real
sympathy witn bhard-wo king poverty and suf.

to his

the medicines and the twopence when she finds

the victims spoiled by power.

walk about some,” said Wittie.
‘No she wont; trust her for dat; she

never

which he always did ; he could go

veither sympathy

Samaritan in her spirit, and she - does not forget

*¢ She seems ina fair way to be,” was
the answer; ¢ for she can eat and drink;
so nuffin hinders her from gettin’ strong

had

consists ney 5 but it abounds in sentiment, vehes

nor advice from der, fo regard

is.

that would suggest that the ost of what is good

Wittie

complained even if he had to go very far
alone on rainy nights in search of them.
He felt amply repaid when he found them,

saw that he¢ wld obtain

of

what

rode in

grandparents.

not do, so he made the best of it, and nevi r

turkey’s plaintive‘‘pee—pre,” before enter-

for

beautiful and, noble among the lowly and smitten,
She has apparently, also, not a little of the Good:

the cars, and the prospect pleased him ex- lives with the lowly, and that wealth and hard.

itamopg she flock, I suppose, because it night, snd morning found him early astir, | any way,” he said.
“ Bress you, chile! yes you can,” Aunt
has n't spunk enough to -t.nd forits own.” Lon his way to Aunt Chloe's, - He waited a
The child looked into the woman's fuce as | moment in the entry, hoping to hear his Chloe answered, ¢‘ because you can buy

she sp 'ke these wards imu rongh tone, and

the heroism

reverence

her own eggs; but you. might if you tried to
handle her.”

twelve little ones,

all

common life, and a real

‘But Is turkey really well?”
asked
Wittie, half afraid to credit the good news.

Willie looked disuppointed.

pet nearly

suffering, a heart to (appreciate

One day his mother told him that he was
going away in the cars with her to visit his

shall hunt until 1 find it,” Wittie said ; * you
need not think you can hide your speckled
It was a poor, little, forlorn' thing, the | bring a basket with some cotton in the | eggs from me, you very sly turkey.
wee one of the flock,—always lagging be- bottom ; with this she wrapped the poor
Next morning turkey was on her roost ;
hind its fellows,—standiog alone
with thing up and suspended the basket from a but the morning
after, Wittie rose very
drooping wings, calling most pitifully:
hook over the stove.
Wittie was alarmed
early and caught sight of her stealing soft*¢ Pee, pee, pee.”
at the thought of leaving kis pet in this po- ly out through the garden. He kept his eye
At last the farmer's wife. who owned sition.
on her till she got into some tall bushes
the flock, got tired of its wailings and
¢ Ifshe jumps down, she will burn her in the field beyond. Then he lost sight
resolvea to kill it. But a little bright- feet,” he said; and Aunt Culoe, to quiet of her. Before noon she had come back
eyed boy came into the yard just as she had his'spprehen:ions, placed the basket in a again, looking as if nothing had happened.
caught the wee'thing.
This was not to be endured; for Wittie
corner behind the stove.
5
p
¢ What sre you going ‘to do with the
¢¢ That is better,” he said. ¢ I shall call knew that she was laying eggs somewhere,
little speckled turkey ?”’ he asked.
to-morrow to see turkey, and, Aunt Chloe, I and he ‘wanted to see,them. So he got
“J um going to chop its head off, an| wish you would n’t say a word to mother Aunt Chloe, and the two searched in the
swered the woman, qnite roughly.
“It | even it you have a chance for I would like bushy lot for several hours. At last they
i

pressions of capital; she 1s an eye keen to see

her own accord,all well, for she’ll not harm

«for she was at roost on her stick last
| mother has got now, why, as likely as not,
ing sisters! Drunk! See him as he leans
Glides on, a vessel swift;
night, and now I can’t find her anywhere.”
|
they
would
come
to
twenty
dollars
when
I
against some friendly house. He stands
Yet loses not her anchorage
‘ It may be that she has gone to make
In yonder azure rift.
| sold them! Think of that, Aunt Chloe.”
ready to fall into the open jaws of hell,
‘I
should
think
there
were
twenty,
oie
| “Dear chile,” said the kind old black her nest,” the mother said.
unconscious as to his approaching
fate,
Here sit I, as a little child ;—
‘“ But would she go so early in the morn- Mrs. Wendell said.
| lady, smiling at the lad’s enthusiasm, ‘dis
The wife, with tearful eyes and aching
The threshold of God’s door
*‘
But
there
were
only
eighteen
eggs,”
said
ing?” Wittie seed, brightening a little.
| poor, wee fowl won’t never do no such
heart, sits at the window to béar her husIs that clear band of chrysoprase;
Wittie.
’
l
| great things as dat, I is sorryo tell you.” | ‘‘She might,” was the answer. ‘‘Though I
band’s footsteps; butalas! they come not.
Now the vast temple floor,
|
“You don’t know,
The binding giory of the dome,
Aunt Chloe,” per- don't know much about the waysof tur- | Lhere mustbe as many turkeys,” said ‘He is drunk ! The Kasband, the ipareut, is
1 bow my head before.
Fa
; | sisted the little boy.
*“ I want you to give keys. You had better go and ask Aunt | his mother; “but you may run to the drunk, spending his time and money when
nest and see if ‘all the eggs are gone.”
Thy universe, O God, is home,
~
Chloe's opinion.”
| it some medicine right away.”
he should be at home. Instead of enjoying
In hight or depth, to me;
§
.
Wittie did so, and, when he got back, the comforts of the home circle, he is, drunk !
[ “ Well, to please you, Dll put a pepper
* Wittie thought he would, but, before
Yet here upon thy footstool green
Her He is spending his means of support for
"1 &ru and bit of bog’s fatin its bill; but it is he got ready to start, turkey walked in- found that Aunt Chloe had arrived.
Content am I tobe;
black
face
was
shining
with
pleasure
as liquor, while his family is starving for
|'bout the same as feeding a cleaa gone tothe yard, stepping, as Wittie thought,
Glad when is opened to my need
she saw the flock. Tears fairly coursed bread, his children suffering for clothing.
Some sea-like glimpse of thee.
| one.”
:
:
with unusual pride ‘and saying :
over her cheeks as she caught the little boy Drank!
— Atlantic Monthly.
His reputation is gone, gone!
Wittie was glad to get as much as this
* Pee-pee-pee—, qu- qu-qu—,” as fast as

| the dose and, also, a spoonful of milk, ery-

.
—_——

to your faith be it unto you.”

Then Wittie lifted the handkerchief and Aunt Chloe said. ¢‘ Hens do n't ramble off
displayed his gift. Aunt Chloe listened to as turkeys do, but dey is always right
| the tale with attention.
: round de house, so de hawksis n't so like* And now,” concluded Wittia,
I. want ly to get 'em.”
:
you to do the best you can for my little,
¢ I should like to have my turkey at

I do not own am inch
of land,

Le

as the

turkey under its cpver, began to say *‘‘ pee
—pee;” ¢¢ what 8 dis dat my little Wittie

A Strip of Blue.

CL

shinwith a

smile, a8 was
her usual custom.
Aunt
Chloe loved all the children, and so, of

Cambridge, Nov. 1870.

Sometimes they
The people of
Guests in white
From Heaven,

The

ing-faced old colored lady met him

Thus oft from sorrow, pain and loss,
A purer life shall rise;
:
And God’s own hand shall shed on us
His blessing from the skies.

The lawns and gardens fine.
The winds my tax-collectors are,
They bring me tithes divine,—
‘Wild scents and subtle essences,
A tribute rare and free;
And, more maguificent than all,
My window keeps for me
A glimpse of blue immensity ,—
A little strip of sea.

Wittie- gard a ‘cry eof joy in that line, and Wittie found her siting

when he saw this sitght, which caused
turkey to turn her head and say:
¢¢ Pee—pee—pee.”
ig
fi

to protect it from the cold air as he walked’ -Chloe said, looking round at Wittie. *¢ It
homewards. = Suddenly. he remembered is de faith dat has done cured turkey I
that his mother rew ‘nothing about
doc- know,—nothing else, for I neber see de
toring turkeys, for she bad never raised fowl dat I had so little hopes bringin’
any ; and Wittie was certain that. his turkey round ; but you, bressed chile, believed it
needed medicine.
All at once he thought | would live, and de good book says ’cordin’

ES

But all I see is mine,—
The orchard and the mowing-fields,

as Se

one.

Pamphlets: Magazines, &c.
Tue LONDON QUARTERLY REVIEW for Oct.
throbs with unwonted life, Itis always scholurly and able, but this issue is filled with papers
that are inspired, both in their subjects and their
treatment, by the stirring forces of the hour.
It
hus two fresh and strong articles on the Wur,one

on German

Patriotic Songs, and a paperon

the

British Army. and Navy respectively, in which
severe accusations are-brought forward and hus
milisting confessions made.
It will richly reward a carefulyund thorough reading.
New

York: L. Scott ‘& Co.——LIPPINCOTT’S

MAGA-

ZINE for Dee. cloges
its sixth volume strongly
and even brilifautly,

Its mechanical beauty has

kept it inthe first
very commencement,

k of Magazines from the
The promise given for the

next year Is & Jarge one; the old writers are to
be retained in service, and some of the most eminent artists in the field of higher literature will

he called into xervice.

Phila: J. B. Lippincott

& Cois== AGAINST TIME is 8 tale by Alexander
Tones Shaw,of the higher vrder, which tirst

ap-

pesred in Littel’s Living Age, and is now put
into a well printed pamphlet of 200 pages. Bogs

ton:

Littell

MONTHLY
ever with

&

Guy.~—PETERS’

MUSICAL

for Dee. is crowded quite us full as
choles (compobitions, both of those

exclus,vely intended .for- the instrument snd
those which are meant for the voice in part, The
Monthly i both cheap and excellent. New
York: J. L. Peters, ¢
A

J

i

pit 4
Aight

Sao

THE

Ay
~
)

Ver

THE

MORNING

STAR: DECEMBER

7, 1870.
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LITERARY MISCELLANY,

Jenerations and centuries of kings have
avished jewels, till. they are so. thick set
that not one more dot can be added ; but I
have never seen such flaming, shading,
shaping, changing, Javishing, rioting of
coloras in this death of the autumn leaves
oy these Bethlehem: hills.— Atlantic MonthY.

Jules Favre.
—

Jules Favre is certainly the most effective orator in French {avlic life, and
the greatest pleader at
the French bar.

‘That section of the community which so

Christine N ilsson,

long sighed for the Republic trusted and
venerated him beyond every other man,
He was the hero and idol of his own native
Lyons; and the warm blood of the southern clime grows easily hot, whether stirred to love or to hate, Paris showed him
honor when and how she dared; followed
him through the streets, greeted him significantly as he issued fromi the Chamber;
pointed out his house to the stranger, and
told you that there lives the friend of the

people,

“Mrs. Ames
country:

the side of the Empire. Even: his personal
JPyeurinee gives him a first advantage.
tall, straight, nobly-built figure, half
concealed by a heavy cloak—the ahoulders
and chest broad, the limbs compact; the
head erect, and having an airof defiance

It was a

and firm-set chin,

rather

in pictures and in dreams; and thus her music comes back, a far-off heavenly strain.
I hear it like a voice from another sphere.
Yet in singing she has no idea of such
effects. It is solely the result of temperament, of an ‘organization pure, cool and

magnified than concealed
by gray, bushy
eyebrows; thelugh, gquare, superb brow,
from which the
thick ba rather curly gray
‘hair is thrown back over the head in careleas waves,

rising

straight

from

the fore-

head, and hanging heavy over the ears and
neck; the chin bearing a somewhat lon

ethereal ag her native snows.

joy or sorrow, you do

Favre is in the very prime of life; and,
although his temperament is bilious, he
has great physical endurance and a wonderfal
capacity for work. But he is not a
worker in the sense that Arago and Thiers
. + .-are workers. These toil painfully in the
dry archives of state statistics, and cram
themselves with the knotty erudition of
party

and

decisions,

history,

Favre,

figures

in

his

and

speeches,

peals to the feelings and passions of his
hearers. He evidently adapts bis harangue

to the. understanding and the feeling of his
own adherents.
:
You will not hear him s
long before you see clearly that his great forte,like
that of Brougham, lies rather in accusation than ir defense; rather in opposition
than in the advoaacy of policy. Joined to a
rude and lion-like
power of denunciation is
the finest sense of irony which any Frenchman possesses. His command of language
is remarkable. He speaks slowly at first,

‘dn

great art

of the ora-

it all,

however,

enthusiast,

you can

who

calm, in unison with his

The

(Ecumenical

the

easily

abandons him-

object and the oc-

‘The Miracle Play
—r

in Bethlehem.
to Ammergau.

On a night, not of appointment beforehand,

as far as we knew, we went to sleep in
Bethlehem, N. H. We were content, but
not expectant. Ranges of mountainssolid,
blue and stately, hedging us round, yet
leaving open for our untiring gaze so wide
a circle, that at its outer rim, even in clearest days, lingers a purple haze; near fields

of brown ferns, scarlet cornels, gray boulders frosted with myriad lichens; woods,
spicy and sheltered with furs, soft under
mosses

and

mats of

Linga,and rich in all sorts of forest growths
of bush and shrub and low flowering

things : all this seemed enough. We went
sleep, as I say, content, but not expectant of more than we had had. We heard no
gound in the night. We made no haste in
in the morning.
With the delicious leisureliness which
wraps solitary
people in the warm, autumn
set

ourselves to be-

ginning the day, and by chance looked out
of our window,
Like children at sight of a merry jugglers

show, we first shouted with delight, then
drew in long, silent breaths, with bewilder-

to find easy shape

in

How had

Oh who!

Oh whence!

speech.

their feet passed by so noiselessly? Who
had touched with this enehantment every
leaf of ‘every tree within our sight?
Every maple tree blazed at top with tint
of scarlet or cherryor orange or yellow pale.

Every ash tree had turned from green to
dark purple or to pale straw color. Every
and quivered

bireh-tree shimmered

in the

gun, as if gold-pieces were strung, along its

branches;

basswoods

white ; beeches

flecked

were

were

Veni Creator, is heard

in the

and archbishops follow ; then,

brown

with

and yellow;

poplars were marked and spotted with veranillion ; sumachs had become ladders, and

bars, and fringes
of fire; not a
was left of solid .dark green,

the

A

rising

order

of their rank, the primates and patriarchs
and cardinals. These precede the holy
in

borne

a chair

the Marquis of Bute, who is the

One does not need to go

mountain weather, we

sways

of state,

borne during the Roman republic. A golden crucifix is carried before him, the gift of

@—

foot with unnumbered

and

of soldiers who keep back the hushed and
throng. The chaplains and
breathless
chamberlains and other subordinate officials lead the way. The abbes and bishops

father, who is

single tree
except the

original, if

report be true, of Disraeli’s ‘* Lothair.”
generals of orPrelates, prothonotaries,
ders, and subordinate officials bring up the
rear, Each official stops for 4 moment to
kneel in reverence before the high altar
where the sacrament is exposed. Krom
the pope down to the stenographers this
act of worship is observed by all.
t is doubtful whether the world has ever
essed an array of more splendid vestof Sheba,”

Queen

formed, indeed, a beatiful contrast in this

magnificent” pageant.” Last of all, was
entirely of
the holy fhther, his dress
white and gold ; the jupe of heavy satin,
wrought to the knees with wreaths of roses
done in gold; pallium, stole, cape, all of
white

satin,

and

gleaming

at

the

seas

burning

under

sunset.

The:

in spaces of the forests, looked not like
anything which we know and name as gem,

but as one could fancy mid-air spaces might

bo and look in some supernatural realm
whence the souls of ruby and amethyst and
topaz come and go, taking for a little while
the dusty shapes of small stones on
earth

'T& north, to
the
same.
Boores of miles away, at the very feet of the
thi one
this in in this
AllIl this

south, ’ to east, ) to
farthest

green

nigiocht!

west, y, it. was

mountains,

shone

the

glory;

within our hands’ reach, at neighbors gates

stood ‘the stately splendor.
1 have seen our

‘Mlowering; I have

Western

seen

i

praries in

June

the ' mosaic

died in 8, Boston, Aug.

present organization.
For several years
ealth had been gradually failing,
and his

ferings at times

were hard

to

bear.

About

which this costly and magnificent ‘pageant-

appointed,

The minister of death

calmly and trustfully he met

ry produced on the minds of the, spectators. No other potentatein Christendom
could have assembled such a body. No
other potentate could have provided them
with so magnificent a reception.—Harper's
Magazine,
:

passed

beyond.

His remains

his

i

a

came,

and

summons

and

were

TIE —
Ballooning, though hazardous, is still
oceasionally reso
to in communications
between Paris and Tours; but the regular
transmission of news between the two
cities is effected through carrier pigeons.
This mode of receiving letters may seem to
young peoply very romantic and very pretty, but practically it is attended with great
difficulty
and expense.
The carrier can bear tidings to one point
only—its home; and there it must have a
nest of young ones. If the flight be. delayed more than two weeks, it will remain
about its new home, seeming to have forgotten the old one.
:
This bird does not carry messages without long and careful training. It is taken
on journeys of a few miles, and then the
distance is gradually increased. The let-

brought to

CAROLINE, widow of the late Bostwick

MR.A. N. MARSTON, OF BATES
COLLEGE, Principal,

. W.

LEN

Comnion English,

to

keep them cool.

wade,

When all is ready, and the carrier is let

loose, it soars upward in a spiral line till
it has reached a great hight, when it darts
off in the right direction, at the rapid rate
of thirty miles an hour. How it acquires a
knowledge of the right way we can not tell.
This is one of the mysteries of animal inséingh. Some other birds have equal powers of vision and flight, but they can nqt

Heited
ews.

to

carry

letters.—Young

GRANITE

be

Folks’

Dee. 6, co

. Evansville,

For further information, rooms,
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

making

NICHOLS

warm
bridegiven
sold.
is gen-

encouraging

HILLSDALE

hose on

his only

heir,

legs?”

¢ Because he’s a litle

NORTHWOOD

ultingiy said, ¢ He isin de mortification table.”
A man carrying a cradle was stopped by
an old woman and thus accosted :* So, sir,
you have some of the fruits of matrimony

;

breast

with diamonds and other jewels; and his
miter, of cloth of gold, upon his head.”
And yet it was not the magnificent display of brilliant hues, of crimson and scarlet, of yellow and’ purple, of gold and silver and precious stones, which for the moment affected the most skeptical with a cer.

patronize it, must

accompany

them

DAY, Nov. 14, 1870.
for both sexes.

Rachel

Jordan.

WILTON

$7.00;

wife

of

David

Curtis

7, aged 42 years and 9
sha lod eyes, and from which Titian learns | With faces whose sharp eyes and astute ex: | Bowdoin, Nov.experienced
religion some
color. I have seen old altar fronts on whic . | pression spoke their cunning; men open- | Sister Curtis

died

extra

branches,

each,

LASELL

FEMALE

are largely in

richest

portion

doubted security:
pleted, which

456 miles, and 90

of the

great State of

the

te

we.

Iowa, to-

the

an un-

enterprise

is com-

an immediate ad-

to these

The convertibility priv.

bonds

can

not

fail

te

cause them at an early day to command a market
price considerably above
par. U.S, Five-twenties at
present prices return only 4) per cent, currency,
interest, while these Bonds pay 3% per cent., and we
to

will

any

placed

per-

Railroad

Bond

issued;

and

-until

they

free of

Commission and Express charges.

HENRY

32

stu-

CLEWS

Wall

&

CO.,

Street, New
FOR SALE BY

CALVIN HALE,

Dover, 1. H,
‘

of wom pamphlets and information may be obtained
tf42

thorough,

Choirs have long ee2

ing

await-

THE NEW ANTHEM BOOK.
I'ne SABBATH GUEST.

mn

'

A Teacher's Class will be formed for the purpose
of thoroughly drilling those who propose to teach
the coming winter. Especial
attention paid those
|

gtudents preparing fou Gallego, >. oof Tras
)
Dy
Parsonstield; yams 7 70
SH.
WEST LEBANON ACADEMY.
Atadem in
HE WINTER Ty of of Lisbuno
co@tinue
Tuesday, Noy. 2Z, and
commence on
| 0 weeks under thie following instructors: G. H.
Pre.
| Pearson, A. B., Principal; Mi 8 M. H. Fernald,
| ge trogu, and teacher of Instrumental Music; Mrs.
and

A. Stacy,

Vooal™ Music; Miss

Hayes, teacher of Wax Work.

| rqnguages, $6,00,

BY L. O. EMERSON & J, H. MOREY.
An Entirely New Collection of Anthems, Opening

Good hoarding

teach

A,

V.

Price

$1,060,

A sampla copy

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C,H. DITSON & CO., New York,
ANTED—Agents,

male

and female

to

sell

ple-

One of our agents has retures everywhere.
tailed over 7,500 at seventy-five cents each, in the
past 2 years, Address with stamp
: WHITNEY & CO., NorwicH, Conn.

4s

:

H
BUPERIOR

70

ALL

OT

a luis

FOR

Sore Throat, Influenza and Bronchitis
Conghs,Colds,
RUSHTON'S

[F.V,

COD

LIVER

OXL

Use no other,
¥or Consumption.
TUITION,
’
11 BARCLAY
DEPOT,
RETATL
&
WHQLESALE
$5,00
English,
Higher
:

$1,50,
English,
Common
(12 lessons)
Penmanship,

$1.50.

- Ins.

places can be obtamed,

few days affords the most astqnishing reliefand ra

fails to produce a complete and permanent cure.
contains no materials in the slightest degree injurious,
It has the unqualified approval of the best physicians.
Thousands, in every part of the country, gratefully
acknowledge its power to soothe the tortured nerves
and restore the failing strength.

Sent by mail
Onepackage
Six packages
gilt is sold by

on receipt of price and postage.
,
.
$1.00
. , Postage 6 cents.
.
.
6.00
.
«
Ye.
all dealers in drugs and medicines.

TURNER

&

CO.,

120 Tremont

ga.
Fiudty,
Musto, $10,00
Special at

onthe. | tention given to those fitting for College. p
Seo,
JOMN H, SHAPLEIGH,
thirteen

Removed from Astor House after 33 yoars,
Prices reduced 10 to 40 per cent.

$8,500
bmdd
[

RENT

NO

THE

BROAD

.

Proprietors,

Strees, Boston, Mass.

AILWAY,

GAUGE, DOUBLE
BETWEEN

TRACK RO’

MORE.

K to CINCINNATI 860 miles,
ORK to CLEVELAND 625 miles,
NEW YORK to DUNKIRK 460 wiles,
NEW YORK to BUFFALO 423 miles,
NEW YORK

22 MILES

its Issue.

NOW READY.
$15.90 per dozen,

its won.

WEST S RAILWAY
AND SOUTH-WEST.
EXTENDS FROM

York.

Cash,

H. HALEY,

Board, $3,00 per week.
Wood
and lights extra.
ooms for those
desiring
to beard
themselves.
oks furnished by the Principal at Portland prices.

of Penmanship

Disease fails to yield to

derful power. Even in the severest cases of C!
Neuralgia, affecting the entire system, its use for a

ATLANTIC
CITIES
i¥
- AND THE

sent post-paid to any address on receipt of price.

er

No form of Nervous

are

er of * Spencerian
System” of Penmanship;
Miss
Abbie Mabry, Primary
Department.
\
Tuition: Common
Kuglish, $3,00; Higher English,
$4,00; Languages, $5.00; Music, $5,00; Use of Instrument,
$2,00; Drawing, &o., $3,00 to $5,00; Pen-

T.

H#An UNFAILING REMEDY for NEURALGIA FACTALIS, often effecting a perfect cure in a_single day.~

upon the New York Steck Exchange, the rules

by us on their sale.
All marketable Securities taken in payment

Principal,

of Drawing;

DISEASES.
Its Effects are
Magical.

of which require the road to be completed, we obligate ourselves to rebuy at any time any of these Bonds

and Closing Picces, Sentences, Choruses, &g.,

teacher

4 NERVOUS
a

miles

ing; Miss J. B. Stanley, Teacher of Instrumental
Music, Piano and Organ ; Mr. J. W, Titcontb, Téach-

E.J. Cowell,

to Montgomery
Street, New York.
steow—1tji6

regard them to be as safe snd py equal as a security

favor

gives ore

The light is betterthan

“Itis perfect]
18 more econom

A small quantity of the issue on-

will be this Fall,

ilege attached

assisted by J. Marshall Hawkes, Teacher of Classics,
Natural Sciencss and Voeal Music; Migs M. A, Pike
Teacher of Modern Languages, Painting and Draw-

$1,50.

good or bad;

less oil,

is produced by any other lamp.”’—W. S. Clark, President
Massachusetts Agricultural

pany at par, and the payment of the principal is pro-

careiul, complete.
Advantages-for Musio, PaintingFrench and German, unsurpassed.
Particular atten,
tion paid to common and solid branches.
Teachers
chosen with great care.
(Combines the advantages
and cemforts of a school and home.)
Number limited to 4), Next year begins September 15,
Address
CHAS, W. CUSHING.

manship,

PATENT

excess

these bonds to investors, as, in every respect,

SEMINARY.

MADISON K. MABRY,

@Oil,

sold by us after this date at the same price as realized

AT AUBURNDALE, MASS.
Ten miles west of Boston. Instruction

¢yLl

Ceal

progressing, in time for the

ly remains unsold, and when

or Rev. A.

Institution

$0.75.

any

ight, no odor, and uses

. “1tis perfectly mon-ezplosive,

gether with its present advanced condition and large
earnings warrant us in unhesitatirgly recommending

Term, 12 weeks ; vacation through holidays.
O. E. BAKER, Supt.

in|

burns

The established character of this line, running as
it does through the heart of the most thickly settled

SEMINARY.

rent at terms

& HOUSE’S

movement of the
Coming grain crops, which, it is
estimated, will double the present inccme of the road.

ents.

who held princely estates in France and
(termany, and men who came ftom far-off
mission stations, and who, in vows of poverty, voluntarily taken, had consecrated
Church; : men who
their all to the Mother
i
walked before kings, their equal in wealth, | and wise counselor. But he has Le if Js
.
.
:
their superior in position nd sathority ud rest.
men. from the Jemioeraey titi maples, 3 of | ALMON L. NANAYORD, of Cape Elizabeth,"
d 29
Maine, died July 3, of censumption,
eq
spiritual rulers but the political
their congregations ; men learned in all the | years, . Thus in early life, while largely en-|
the
to
wisher
well
a
pursuits,
in business
anciemtd || gaged
in the
the church, learned
husband, son
cause of Christ, an affectionate
i
od
1 of
| lore
who
friends
leave
to
lled
an
scienees,
modern
the
in
languages and
HO
en
und brother, he was calle
ho knew only their mother-tongue
ith | mourn not as those without hope, for We trust in
:
.
y
| men W
in
faith
through
enabled
was
he
his later hours
wit
ripe
; men
and hardly that accurately
Christ to say, * Thy will, O Lord, be donec:
all the culture of Earope, and men educat ed
amidst the ruder but simpler civilization of
Armenia and-Nestoria; men who were born
' Mercy, widow of Nathaniel Josselyn, died in
| to rule, and men who were born to obse- | preeport, Me., Nov. 7th, aged 95 years and 4
A.,

to St. Louis, is rapjdly

SEMINARY,

al durdiag and room

Becoming dissatisfied

earnings

between St. Paul and Chicago

.
WILTON, Iowa,
HE SUMMER TERM commences Sept.'T.
Luition,~common branches and incidentale—

with his connection with the M. E. church, he
was bavtized by Rev. Joshua Newbold and joined the F. Baptist church at Jacob’s Creek, July,
In 1843 he, with eleven others, united and
1836.
formed the Belle Vernon F. Baptist church, of
which he was deacon till his death. For more
he fought the good
than twenty-geven Foil
and storms have swept
fight of fig. Clouds
oihurch, but he ever stood faithful at his
over the
post. The church was emphatically his home,
and for several years past he hasbeen its main
pillar and support, sorrowing over its reverses
Bro. Griffin, of
and rejoicing in its prosperity.
the M. E, church, preached his funeral sermon,
from Num. 28: 10. He was followed to his last
He
earthly resting place by & large procession.
leaves a widow, three daughters and a son fe
mourn their loss, In his death the community
has lost a valued friend, the wife the kindest of
husbands, ; the children a most indulgent father

faces obese, | days.
flelds of blossoms in the Ampezzo Pass, at | quious submission ; ment with
RACHEL
stupid, meaningless—no many such; men
which one ean not so much as look without

tion, and the present

Sec’y. Trust.

of this

Sen$

TheBonds are issued at $20,000 per mile against the

of study

sonal supervision of

do not

Dra. DANIEL SPRINGER died at Belle ‘Vernon,
He
Pa., Oct. 21, aged 656 years and 9 months.
was born Dec. 30, 1818, experienced religion at a
Methodist. camp meeting and joined the M. E.
In 1832 he was marchurch as@ Probationer.

PERKINS

vided for by a sinking fund.

TERM

|

NON-EXPLOSIVE
METALLICsafe KEROSENE
LAMP.
Is absolutely
from explosion or breaking;

as

of the operahiig expenses and interest on the bonds.
Tue balance of the work necessary: to establish
through connections, thereby shortening the distance

commence on Tuesday, Aug, 23, under

single

Sold 50 cents per Box by all Druggists.
by mail to any a dress for 60 cents,
lyeowld

M. SIMONS.
For particulars

FALL

?

Johnston, Holloway & Cowden,
No. 602 Arch St., Philads,
+

vance over subscription price may be looked for.
The bonds have 50 years to run, are convertible
at the option of the holder into the stock of the Com-

T=

Old

portion enlyof the line fully completed and equipped.
The greater part of the road is already in opera-

KNOW LTCN, Preceptress,

PARSONSFIELD

and

tors.

ASALARY

strongest and best secured, as well
most profitable
investment
mow
offered in the market.

and

N. F. WEYMOUTH,
Pittsfield, Oct. 25 , 1870.

Ear,

Interest payable May and November.
J. EDGAR THOMPSON,
CHARLES L. FROST,
Trustees.

@G. H. RICKER, Principal.

the Principal,

the

90 AND ACCRUED INTEREST.

will commence on MON-

address

from

Sores, no matter of how long standing,
or the money returned by the proprie=

The small remaining balance of the Loan for sale at

term begins Sep-

eourses

Pimples,

Also, Sore Eyes and Eye Lids,

Discharges

aided by competent teachers.
'
The Normal department will be under the care of
E. E. WADE, ‘A. B., who will be assisted by Miss L.
L. GERRISH,

‘Itch,

i

A. B., Principal.

MISS NELLIE

obituary. Verses are inadmissible.

ried to

B. FILES,

ease.

Burlington, Cedar Rapids and :
Minnesota R. R. Co.

' MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
HE WINTER TERN will begin Nov. 17.
G.

Salt. Rheum, Barber's

Blotches, and all forms of Skin Dis-

COUPON OR REGISTERED AND FREE OF U.S.TAX,
Principal and Interest payable in Gold.

L$

with cash

to any

«

AGENTS

NO PAY!

3m4l

Zeacher of Instru-

Complete
.

|*

7 PER CENT GOLD.

North Scituate, R. I., Oct. 10, 1870.

equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
single square can well be afforded

The

INSTITUTE.

HE WINTER TERM

PAY

of Burrington’s

Hieskell's Tetter Ointment will
positively cure Tetter, Erysipelas,

Principal,

Mich,

term begins June 6, and ends August 18.

LAPHAM

‘EWILL

COLLEGE:

ADKINSON,

NO CURE!

Dec

Tuesday,

a bottle

4

| First Mortgage Bonds,

%

Croup comes like a thief in the night—there-

fore <0 not fail to keep

Croup Syrup by you at all times. Itis a sure and safe
remedy, also the best article in use for Whooping
Cough, Colds, &c, Beware of imitations. For sale by
the Proprietor, H. H. BURRINGTON, Wholesale
Druggist, Providence, R. I, and druggists generally.

of $30 per week and expenses, or allow
a large commission, to sell our new
and wonderful
inventions. Address M. WAGNER & CO., Marshall,

SCHOOL.

Sprirg term begins March 7, and ends May 27.

Sumer

childhéod,

ries published in the Morning Star, who

J. E.

The

SEMINARY.

SAVAGE,

CO,

Burington’s- Vegetable (romp Syrap.

ends

Agents! Read This!

to

AY

mental Music.
Calendar for 1830-31.—Fall
tember 6, and ends November 23.

?”

“Softly, old lady,” said he; ‘‘you mistake
this is merely the fruit basket.”
‘of our

MRS. MARY

23;

and t 2 those preparing to teach.
Board, and rooms to those wishing to board themselves, will be furnished at reasonable rates.
Apply to the PRINCIPAL, or to
THOMAS TUTTLE, M.D, Pres.
E. S. TASKER, Sec.
Northwood, N. H., Oct. 18 1870, °

Languages.
WILLIAM REED, Professor of Mathemat cs.
Miss JORIE SUMPTION, Teacher of Primary Department.

A colored lady, boasting onie day of the
progress made by her son in arithmetic, ex-

mountain

early

COLLEGE.

RIDGEVILLE

R.

&

Weashington Sireet,
BOSTON, Mass,

teow

. Miss LUELLA I. MEIGS, Teacher of Music,
Wits such other assistance as may be required.

REV.J. L.COLLIER, A. M.,: President,
REV. I D. ADKINSON, A.M.,, Professor of Ancient

replied.

On the blue

apply

‘‘ why.
was

August

MASON

151

BIB.

Miss SARAH E. MASON, Preceptress.
MR. HIRAM M. PEARL, Teacher af Commercial Department, and of Plain and Ornamental Penmanship.

E.C.LEWwIS, See.

The Winter Term of Hillsdale College will open on

shaver,”

Subscription Price, $1,50.
Send for a specimen copy,

ANNIE O. TUTTLE, Preceptress.
Special attention given to those fitiing for College,

Tuesday, Deceember 6th; 1870.
Catalogues will be sent on application te the Secretary.
L.P. REYNOLDS, Sec.
JAMES CALDER, Pres,
3ws3

have you made barber's poles of Earnest’s

begins

E. Hale,

varied in its character ; sprightly and entertaining,

Winter term begins Nov. 15; ends Jan. 20, 1871.
Spring term begins Jan. 31; ends April 14, 1871.
Summer term begins April 26; ends July 6, 1871.
The Institution will be under the charge of
MR. GEORGE W. WORTHEN, Principal.

The Winter Term will. commence
and continue i3 weeks.

as

picking off one prickle a day, with a view
of extermiating a Canada thistle.
«My dear,” asked John, after observing
new striped

LATIN

SEMINARY.

LYNDON LITERARY AND
LICAL INSTITUTION

CALENDAR
==Rajl term
Nov. 4.

THE WINTER TERM of this Instution will commence Thursday, Nov. 10th, 1870, under the mstruction of LYMAN G. JORDAN;:A. B,, as Principal,
with three Assistants.
Tne principle object of this
school is to fit young men for College and no pains
will be spared to make it a first class school.
Its
connection with the Bates College gives its students
many advanteges not to be had at other schoqls:
A.M, JONE
ec,

it colder

when it is cold, and warmer when it is
Which is cheaper, the bride or the
room? The bride—she is always
away, the bridegroom often regularly
Breaking off a bac habit gradually,

&c.,

New Hampton, N. H., Oct. 18th, 1870,

Friendliness and smiles act on the mindlike

erally found to be about as

MOUNTAIN

Wen
open its First Term at Lyndon Center,
Vermont, on TUESDAY, August 23, 1870, for
the Academical year 1870-71.

con-

Louisa M, Alcott,

Rev, Edward

PERRY,

THE

&c.

as at any period of its history.

Mrs. L. Chandler Moulton,

Mrs, Rebecca Harding Davis,
* Sophia May.”
Its reading is adapted to the old and young, is very

THe WINTER
TERM
wil commence
Nov. 28, 1570. For particulars apply to the

to its

and Assistants—will

James De Mille,

Grace Greenwood,

Principal, C, A. Mooers,
Waterbury Center, Vt,, 1870,

tinue their connection with the School next term, and the
public may be assured that the Institution as fully merits
their patronage

Prof.

mrs, Harriet Beecher Stowe,
=

GREEN

INSTITUTION.

faculty, — Principal

tors some of the most eminent and attractive writers
in the country. Among these are:

Wig., July 21, 1870.

yr

HE WINTER TERM will commence Nov. 14, 1870,
. The Trustees are glad to inform their friends that
the present

the other eats too long.
spirits of nitre on water,

HAMPTON

It is handsomely Illustrated, and has for eontribu-

ing 12 weeks.

ALBERT

NEW

Xork.

.
EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.
HF WINTER TERM of this Institution will open

Ww.

Academies,

New

Advantages :—Retired location, yet easy of access;

Tuition from $550
to $7,50.
Board, $3,00,
For further pardculars address the Principal,
REV. G.S. BRADLEY, Prin.

Better have no dumplings in the family
than make them of the apples of discord.
Every man is involuntarily original in at
least one thing—his manner of sneezing.
The dandy who makes the greatest flourish, isn't always in a flourishing condition.
| Money is to a man what a trunk is to’ an
elephant, and what teeth and claws are to
the lion.
.
What is the dieffrence between a hungry
man and a glutton? One longs to eat and

House,

STATE

Nov. 18, aged 80 years.
He was an exemplary
Christian, beloved by a Christian family, wife
nd children, one a minister of the
gospel. Sermon by the writer, from Ps. 12:1.
‘Help Lord;
for the godly man ceaseth; for the faithful fail
from among the children of men.”
Bro. Beebe
was one of the ablest trustees in establishing an
supporting Whitestown Seminary.
Becoming
advanced in age, he resigned the position to
others laboring with equal energy.
He lived to
see the Seminary rise in prosperity,
with a Board
of teachers composed of Christian men and wom-

gone before,

Jr., Publisher,

Bible

REED’S FERRY, N. H., on Nashua & Concord R. RB
Rev. 8.N.,, HOWELL, PRINCIPAL.

THOMAS APPLEBEE died in Milton, N. H.,
Nov. 17, aged 39 years and 6 mouths,
This dear
‘brother gave his heart to God when a youth, and
lived a life of goodness.
His health, for several
years, was poor, and during the last year of life
he was laid aside from active labors, and gradually wasted away.
During his protracted sick—
ness he was calm and resigned ; as he approached the closing hour, his faith grew stronger
and his hope brighter.
When dying he called
his friends around him and bade them farewell,
hopin
meet them all in heaven, and then
passe
r the river in the triumphs of victorious faith. May God sustain and comfort this
deeply afilicted family, and give them grace to
meet their son and brother, and those that have

i

14

MILITARY & OOLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,

She has

days

:

4.50

No Saloons, or places of idle resort; Full corps of
teachers; T
ugh instruction, &e.
Pupils Ie ived at any time. Send for Circular,

best

now

5.00

and

success, and who witness every term constant
conversions under their instruction.
M. M. SMART.

to

bo

-

Languages,

Wells,

walk

We CC. PALMER,

left eight children and a large circle of friends.
Her funeral was attended by alarge and attentive congregation, and a discourse was preached
by the writer, from 2 Cor, 5:1, 2.
B

en who are consecrating their

the

in vinegar

daily

Pieces,

Instruction given in Latin, Greek, French and Ger,
man languages. .
J
Board from $2.25 to $3.00. Rooms can be had for
those who wish to board themselves,
WARREN Foss, Sec,
Center Strafford, July 27, 1870.

N. A. JACKSON.
JASON BEEBEE died in Westmoreland, N. Y.,

precious missive,

beforehand

Her

Original

other Sunday School Book published at its

dteowidB .

50

Higher English,

58 years.

but the messenger found her watching.

rendering it impossible to read the writing.

feet are bathed

church.

150

price.
EVERY ONE that has tried itis PLEASFD WITH
IT. Price, $30,00 per hundred. Single copies 35 cents.
Send for a S;iecimen Copy.
=
:

Tuition.

Primary

pious éxample during the
period of thirty-nine
ears, was convincing testimony to those who
new her, that religion with her was a reality.
Her death was sudden and quite unexpected,

is enclosed in an envelope, and tied about
the body and under the wings. In a long
flight the bird will be inclined to divide the
journey into stages, alighting several times
for water, While drinking at the shallow
In order to prevent a desire

Baptist

}/ Than any

° MRS. SARAH E. MONTGOMERY, Assistant.

She jnoaipsda hope in the Bilour ‘when quite
oung.
She was baptized inthe spring of 1831
Rev. Herman Jenkins, and united with the

ter, after being written on very thin paper,

streams, it often wets the

aged

nearly

published for the FiRsT TIME,

ACADEMY,

With Opening,Closing and Musical Concert Exercises
|
IT CONTAINS MORE MUSIC,
CENTER STRAFFORD, N. H.
IT CONTAINS MORE NEW TUNES,
THE
FALL TERM
of 11 weeks, will comIT CONTAINS - BETTER TUNES,
mence Tuesday, Aug. 30, under the instruction eof
:
IT IS BETTER MADE,

i

died in Arcade, N. Y., Mayy21,

FOR THE SABBATH SCHOOL.
Containing

My

AUSTIN

Augusta for interment, and his funeral services
were conducted
in the Free Baptist church.
In the business of the church
Bro. Lawton always manifested a lively interest, and his counsel was listened to with respect. In matters
difficult to decide, his judgment was always
sought with attention.
Unobtrusive in his religious
profession, his piety was undoubted, and
his Christian walk consistent and sxsmplaly,

The Pigeon Express.

60,000 COPIES SOLD.

SEMINARY.

Whitestown, N. Y., July 22, Jie SARDuER, Prin.

his
suf-

ear since, he moved to S. Boston, hoping to
nd a permanent relief; but in this he was dis

Obituaries.

as it does in transparent stones held up . to
Italian, English, were all reprethe sun. When the wind shook them, it wegian,
this assemblage. Men were here
in
sented
was like nothing but the tremulousness of

distant

LEANDER B. LAWTON

23, aged63 years. He was baptized by Elder
John Stevens, and united with the Free Baptist
church in Augusta, Me., very soon after its

toward which we ever turn and look, stand
* Neither
ments.
says a lady correspondent, ““ ¢ nor Solomon the mothers who marked out to us from
in all his glory,’ was. ever arrayed like one, thence our life; the most blessed age must
of these. There were trailing robes. of be forgotten ere we forget the warmest
3
:
Si
creamy satin, rich with gold embroidery; heart.
with precious stones;
stoles gleaming
“
Why
do
you
drive
such
a
pitiful
looking
hoods, eapes, palliums, all of brilliant. lus- carcass as that? Why don’t you put a heavter, or of lace delicate as the web of the ier coat of flesh on him, Pat?”
‘A heavigossamer ; and paliiamgand jupes of yellow er coat of flesh on him!
By the powers,
satin, bordered with ermi ine, and of silver
the poor creature can hardly carry what
tissue, whereon the daintiest flowers of little there is on him now.”
Eastern
the
of
dress
The
spring sparkled.
bishops was singularly rick—of Tyrian
purple, wrought with gold and precious |
stones ; while in theirturbans the diamonds,
catching the light of many candles, flashed
and sparkled like shivers of the rainbow.
Then the cardinals, in their bright “scarlet
palliums fringed with gold—their capes «+ Particular Notice 1 Persons wishing obituaand hoods all of the jsame brilliant hue—
the

tain sense of awe. These seven hundred
ted nearly two hundred]
pines apd the larches and the firs; and they 4 prelates ofrepresen
; represented; too, a
believers
millions
also seemed tp have shared in the transforof its pst histomation, looking darker and greener than church sacred for the sake
to mankind.
ever, as setting for these masses of Hashing ry, if not for its present service
land, and spoke
every
of
out
came
‘They
color. Single trees'in fields, near and far,
known tongue. Coptic,
looked like great hewn jewels; with light in almost every
-Spauish, PortuSyriac,
Greek,
Persian,
bebind them, the tint flickered” and waved
guese, Hungarian, German, French, Nor-

same tees, filling in by tens of thousands

whose youth still gleamed in the undimmed

luster of their eyes, and gave elasticity to
their vigorous step ; men, for the most part,
whose age Spproximated infirmity, and
whose silvery locks were their -chiefest ornament. Some were over eighty; many
had passed seventy; there were but few
under, sixty. Such are the impressions

WHITESTOWN

HE FALL TERM of this institution will open
Aug. 23. Its courses of study are as follows: In
Female D:
artment—Collegiate, English, Musical,
Painting.
In Male Department—Classical English
and Scientifie, Commercial. Superior facilities are
for College. Its
furnished to Young Men Fitti
Commercial Departmentis one of the Most Success:
ful in the state. Terms moderate. For full information, send for Catalogue. Is
,

children, who mourn the loss of a faithful wife
and devoted mother.
N.
BARD.

——

It adentered the precincts of the church.
vances up the aisle between the long ranks

—— like that-in-

ment too like awe

imagination

ingenuons countenance,

written in their faces—¢¢ speaking
the
trath in love;” men—a few—the
fire of

Council.

The opening had been fixed for half past
eight o’clock in the morning, but it was
half past nine before the booming of a cannon announced the approadh of the ecclesiastical procession. The hum of the vast
audience is hushed. A solemn expectancy pervades the whole assembly. The
least devout catch for the moment the
spirit of the great congregation, ahd feel
that subtle influence which so magically
charms

of

|

Brevities.

and falling in sweet cadences from a concealed ehoir. The holy procession has

selfto his passion; he is an artist in his
eloquence, and broadens or contracts it,
lashes it to fury or reduces it to a dead
_-casion.—Independent.

If she could

not sing at all, Sweden would have done
much for the world to have given it such a
type of virgin womanhood.
In 1843 this
maiden was born, the eighth child of a
peasant, by the forest of Hasaley, ‘in the
ocher-daubed cot of the Nilssons.” Think
of what has crowded into this lovely life
since a little girl she toiled in the fields, or
followed her brother Carl, the village fiddler, to sing the national airs at the country
fairs and a‘ weddings. Many wonderful
things have come into her lot, but nothin
more touching than when she went bac
from Paris, from the adulation of all Europe, to her native hamlet, and there in the
little church of Skatelo stood amid all. her
kindred, and sung a psalm of love and
thanksgiving to God.

solemn chant,

see that he holds full command over himself; that he has raised the storm fora
pufpose, and guides it at will. He is by no
meansan

strain

heart, without affecting the judgment.

tor; -he is leading, with consummate tact,
to the pith and marrow of his speech.
He
rises to a very whirlwind of passion.
Through

her

perfect-

sure of himself, His manner is lofty,
ignified and graceful. For the first five
minutes you are expecting him to compliment his opponents, even to yield to them,
0 bland and respectful
is his address.
Soon there begins to creep into this placid
stream a fine, hardly perceptible current
of irony, which has a curious retrospective
effect, tinging all that has gone before with
a sarcastic
meaning,
and affording a
fiimpse of the real intent of the speaker.
ere he displays one

love

their affection, their adoration.

seems to be rather negligent of these practical accomplishments.
He rather aims to
convince by a torrent-like rhetoric, by the
original powers of his’ mindyby the maxims
of abstract reason and right, and by ap-

with a cold calmness, like a man

not

for

for what it makes you forget, or for what it
makes you remember; but you follow it
until its unfaltering melody bears you
away, and the world is left far behind.
Looking on this daughter of Odin, it is easy
to understand why the Scandinavians of old
made woman supreme in their councils,

e busts of the Capitoline Jove.

precedents

She does not

thrill you, she does not make you weep

gray beard,—Favre reminds one of some 0

strength ; men

years ago, was baptized by Rev. N.Purington,and
united with the
W. Baptist church in
Lisbon, of which she remained 8 worthy’ member until death. She leavesa husband and six

the motto of whose life was unmisthkably

and

She comes back like faces that I have seen

its strong straiglit nose, its thin determined

eyes,

perfect satisfaction to/ sense

soul to behold her then. I am loth to compate her toa swan or a lily, though she
suggasted both
and was lovelier than
either. Graceful asa swan and pure as ‘a
lily she looked, standing there with white
flowers clinging to her
golden hair, and
trailing in masses down
her snowy robes

and fearless audacity; the square, swarthy

mouth, and its fierce black

:

There is no finer test of the mystic beauty
of Christine Nilsson
than
the clear,
rare image of it which abides in the memory. Sitting alone in my room, I see it
more distinctly now than when she stood
in the dazzling radiance of Steinfvay Hall.

and the sharp, particular thorn in

face, with its Jromitient

thus writes concerning the

Swedish songstress now on a visit to this

a

eyed and large-browed, royal in intellectual

to ROCHESTERS35 miles,

THE

SHORTER

ROUTE

FOUR EXprESS TRAINS daily leave New York from
Depot foot of Chamber St.. at

8.00 and 10.00 A. M., 5.30 and 7.00 P. M.

23d 8t., Depet at

7,45 and 9,45 A.M.
running

through

5,15 and 6,45 I, ML.

WITHOUT

CHANGE

and

connecting

with all WESTERN AND SOUTHERN LINES,
Trains leave Cincinnati by Columbus,

O.,

time, trom Depot cor. 5th and Hoadley Streets a
2,00 A. M. 1L,L15 and 9,45 ¥. M.

Q

running through to New York without change,
Leave Cleveland by Columbus, O., time

Atlantic and Great Western Depot, st
7,25 A MM. 3.35. M. and 10,25 ¥.

from

MM.

Leave Dunkirk by New York time,from
Depot, at
ir
13,0 , ML. and 9.50 , M.

Union

Leave Buffalo % New York time. from

Depot

corner Exchange

aud

Michigan Btroets, at

7,00 A.M. 2,50 P.M .,6,25 P. M.& 11,20 PW"
Leave Bochester by New York time,from Gens

Depot. at and. 2.00 J, M.
esee Yuley TUBE
shail

0 as vant Javing Now Tom on 10:00 A
No
M. and Buffalo at 7.00 A. M.. running through withs
out change,and affording a fine opportunity for views
ing the varied and beautiful scenery of this line,
the comfort and retirementof a pris
enjoying
while
0 Room,
No Bin
Day and Night Coaches, of a style
"wo. Magnificont
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News

Summary.

through the Prussian investment line

terrible fighting has been going on

Mr. Cyrus W. Field says his despatches from
Heart’s Content are very favorable, indicating

and

every

preparation

com-

pléte for the immediate repair of the cables,
which have suffered injury, and prevented the
transmission of the usual dispatches.

$29,383,998;

the Navy

department,

- How

$20,683,317,77;
the Treasury department, $22,
848,951,84. These sums are all independent of
unexpended balances.
A bill

allowing

import

duties

to

be

paid

currency is to be introduced into Congress
in the coming session.

in

early

We

fire.

The San Domiugo treaty will be again presented to the Senate, in a modified form.

The Assistant Treasurer has been

directed

to

sell four miilions of gold and purchase five millions of bonds during December

rea

3

The important case of the State of Virginia vs.
‘West Virginia, involving the legality of the ‘separation of West Virginia from the State of Vir-

ginia, is to be argued next week in the United
States Supreme

Court.

!

ma

The United States Chief Justice of Utah
tory has decided that immigrants who are
amists in belief can not tuke, the oath,
naturalized under the law.
This is a
blow at Mormonism.
A messenger from Winnipeg

ington

seeking

un

Be

Ld

A

severe

and

Terripolygor be
severe

is now in Wash-

interview

with

President

a petition signed by
River eountry, asking
States. They are said
this question,

Grant, bearing with him
16,000 peopleof the Red
annexation to the United
to be nearly unanimous on

continued

drouth

in

various

!

parts of New England is causing embarrassment
to such of the mills as depend on waiter for pow-

k

er.

=

%

f

The sugar-cane in the South
verely from frosts.

i
iE
k
br

|
if4
t

\

has

suffered

se-

San Franciscois eating green peas, cucumbers,
strawberries, string beans, fresh figs, asparagus,
and green corn.
i)
Philadelphia boasts of 900
How many unpractical ones
stated.

practical Shakers.
there are is not

P.T. Barnum is preparing to take the field
with a combined ‘museum, menagerie and circus.
It is reported that General Butler will introduce into Congress at an early day a bill in favor

of universal amnesty.

;

»

The December statement shows a further decrease in the public debt of nearly $7,500,000.
It is stated that Archbishop MeCloskey and
Charles O’Conor have prepared a protest against
depriving the Pope of his temporal power.

FOREIGN.

i

Immense quantities of provisions of all kinds
have been collected at Versailles by the Ger-

mans

for the use of the

Parisians

when

they

surrender.
The French army in the north has abandoned
the project of joining the Army ofthe Loire,
and is retreating on Lille, without even holding Arras.
?
The French attacked the Prussians near Versailles, but were repulsed with loss. The report-

ed defeat of Garibaldi is confirmed.
‘The French prisoners, confined

at Antwerp

recently made an unsuccessful attempt to escape.
The government has taken precaution to prevent
a simijar attempt.
SS

Frederic

Charles

reports

the

complete defeat

of the army of the Loire,in the battle of Monday,
in which the

French had the

20th

corps, proba-

bly the 18th, and portions of the 15th and 16th
dead on the

taken

A thousand

field,

prisoners.

4,000

French were found

wounded

General

and 1600 were

Aurellies is reported

wounded.
The German
them a few officers.

loss

was

1000, among
.

A dispatch received by the committee of Defense from Gen. Palladines, announces that the
army of the Loire is nearly intact, but is retreating southward.
A recent letter by balloon fromParis states that
Oscar and Edmund Lafayette, grandsons of the
General, have re-entered the
military service

there.

They were

both

educated

but resigned in 1848, when
an active partin polities.

they

for the army,’
began, to. take
|

A Berlin special to the World sends a statement that the outlay,of the ‘Prussian government
on war account, up to the first of November,
has

been

121,000,000 - thilers,—in

round

numbers

about $85,000,000.
By the provisions of the new North German
constitution, Prussia has only 17 out of 57 votes
to be cast by the confederation.
From this fact

it is generally
of Germany

inferred that the

future

policy

will be peace.

‘An official despatch from King William confirms the report of the eapture of Amiens by
Manteuffel.
The
French lost 1700 killed and
wounded.
in
The citizens of France are not permitted to
pass through Switzerland to join the French
armies.
Englandis reported to be actively endeavor-

ing to secure
a controlling financial
the Suez Causal.
4

interest in

The Italian ministry is severely censured for
authorizing the seizure of those journals which

published
the Papal encyclical.
A telegraphic cable has been laid from Jamaica to Aspinwall, so that we shall henceforth have

direct communication with Panama.
Stenersea, the ambassador to the

Sweden

and Norway,

is to go to

Hague from

Washington

in the same capacity.
Mr.

Gladstone spoke 178 times during

session of Parliament,
and his speeches
80 columns of the Times.

the

last

occup

:

Rich discoveries of placer gold have been made

near Chihuahua, in Mexico.
Private advices
Austria, Eogland

from Vienna represent that
and Italy accept the Prussian

proposal for a conference, with the understand.
ing that the claims of Russia will not be prejudiced by her participation therein.

Russia has

signified her consent to a confer-

ence.

It is thought that the last balloen sent out from
Paris has been lost in the Atlantic.
The sortie from Paris has been made at last.
It began on

chu

was

Wednesday.

The

strategy
of Tro-

in vain, however; the Prussians were

not deceived ‘by their feint on the southeast on
Tuesday.

The

army

of the Loire is also in full

reireats De Paladinesis wounded and, it is rumored, Ld pris

ner. :

=

On Friday General von Tumpling and General
tz attacked General

Ducrot again and re-

ciptured Champigny and- Brie.
ere well managed

The

French

aod fought bravely, but

at

three o'clock the bombardment from the forts fell
French were at once The om back.
their dead and yunded. ,
battle of
ne
, in which the #
captured Brie,
‘one of the hardest fought engagemerits of

off
and the

Foi

é

Atthe trial trip on Saturday,

inch,
method

of lettering

street

The

lamps

has

name of the

stregit
islplaced on top of the lamp, instead of on
the glass of the side, arranged in such.a way that

the light may be thrown directly

upon it.

letters stand out in bold relief, and
from a censiderable distance.

can

The

be

wood

seen

this

stove.

time

First, build a good

somewhat, so

your

room

is’ pretty

the stove, which ‘draws up the heat,” as it is
said, and truly. This, in a great measure, accounts for the tardiness of warming a room in
the morning.
The ventilation is not good, especlally for an invalid.
:
Hh

‘close up the

stove ‘and in a short time

There i heat enough

Pittsburg, Pa., has 32 fron, 9 steel and 2 copper

now to retain the fire. There will be the radiation
of the coals and a thin, diffused flame, while, most
of all, the air in the stove will be, not as it was
before, cool, as it rushes through, but hot, heating the stove, pipe and all, till up to the damper.
The" stove now throws‘’the heat into the room

Chicago Academy of Selepces

has

been _jgridly

presented with a fossil tree trunk from Colorado,

bored by ship worms.
A company with $160,000 capital has begun the
manufacture, at New Haven, of a new boot-making sewing-machine, which is said to be a remarkable thing in its way.
All work is lasted
before going into it, the lasts are placed in position, and in one minute the in-sole, welt and up-

per leather are sewed together.

The

outer sole

is then put on, the operation repeated, and the
bottoming process done. For turned work only
one operation is required.
ih
Attempts are proposed to introduce spongegrowing into the industries of the harbors on our
eastern coast of our continent.
It seems that one
species of the sponge has recently been found
thriving in Portland harbor, and it is inferred
that it would live in all places on our eastern
coast south of that place.
An American giraffe, seven feet high, has been
caught in the wilds of Winnipeg.
It is of a dark
brown or'mouse color, with large projecting eyes,
and slight indications ef horns growing out.

It is credibly asserted

that half the diseases

which affect modern humanity are to be attributed to carpets. Carpeted rooms constantly occu=
pied contain millions of partieles of hair, cuticle,
epithelium, ovules fungi, and other organic matter, whieh, set in motion by the trailing skirts of
the women, make the air alive with infection

and fill'our nostrils and lungs with the seeds of
everything horrible.

The

artesian

salt well

of Lincoln, Nebraska,

throws a stream of brine six inches in diameter
to a hight of over fifty feet.
This stream has
sufficient volume and velocity to furn a millwheel.
;
Dr. Dio Lewis submits that a man’s stomach is
nearer his soul than his brain, that dyspepsia
ruins character, and the examination of a man’s
liver gives a better clue to what kind of man he
is, than an examination of his skull. This is
almost as bad as the testimony of another doctor,
quoted by Emerson, who noticed that when his
patient’s liver was disordered he was gloomily

Calvinistic, but. when it was

all right he was a

cheerful Unitarian.
A “bottomless hole” has ‘been found at the
northern end of Blue Hill, Nevada.
One explorer descended to the depth of two hundred feet
without finding any evidence of its termination.
The walls abound with stalactites resembling

coral.
3
Norwich, Conn., has the champion cake.

Itis

fifty inches long and twenty-four inches wide,
composed of thirty,pounds of sugar,an equal quantity. of butter and flour, thirty dozen of eggs, fifty
pounds of currants, forty pounds of raisins,
twenty pounds of citron with brandy, spices ad:

libitum.

The

whites

of forty eggs and twenty

pounds of sugar were used in the first coat of
frosting. ,The weightis nearly two hundred and
fifty pounds.
:
The authorities of the townof Saybrook,late-

ly removed the monument, ereeted there,of Lady
Fenwick, the first white woman buried on Connecticut soil, the removal being necessary for:
railroad improvements. On searching for the re-

mains,the bones of.the deceased were discovered,
the skull being found intact and the teeth well
preserved, and some hair about the skull which

crumbled

at the

touch.

Lady

Fenwick

was

buried at Saybrook Point in 1648, 222 years ago.
The remains and monument are to be placedin

the Saybrook cemetery with formal ceremonies.

without

creating
a current.

That is the

“secret of the thing,—no current and a hot stove.
We were led to these facts more particularly
by a stove-pipe in the front apartment of our
buildings, which we found warmed a greater
space sooner than the stove in the room we
occupied.
At first we could not account for it.
Why a stove-pipe should warm a room (and a

‘larger one at that)

sooner than both a stove and

a pipe, was
beyond our comprehension.
By
careful noting we found that the pipe in the
other room threw out the heat without getting
up a currenty—without drawing off the warm

from without, the cold air to fill the vacuum.
It
was simply
a process of heating.
In the other

room it was ‘ventilation,

:

A good bed of coals, with a few large, dry
sticks partly burned, and the stove shut tight,
is the best way of heating
a room.
It is also
lasting; besides, it is a saving
of wood.
In
order to heat a room quickly with a stove—say
in the morning—the draft, or frou}
part of the
stove, should be outside of the room.
But still
the stove would not be so hot as when filled with
confined hot air, in addition to the radiating heat.
The best way is to close your stove on going to
bed with a large (dry) stick in it, laid on a bed
of live coals. If your stove is air-tight,—with
just sufficient draft to take off the smoke,—you

will have a bed of coals in the

morning

anda

warm stove. Now fill with wood, small sticks
below, large on top. Let it blaze a few minutes;
close the draft. In a few minutes more your
room will begin to feel comfortable, though there
seems to be a dead stove.
For ventilation, let
it burn longer than before the damper is turned,
with less wood.
The ventilation and warming
may thus be done at uny time by a turn of the
damper.
’
Another advantage is,to have the fire in one
end of the stove toward the place where you
most are, thus throwing the heat upon you.
Each housekeeper should have a pan of chips

or small wood to feed the fire when needed.
istribute a few small sticks among the pile,
or, better, throw a handful of chips upon it. This

will start up the fire at once.
But few know

—fewer

°

the advantage of seasoned wood

still of thoroughly

seasoned wood.

It

a brief is sealed with the * Ring of the Fishis engraved the im-

age of St. Peter in a boat.
The

large

factories

in

the

neighborhood

of

Cologne are beginning to supply the lack of native

labor

caused

by

the

war

by

employing

French prisoners of war. A. sugar-refinery at
Dormagen employs 150 of them. They are paid
half a frane (10c) a day, besides board.
The fall of a large

mass

of rock

between Hei-

delberg and Weisloch, in @ermany, has

brought

to light the works 6 a‘silver mide which was

known to thie ancient Romans. No silver ore
of any importance is left, but
a very rich zinc
ore is met with in large quantities.
Accordifigto Voss’s (Gazette the German sol-

diers now in Frande and fit for service number
690,000,
and there are 160,000 horses,

The daily

requirements of these forces are 250,000 loaves
of bread, 186 oxen, 400 cwt. of bacon, 640 cwt.
of rice, 160,000 quarts of brandy, 40 ewt, of cof-

fee, 68,000 cwt. of hay, and large quantities of
hi

up

an hour or

bees only to pass at a time.

mates of the hive soon became

The in-

accustomed

Fanny

Fern

——
discourses thus

on this topic

in

It is natural enough for sick people to snatch
eagerly at anything and everything that promises
reliefe In fact our nostrum-venders could not
to-day be driving their four-in-hands, did they
not understand this phase of human nature.
A

new pill! A uew

linim¢nt! Ft must be tried!

they will both backslide !”

{i

Now what call had this man to be the father
of twelve children?—that was just his number.
Ope would think, with such hearse-like views
of life, he wouldn’t take that liberal view of

the census. Oh, give me the man who comes
into his shouse with a free, joyous

swing

of his

arm, snatches up the baby and seats it on his
head, and kisses his wife as he hunts up the rest
of *“ the bairns.” I can tell a woman in any crowd
who has this sort of husband—God bless him!
wherever he is. No son or daughter of his will
be likely to roam in search of a pleasanter place

than “ our house.”

Cotton-seed

Oih

Medium

which it has, replaced

the bean

commonly

by a large

swarm,
when issuing, and on the wing.

Fhe

robbed bees mo longer made resistance.
I began by contracting the entrances of the neighboring hives. Then I stationed my son infront

2 56
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.
Flower by the Prison,
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Susy’s Spectacles,
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‘goods, but

to select, at

cash

system,
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in

Specimens
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retail

omy

pure, strong,

buying

and

selling,

and a constantly increasinfgburiness enables us to do.
Every pound of coffee we sell or ever sold is roast:
ed by us

in our own

establishment

by

the

most

ap-

proved, machinery, which, being run constantly
every day, ensures the absolute freshness of all we
sell.

athe,

satisfactory

ACENTS

im every respect, and may

WANTED.

our standard goods to customers in their locality, at
our pppular prices—to whom we offer liveral terms,
+ For
full particulars, terms and price list, address

ORIENTAL

BOSTON,
dDeow

TEA
.

@

..6

bdo.
8,box

COMPANY.
.

Per

g22
a22
@13
@::
g15

a

MASS.

AND PLEASING.
H. Clarke,

«

BRIGHTON

10%
12%
13

2d quality

or whole amount returned
struments, Jewelry,
etc.

g@ 00
@ 12%
9%
6X

165
135
1 56
. 65

@

1 35

* Fireside

Broadway, New

The

Sn,

The Dollar Weekly Sun,

6

A Newspaper of the Present Times.
Intended for People Nowon Earth.

ONLY ONE DOLLAR A YEAR!

380, 1870.

ONE

quality $ 7,00 to

U.S. Ten-Forties.ceeoeesssnsnrrsusareassnsonness

108%

SEMI-WEEKLY

of the same size

Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or

Or

ders are solicited.

SOMETHING NEW!
THE WORK .

SUN,

82 A

YEAR,

neous rendine py a piiouter variety A
scribers with greater freshness, because it
twice a week instead of once only.

yd
comes

So———
THE

DAILY

SUN, 86 A YEAR,

A prefminently readable newspaper, with the larg©81 circulation in the world.
Free F ndopendont and
fearless in politics. All the news from
it
Two cents a00Dy; by mail,
cents a Month, oF 6
year,
i
;

TERMS
THE

TO OL

DOLLAR

WEEKLY

SUN.

Five-copies, one year, separately addressed,

i

!

Four Dollars,

Ten copies, one year, separdisly addressed
extra copy to the getter up of ¢ ue
}

(and an

ight Dollars,

»

Twenty copies, one year, feparately addressed (and
an exira copy to the getter up of club),

it

$25
A DAY MADE AT HOME! 40 entirely
new articles for Agents. Samples sent free,
ddress. H. B. SHA ¥, Alfred, Me, .
3m37

order

830,

and general character as THE
with

but

Y,

WE

.eeceriraiiarisecese 118%

of the General Conference, can now be had
on application, for 25 cents for each copy,

FOR

Let there be a $50

————

THE

005

TREATISE.

COPIES

Club at every Post Offi¢e.

lot

JOO

HUNDRED

Or less than
One Cent a Copy.

.

18670 00snvennnnninencnnnens
U, 8.5-20°8 Of 186B.¢sseeessees erevsnnsnssnnnsenss

i

Fifteen Dollars,

y coples, one year, toypne address (and th
.
Weekly one year to getiér up of club),
oem

Thirty-three Dollars.

y copies,
one year, separately addressed
(and the
Sous Weekly one year to getter up of ciub), {
Ce
tbdred
Thirty-five Dollars.
0 hundred
coples, one year, to one address
the Dally for one year to the getter up of club) (ag

Ont)

SoReal:

ne

ua

hundred

Fifty Dollars.

copies, one year,

addressed
(and the Dally for one year to theseparately
getter {A of club),

Sixty Dollars,

.

THE

SEMI-WEEKLY

SUN.

Five copies, one year, separately addressed,

Te or as oars
wp o
PTW gusiar
’

if Sddryited
Cana an
u Dollars,
—

Lp

\

Eight Dollars,

YOUR

SEND

MONEY

k#, or drafts on

in Post

NOUw
New

Tay otveuton: 1 hot “ion Togisier the Jot:
1]

ters containing money.

1. W. ENGLAND, Publisher, Sun office, New York,
4wis

Radical Cure of Hernia or Rupture.

ENTITLED

Melodies,

Hz

been rovised and much improved, printed on
stereoty

pe plates, made from new type thromghout. It hasa large number of Selected and choice
Tas
as well as many of our beat
Hymns.
It is
compact in form, can be easily carried in the pocket

and 1s weil adapted to use in social meetings.
Prioe
per single book,80 cents; per doz. $28,
Postage
|

(extra) on one copy, 8 cents; on a doz . 60 cents.
Address,
LR
BURLINGAME,
Dover, N. H.

PER WEEK oarily niade by Agents, Address
ManNurAciUR’G Coy) Cromwell, Conn,
ls

dwil

Including Farmers, Mechanics, Merchants, Professional Men Workers; Thinkers, and all Manner of
Honest Folks, apd the Wives. Sons, and Daughters
of all spch,

U/8. Five-Twenties,

1

Echo,

CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.

Ameri
Gold.
can
.eeesssnenss sensencnnenscsienceeddll

$75

* Seag

a New School Book.

AND STOCKS.

Sacred

all, 15 vols. Prie: of each,
81.75 im boards ; #2 cloth;
#2 50 gilt. Mailed fr ee nf postage by J. L. PETERRS, tm
York, P.O,
OX 3429. Send 30 ote

$4 worth of Music; and 75 ets. for the

Nov. 80, 1870.

The

music by Ch. Kinkel,

In

for sample of Peters’ *“ Musical Monthly,” centaining

MARKET.

2 cents each for two or more copies.

Gems,” Piano

Allard, Pacher, &c.
PIANIST:

@ .3
e . 3
e.

The New Treatise, just revised by

of

and

Echos,” ** Sweet Sounds,” and “ Priceless

and * Brilliant

. w
.

Duets

three collections of ea easy Piano Music. “Pearl Drops.”

46
4%
43

@

a collection

Somgs,

‘“ Musical Recreations,” and ‘‘ Pleasant Memories,”’
Piano music of moderate difficulty. * Goldea Chimes”

48

75 ca $125.
CALF SKINS—16al8e,

:

watches, musical inper year, samples 10c,

Gems,” four vocal eollections.
“ Fairy Fingers,” ** Magic Circle,” and ** Young
Pianists,”

. 33

+060

Reed

Songs with Choruses.
‘ Goldem Leaves,” Vols. 1
and 3, Songs by Will. 8. Hays.
“ Hearth and Home,”

el

wool $,87 to $1,00 each; country

5. 8. Goupona BIX08. 1881

in
#1

Lights,”

@
@
@
@

.

for

Sent pést-paid on

149

STORES—
Yearling $12 to $;20 two year old, $20 to
40; three years old, $00 to $00.
FAT HOGS—9 to 9)¢.
:
SHOTES—Wholesale,
9to 10c; retail 10% to 123§c.
HipEs—Rrighton 8to 8x¢;
Country lots, 73 to 8e¢
TALLOW— Tto
, Country lots 63 to 7c.

GOLD

Method

$10 worth of Miisic in each Vol. Cheap, Handsome
PRESENT
and Useful.
“Shining

$ 8.50,
per cwt., on total weight of hide, farrow, and
dressed beef.
:
WORKING OXEN—$125 to $240 per pair, or aceord
ing to their value as Beef. Handy Steers. $70to $125
M1.cH Cows—#30 to $60; extra good, $65 to $1.00
with or without calves,
as may be agreed; farrow

PeLrs—with

** New

Address H.X. F. LEWIS, Pub. Western Rurai,Chica.

a

$9,0) to $i1,00; 3d

of the

Price in boards, $1,50,

youne FOLKS RURAL, largest and handsomest young folks’ paper. Greatest success!
Best stories and pictures. Splendid Cash pay to Agents

i
@®

Sige

CATTLE

Organ.

receipt of price. DITSON & CO. Boston.
OLIVER
CHIAS. HI. DITSON, New York.

46
«46
. 43
48
£0

{Buenos Ayes
CapeGoodHo
African, was

THE

Selected and Arranged by Wm,

Author

Organs.”

........45

0.00m!

FOR

Designed chiefly as Opening Voluntaries and Responses, for delicate and
expressive stops.
EASY

" neln

”
»

\

pans WOOL.
|Ohio & Pennsylvania—
| Picklock.... 60 @ 65
ChoiceXX....61 @ 53
| FineX........ 48 @ .4%
I~ Medium...... 47@ . 49
| Coarpe.......45 @ . 47
Mich.,N.Y, & Vermont —

i

SUPPLIED.

Sacred

eiesennen

Extra

NEED

Pipe or Reed

@ 6X

...60

+

ORGANISTS.

LONC-FELT

Clarkes Short Voluntaries.

80 @165

[Imperial .....
80
Hyson......
65
|Young lyson..60
|Hyson Skin....50
|Souchong..

00
00
00
+
00
. o

shooks...0

Mh.....

of

AN, 3 School Street, Boston.

TO
A

@ 27

TALLOW,
|Rendered,b..8%
@
Rough..........6@

Suing.

@ 81
@ = 29
@.. 47
@.. 35!
@.1 20
or oo
@ 7234

pine,

It you have had difficulty in getting good tea and

coffee, or have found the price unreasonable, and are
disposed to bave the bert in the market at a moder.
ate cost, eall or send to us or any of our Agents, aud
to ba

8!

1,20 cedar

if

frag cant and delicious teas, ana full, well ripened
coffees, and sell them at a small advance on the
actual ‘cost of importation, which a large cavital a
strictly

.

Shingles, pin

40 leng col

offer poor or adulterated

all times

@1

Nos.8to 12. 9% @
Nos.13tol7..10% @
Nos.18to 20.12% @
[Cuba Muscovado—

2

28 00 @60 00 |

Coarse do...21 00
Ship stock...21 00
Spruce...... 16 00
Oak, ¥ ton .......
Hemlock bdsl4 0¢
do:
plank
do,
Clapboards 50 00
do. Spruce 15 00

$12.25;

as low as wholesale Grocers or Tea dealers purchase
by the invoice, which makes a saylng to consumers
of about dne-third the usual
‘
Our design from the first ha®" been,
not to see at

a price we can

G 0. MAOL

|Havana,

and ordwary, $20 to $50.

closest

All are doing well, many making from #10 to $30a
day.
There is positively nothing that will pay you

so well. Send at once for terms, circular, copy
paaper, and chapter of story, FREE, to

@..
@ 6 00
@ 4 50
@ 2 25

[Potato «veeeess 6%
. SUGAR.

Nov.

RETAIL DEALERS
low

ee20

EECHER,

its corps of Kditors and contributors the
ablest talent of the land. A new and charming serial story by the world-famoug authoress of ** UNCLE
Tom's CABIN,” just begun. ' Every subscriber for
1871 receives the paper free for eight weeks, al£0 a copy of the people’s faverite, MARSHALL'S
WASHINGTON, alone worth $5. This mew and une.
gualled combination is
i
like wild fire.
Adve Agents must act quickly or lose a rare chance.

BEEF—Extra $12,50 to $13,00. first quality $11,50 to

CO,

the

2%

.

@ 76..

5@

OlBesssisseness 5%

Sol

Folks.

buyers purchase by the chest, and supply

how

00 327 00

®

WARD

125 @.1 30

Shad, L13 @.. 15
"LEAD.
Pig. gold...... 6) @. 6%
Sheet and Pipe 9%@ 10

TO THE PEOPLE
as

Westand South.
HerdsG=ass.. 5 00
JRecTop.¥bag,4 00
|Linseed, Am. 2 20

Refined
| Crushed....13%

k

Ate constant]
receiving pure Teas by the latest
arrivals from’
Chita and Japan, and Coffee from
Arabia, Java, and Brazil and furnish them
low

.

Goat Skins,
Madras.......65

Do.Sheet;¥

HOME,

TEA
as

SEED.

lit-

Ghristian Umion, edited by

HENRY
Having in

2

THE

or

.

ADE.

MEN AND WOMEN.

erary ENR the

n

.-

Eng. com...73 00 @ 78 00
TEAS,
Do. refined 83 00 @ 85 00 (Gunpowder,

STREET, BOSTON.

Hinsdale, N. H.

at wholesale prices,

EgES:csanessees

Swedish—
Com.ass’d 8200 @12000
Ex, sizes....... [TT

subsecribers.—

you are not perfect y s;tisged.
Try it.
for stamp.
Address STAR SPANGLED

ORIENTAL

«

|Poultry..sauees Is @.-

Unw:

Money refunded

BY ACTIVE

£0 @.. 85

|Fair tog'dret 9% @ 10
|NewOrleans...... Gs
[Portland ..... sees Qe

““

than ever,

MONEY QUICKLY

08

Getting subscriptions for the great religious and

14

6.. 29
Rio Grande
27 @.. 28
Western, dry...20 @ . 32
do. wet..... 10% @.. 12

umns in every number, filled to the brim with
splendid stories, rketches, wit humor, fun, poerr,
and exposures of humbugs and swindlers, comic il
lustrations, &c., &¢., all in the *“ STAR SPANGLED
BANNER.”
Ledger size, only 75 cents a
year, and

an elegant $3 engraving FREE.

@

00

Calcutta Cow,
Slaughter..... 19@..
Green

as

Send five cents for specimen copy.
Address,

g00

HIDES AND SKINS,

Only 50 cents a Year.
premiums

|Potatoes, ¥ bu

¥ 100 Ibs ,.000 @ 1 70
Straw,100hs..1 25-@ 1 50

“

Little

free,
Address, JAMES H. KARLE, Publisher,
Washington St., Boston;!Mass.
2t 49

HAY.
ento...
«...18 @ 19
East. &North 18 00 @ 30 00
8
JH.
Country Hay,
Best, ¥bh.oe:. . . @§.. 9

COOD STORIES,

Splendid

ask.

Feed...25

Dover, NV. H,

interest

10 @

atchman

DW

It is a book tor every
home, and
having a very
large sale. Commissions large.
Circulars giving
notices of the press. accounts of sales, terms, eto.

9

Vt.and N.Y..

Middlings.. 3000 g@ 84 00

Elegantly printed in Oil Colors;
FULL OF HANDSOME
PICTURES,
And everythingto

.

og 24 00

The, Best Children’s Paper!
2S

« 25 |

u

:

sliced.

X

7

| Blue Pod...125
@ 2 12
|Cranberries, bud 00g 4 50
| Cape....
000
@ 5 (0
Cheese, ¥ b.
actory ....13% & 15%

43

.

BURLINGAME,

11

sie] toHE
It has as aa bloted
blessed mission

10¢160
SPICES.
00 @ 1 05 |Cassia,¥#
Bb gold 48 @ 50
20 @ 1 20 Cloves.
25%
@ 26
t8-@.. 65 |G
13 @I3%

1.25
125

3

10g

for

Reflector, Boston,
¥
** One of the most remarkable baoks ever given to
the public.”— Western Recorder, Loudpille, Ky.

90 @. 9% 'CADAIY.erens. 43659525

100

vw:

.

o

00

@20 00
Bees
@.. 18
@.. 19
Gee oe

Jo, aew¥bbil 5¢ g@ 3 00
50 | Butter,
.
00 | Vermont......38 @.. 40
.. Beans,
¥ bush,
50 (Ymallandex, 225 @ 2 75

Layer....... 280 @285|
.
Southernyell
92 @ 1 00
Western mx’d.. 85 @ 0 90

In Press
a
os
*

:

= .

Mess, best.23 00 g25

| Prime.... 19 00
|L 3 keg, ans vo
|Lard, bbl. B. 14
|Hams smoked..}8
Picklod.cscuassi

Warted

BRINGING IN SHEAVES,

¥ box.. @ . .. |Clover,Northern,12@.. 16

.

.

|

13 @ . 16 | Jacksons....

Oranges canna 000

ASSN , Chicago.

A book drawn from thé crowded life of one
loved and henored over ‘the entire Iand—
id

886... +20: 16 @ , 30 | pew ¥H....2
25 @ 2 50
Lemons,
¥b x 425 @ 6 00 |Onions.¥bbl 3 50 @ 4 25

. 1,00
1.00°

.

.

Agents

amily ....
@20 00
Pork,
;
[Extra Clear.27 60 g27 50
| Clear......26 50 27 00

Patnas...... 47 @ 52% | Powdered....00
id
ON,
_Coffee crush 10%

.

.

.

| Beef—Mess,

(Hogs, dressed

25 @ 2 50

s ‘common.

For the Sabbath School.

Sybil’'s Way,
Overcoming,

@

MEN’S CHRISTIAN

PROVISIONS,

@ 6 75

@ 6
@ 0
@..
@ 6

Phila,

Tt has greatly contributed to the growth and inter.
est of our school.
— WM. REYNOLDS, Peoria, 111.
Sample vopies free.

Shelledes..:«.36 @ .
Western......i6 @
Currants. .... 1134 @ 12 |Peas.
¥ bush,
:
Citron.ccansssss 45 @.. 46 | Canada...... 90 @ 1 50

Books

.

25
00
..
25

Soft Shelli....15

oils, but alone it does

not harden readily on the addition of salt
other oils do.—~Journal of Chemistry.

do. ..6 25

ONB-FOURTH."

ple and impressive form.—GEo. H. STUART,

Putty.eeensses
3% @.. 4
Orude..ssvess

REDUCED

children.~RALPH WELLS, New York. .
The only paper we a
that everybody
reads ~B, F, Jacoss, C
Presenting the great tro
the Gospelin a Salome

|FrenchYellow 2X @ 3 00

PRODUCE.
|Apples,dried B. 5 @

Brandywine
7 00 @ 7°50
Rye Flour....b 50 @ 6 00
Corn Meal....4
50 @ 5 00
h
FRUIT.
Almond

ported for that purpose.
In a former number of
the Journal we referred to its mixture with olive
oil, and to the probability that it may hereafter
become a substitute for that oil for culinary purposes. The crude oil is of a very dark red color’
which it derives from a sort of resin,~which can
be seen in black specks, in the kernel of the seed,
with the naked eye,—and,
the presence of this res”
in causes much trouble in refining the oil. A
convention of the manufacturers of: cotton-seed
oil is about being held in New York city, to
consider various subjects connected
with the
business, snd especially to find legitimate uses
for the oil. It is claimed that fifty per cent. of
it, mixed with linseed oil, is better for painting
than the pure linseed, as it dries as rapidly, and
gives a coat more elastic and less liable to crack
or peel off, ‘Asasoap stock,it also does well,

=

made

@

OHA

~ I know of nothing 80 attractive to Sabbath school

8 e110

...200

Boson.

Everybody's Paper.

“PRICE

choice Balt. 8 00 g10 00 | Marrow ....2 25 @ 2 50

oil formerly im-

Wé want a druggist, Grover, Country Store, or
‘After putting on our.bee hats, we hastily refidome other traderin evéry
town and wviliage in the
paired to the spot. The humming of the bees United States, to act as| our special agent and sell
was a8 loud as that

Boston

ER DITSON & GO., Pub.

READ 3 ciws ssndsy schoo

@ 13

Varnishes ....1 50 @ 8 00

8 00 @ 8 50

Millewakee—
Com.to ch'ee 6
Choice d0....0
Southern,sup
.
extras... ...6

The
manufacture of this oil in the
United
States is increasing enormously, and
according
to the Rural Carolinian, now reaches the high
figure of 90,000 gallons a week.
It is chiefly
used for adulterating other oils, as linseed, lard,
olive and sperm.
Its only other uses are for
mixing putty, for which it answers better than
any other known oil, and for curing tobacco, in

be returned at our exp nee if not found so, and the
money will be refunded.
»
|

——

|

3

Sunpbay ScuooL Suers.

30 | VenRed¥owt.2 CO @ 2 50
Varmillion'...

PERKINS.

Instructi

DITBON & 0O.,

Zine, ground in eil—
No.l. viieene.18 @ 14
Paris Whites..2}% @. 3
[SpanBrownAm.1%@..3

Mich. and Indiana
choice extra. 7 25 8 7 75

ura package.
very pound of tea and coflee we sell is fully war

Robbers.

. . . . 18/4

choice extra,

rante|

Bee

‘@.. 86
9.0
8
81d

lecsessnsel2

0.

gf

Several Hardreq one;
inactive
Ex
8.
BOOK will be found SUP RIOR
R WORKS, in many dai
RAs
to a popular Instruction Book in Vocal Musi¢ and
Collection of Melodies for the young. Several
tions have already been ordered. bs the demand Ediincreases. Many of the 8 ngs have been written expressly St the work, and none of the songs
are old
and time-worn—sung through a dozen Books, but
NEW AND SPARKLING. ADAPTED TO ALL OCCASIONS
and Alive with the Spirit of the Times. Price b 0
'
sent post-paid. O
lishers
‘Washin on street, Boston.
8.
}
11 Broadway, New York.
rtd

pimen rh 82000 | poten18 10 07 0

Blue-eyed Jimmey ; or,The Good Boy, 1,00
Johnny Jones; or, The Bad Boy, .
. 100

the Ledger:

NO.

W.

Elementary

ercises and
This NEY

|Lead,RedAm.v) @ 10%
Am.dry,pure10 @ 11
Ground,yure I11X%@ 12

«
is
§
the entrance, while the robbers vainly endeavGinghams......14 @ . 15
ored to gain admitance through the meshes of the
Mous.de Laines18 @ . 20
wire cloth. Ifa few succeeded occasionally in Caipetings—
Lowell sup,8-ply @1 42)|
finding the entrance,they were immediately seizEXtra super.e.c. @1 15
ed by the guards and summarily ejected.
:
Superfin®....... @l1 00
© FISH.
After sundown, in order to let in the few bees
Codfish, large 6 00 @ 7 00
belonging to the hive, which had. not yet found
small.......5 00 @ 6 00
the new entrance, I removed the wire cloth, and
Mackerel, 1gell 50 22 00
Shore.....« 9 00 g35 50
replaced it early ihe next morning.
As soon as Alewives.....
4 50 @ 5 v0
I thought that simply
contracting the entrance
er:
.
of the hive would secure the colony from further
FLOUR
AND MEAL,
attacks, B removed all my devices.
St.Louis, sup.. .. @.. ..
extra brand
6.60 @ 6 25
This mode of checking robbers will always
choice extra 8 50 @ 9 OC
prove successful if the ruchee has a queen or the
Westrn sup..5 00 @ 5 25
the means of raising one, provided ail the robcom.extras..b 75 @ 6 25
bers are got out of. {be hive before the bees per- ’ medium do..6 25 @ 7 00
choice do....7 26 @ 7 70
taining to it are confined.—Bee Journal.
Illinois and-Qhio,

Ruthie Shaw ; or, The Good Girl, .
Nettie Nesmith ; or, The Bad Girl, .

The Medicine of Cheerfulness.

By

Containing

Extrace...,1 15. @ 1 25
04 Levases
@ 0 9%
Neatsfoot¥’gall 10 @ 1 60
PAINTS.

Ticking

to

‘THE COLDEN ROBIN

|Sperm.......1
(Lard, Western—

@ 28
@ 15
@ 11%
@ = 22

:

FOR THE YOUNG FOLKS AT HOME

Md.togd mid ..17 @ 18
Low
Middling
16 @ 16X{
MESTICS,
Sheetings and Shirtings—

Cotton Flann 12)
Cotton Jeans. 10%
Printse..os.s 10%
Shirting Stripes 10

I—

THE MUSIC BOOK

OTT
Ordinary.... 13% @.. 14
Good Ordinary 15% @ 16

Print Cloths.. 6% @ 7

to their ordinary labor. The corners of the two
blocks were then separated so much as to allow
one or two

Markets.

Heavy
4-4.12% @ 13
Medium 4-4...10 @ 11
Drills,brown....13 @ 14

two.
By that time most of the robbers, tired of
fruitlessly seeking an entrance, had returned

Child Life in Many Lands,

quack’s pocket, while they run through the list
of humbugs
till those human
sieves,—their
bodies, are quite worn
out.
Now, I believe
states, the city was overshadowedby clouds of cheerfulness is the best pill,—new healthy faces,
remarkable
density, which poured out great ! new scenes and a good ringing laugh, to be the
best tonics. Who has not seen people actually
torrents of rain.
.
draw strength from some great-chested, sunny,
Henry Clay used to say that there were three
breezy man, or woman even, whose
entrance
classes of people whom it was never safe to quarinto
a
room
was
like
opening
a
window
for the
rel with. First, ministers, for the reason they
sweet,wholesome, clover-laden wind? A housecould denounce me from the pulpit, and I had
full of invalids! If it needs must be, let the docnone through which to reply. Second, editors;
tor thereof install under his roof some half dozfor they had the most powerful engines, from
en people with chests, with lungs, with common
which they could every day hurl wrath and fury
sense,—which last is the general accompaniment
upon me, and I had none through which to reply. | And, finally, with women, for they would ‘of the former,—and * throw physic to the dogs.”
So that his patients are cured, why should he
have the last word, anyhow.
ne
quarrel with the simplicity of the means?
In one of the barracks in Berlin there are 600
Of course they who do not recognize the influAmerican sewing machines, which are run by as
ence of the mind over the body will pooh-pooh
many Prussian soldiers, who have been detailed
such a course,
For one, the longer
I live, the
to make uniforms and boots.
more I value health and cheerfulness. For pity’s
A collection of Chinese coins has just been
sake, let mothers, before they speak the final
placed in the India Museum.
Some of them are
affirmative to a daughter’s lover, see that he has
claimed to be four thousand years old, but it is both these priceless gifts,
very doubtful whether so great antiquity can be
I remember a human wet blanket I used to
conceded to them.
stare at, with round eyes of wonder, when a
child. A groan,—sepulchral,—marked
his enThe Egyptians, two thousand years ago, could
trance; a groan, preceded the inquiry:
* Well,
make fine linen cloth of quality equal to any that
is now worn,
s is not it 4 dreadful dull time in the church?’
“ No,”
answered
Brother Hopeful; ‘there
The two official documents which issue from
‘were two accessions to our church last Sunday.”
the Pope are distinguished as the bull and the
‘ Well,”—with another groan,—* temto one
brief. To the bullis attached the leaden seal,

erman,” or a seal on which

that no robber, remained ; and then replacing the

late

its name ; while

the bees, till T'was sure

would pay to make a kiln-dry to dry your wood.
If you do not believe this, try a piece of wood
A
2
Price,
that has long been near a stove, or in some other
Short - Comings and Long - Goings,
$1.25
hot place for
a long time. It will at once take
.
.
:
1.50
fire, and burn like inflammable gas. There’sa Lute Falconer,
hot, white light that will do the business at once.
Above all things, avoid green wood.
Burn it NEW
BOOKS. CHRISTMAS, 1870.
not; suffer; throw it out; go from home, rather
The Judge's Son,
:
$1.50
than be pestered. But do a good deal to get
Hester's Happy Summer,
1:25
dry wood.
Do more to get hickory; but most
One Year of my Life,
.
.
1.925
of all, exert yourselfto get thoroughly dried,
Building Stones,
.
.
;
125
not “seasoned,”
wood.
That
should be the
text of every housewife, first and foremost,—dry, ' Hours ot Christian Devotion, Tholuck, 2 00
.
15
‘hard wood.
Avoid all snappish wood, as it is Alice Benson's Trials,
The Quiet Hour.
Dr. Lincoln,
.50
sure to make the cook snappish.— Exchange.

the waves of undulation, not the slightest tremor
was felt. It is stated, however, thit at the time
the shock was passing through the New England

or gulla, from which it derives

entrance,

air in immediate contact with it and fetching in,

| Perhaps, after so many failures; -it—will prove
the infallible panacea. Kind friends shake their
heads and say, Well, it amuses him or her; why
earthquake appears to be, that in Philadelphia,
about midway between the two extremes of undeceive? And so the dollars run into some

A curious fact in connection with the

brushing away anew all

Ne?

BOSTON WHOSLSALE PRICES.
For the week ending, Nov. 30, 1870.
CANDLES,
MOLASSES.
12 @0 14

triangular space or yard in front of the entrance,
“and covered this yard with a piece of wire cloth
having one-eighth inch meshes, —taking care to
adjust it so close that not a bee could enter the
yard from the outside.
The robbers soon clustered on the wire cloth seeking for entrance,while
some presented themselves under it, striving to
get ont. In eight or ten minutes, I suddenly
pulled away the blocks and wire cloth, instantly

preventing it from heating with hot air. Thus ‘blocks and wire cloth as before.
there is a current, not only in the room ‘but in
The hives remained thus shut

this will be remedied.

justas

Meantime I procured two

I placed one of these each side of the

well ventilated; for a stove with a good draft
is the best of ventilators.
Your room is not yet
warm.
This is in consequence of the ventilation
going on. Not only that, the air which is dr:
up by the stove is cold, and cools the stove; thus

But

does

1 pieces of plank or blocks,about six inches square.

mills. The daily consumption of the iron mills is
1200 tons, and their annual production is $23,000,
000. "Phere are 40 foundries,’employing 2000 men
in all, and adding $5,000,000 per year to the
wealth of our country.

The

twig

bringing two corners together so as to enclose a

"When it 1s burned down

By

The

to push away

well) all the bees seeking to enter, and let pass

—

meana

minutes.

one of them went three miles and a quarter in
thirty minutes, with an initial pressure of one"
hundred and twenty-five pounds to the square

and straw,
would have broken oats
ox

wur; indeed,
the
i a
At

Yuk ES

EL

corps engaged.

Paragraphs.

A new

witha feather duster (a leafy

that there is a good bed of coals, add more wood,
and let it be “heavier, with a few small sticks.
Get this in a full blaze, and let it burn for a few

Street cars, moved by compressed air, are run-

been jngroduced at St. Louis.

of the one attacked, directing him

to Treat a Stove.

4

out of one town after another.
But they have
made a stand at Etampas,
apd De Paladine has
paused and will await a better opportunity to
advance.

ning in Chicago.

"

all those coming out.

2

partment,

LI

around Paris,

General Paladine has been steadily following the
Grand Duke of Mecklenburgh and Prince Frederick Charles, harrassing them and driving them

The annual estimates for the various depart‘ments for the ensuing year, so far as they have
been made out, are as follows: For the War de-

STAR: DECEMBER 7, 1870.

Rural any Domestic

had it not

been. for the steadiness of the Wurtembergers
and the Saxons, which never failed. While the

MisdELLANEOUS,

splendid weather

MORNING

T

THE

392

Referénces, by permission, to many

patients in

Boston'and vicinity who have been CURED after 20
ears suffering. Also, applianees for CLUB FEET
OW LEGS; SPINAL CURVETURES and other DRFORMITIES of Adults and children,
|
Dr. GEO. LOTZ,A. Park St.
No charge for Professional examination of case.
Jewett's

m#®)

Patent

ARTIFICIAL
A

LECS,

admitted by those who have worn

0 hers to be * The Best.”
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»

diers sed

ment

price,

Send

vt the
for

Govern-

circular te

GEO,"B. FOSTER; Manufacturer,
A Park st., eorner Tremont,
.BOMTON.

a
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